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Weather 
Cloudy and 30s: 
Cloudy Friday. High in the 
mid 30s. Winds becoming 
light east. Cloudy Friday 
night with rain developing. 
Temperatures steady in the 
mid 30s. Chance of rain is 80 
percent. Saturday, occa- 
sional showers. High around 
40. Chance of rain is 80 per- 
cent. 
Inside The News 
Valentines roundup: 
News columnists cele- 
brate the good and bad in 
Valentine's Day while The 
Insider celebrates just plain 
bad poetry. 
□ See page two and The 
Insider. 
Montgomery speaks: 
Montgomery tells stu- 
dents what being a state 
senator is all about but re- 
mains non-committal about 
student input on University- 
wide tenure committees. 
Q See page four. 
Rush will change: 
National greek officials 
have changed sorority rush 
policies, and Bowling Green 
greeks explain what this will 
mean next fall. 
J See page five. 
USC preview: 
An early look at USG's two 
presidential hopefuls. 
J See page six and seven. 
Outside campus 
Death ruling issued: 
The Wood County Coro- 
ner's Office has determined 
Joy L. Hiser, the 24 year-old 
woman found dead In her 
home last week, died by as- 
phyxiation, or lack of oxy- 
gen. 
Officials said the manner 
of death is still under in- 
vestigation. 
Hiser was found dead in 
her home on Ninth Street by 
her roommate on Feb. 6. 
LA rain will continue: 
LOS ANGELES  Forecas- 
ters promised colder, more 
violent weekend weather for 
California, already reeling 
from one of its worst storms 
of the century that killed at 
least six people and left 
roads, rivers and many 
homes swamped with mud 
and debris. 
Russia discusses defense: 
MOSCOW While com- 
monwealth defense officials 
prepare agreements to be 
signed at Friday's summit 
meeting, Russia is getting 
ready for a confrontation 
over the former Soviet mili- 
tary and threatening to form 
its own army. 
Lottery 
Pick 3 Numbers 
0-2-4 
Pick 4 Numbers 
0-0-2-6 
Card* 
A (ace) of Hearts 
10 (ten) of Clubs 
2 (two) of Diamonds 
S (five) of Spades 
The Super Lotto Jackpot Is 
$12 mill ion 
Compiled from staff and 
wire reports. 
Pick a Card-Any Card Raisin Bowl 
pays off for 
football staff 
by Klmberly Larson 
The BG News 
Tk« BG Ncw«/LI»<U Uac 
Sophomore elementary education major Lori Claus selects Valentine's Day cards for her boyfriend 
and parents at The Little Shop Thursday afternoon. In case you forgot someone for Valentine's Day, 
The Little Shop will be open from 8 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. today. 
Blackney 
Add head football coach Gary 
Blackney and his assistants to 
the long list of lucky souls who 
have found gold in California. 
Blackney and 
his staff will be 
receiving fi- 
nancial bonus- 
es this year as a 




with a victory 
in the Califor- 
nia Raisin Bowl 
in December. 
But this payoff has upset some 
University faculty members who 
have not received raises for al- 
most two years. 
The bonuses were provided by 
the Falcon Club alumni group. 
Although the money was a pri- 
vate donation, the Falcon Club 
did not act alone. 
According to Lester Barber, 
executive assistant to the Uni- 
versity president. President Paul 
Olscamp was involved with the 
decision to reward the coaches. 
"The source of the money was 
the Falcon Club, but the decision 
was appropriate, if not necessary 
to retain a good coaching staff 
after their winning season," Bar- 
ber said. "It was not done uni- 
laterally by the Falcon Club." 
Vice President of Planning and 
Budgeting Christopher Dalton 
said the president personally ap- 
proved bonus payments to the 
football coaches. 
Dalton said each assistant 
coach received $1,500, while 
Blackney received $5,000. 
Faculty Senate Chairman 
Leigh Chiarelott said Olscamp 
could not draw money from any 
internal sources, so the Falcon 
Club - not funded by the state - 
seemed to be the logical choice 
to provide the bonuses. 
Faculty senator Theresa Milne 
said Olscamp's decision came at 
a very bad time, considering the 
economic hardship the Universi- 
ty has been faced with during the 
last year. 
"It's the same as the president 
traveling to other countries in 
the name of expanding Interna- 
tional relations in this time of ec- 
onomic hardship," she said. "It 
was ill-advised if he made this 
request" 
Faculty senator Elliott Blinn 
said he believes the bonus given 
to the football coaches are in vio- 
lation of the University's Aca- 
demic Charter because it seems 
to be a conflict of interest. 
"It is not clear whether this is a 
violation of the charter," Chiare- 
lott said. "It is not an advisable 
practice because it may be creat- 
ing precedence." 
Blinn said he was concerned 
the bonus would make the coach- 
See Raiaea, page four. 
Economy stimulated by consumer spending 
by John D. McClain 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - Retailers rang up a 
0.6 percent increase in sales in January, 
the biggest in eight months, the Com- 
merce Department said Thursday in a 
report suggesting the consumer may be 
ready to help re-fire the economy. "Con- 
sumers are heading to the malls to shop 
again," said John M. Albert ine, head of a 
Washington economic forecasting firm. 
"I think this says we have reached the 
bottom in consumer sentiment and 
spending, and things should begin to 
move up slowly," agreed economist Cyn- 
thia Latta of DRI-McGraw-Hill, a Lexing- 
ton, Mass., forecasting service. 
A second report, from the Labor De- 
partment, showed that new claims for 
unemployment insurance posted their 
second straight decline in the week end- 
ing Feb. 1, falling 13,000 to 437,000. 
David Jones, an economist with Aubrey 
G. Lanston & Co., a New York securities 
dealer, said the Jobless claims report is 
"among the more sensitive indicators of 
where the economy is going. It is a hint of 
better news." 
The Bush administration, which has 
watched the president's approval ratings 
plummet with each new gloomy report on 
the economy, also reacted with cautious 
optimism to the new reports. 
Labor Secretary Lynn Martin said the 
jobless report could be "an early signal 
that the economy and the labor market 
are posed for improvement" and that the 
retail sales advance may be providing 
"additional confirmation that the worst is 
behind us." 
"It is not time for fireworks," she said, 
"but these are positive signs." 
Some analysts said the better-than- 
expected reports could reduce chances 
the Federal Reserve will further ease 
credit to ensure the economic revival. 
Mayor-appointed 
citizens' group to 
study redistricting 
by Jacqueline Porter 
city editor 
In a meeting spurred in part by 
recent student activism, Bowling 
Green city council's Governmen- 
tal and Personnel Committee will 
form an eight- 
member citi- 
zen's commit- 
tee to address 
the issue of re- 
districting the 
wards of Bowl- 
ing Green. 
The commit- 
tee will consist 
of four Demo- 
crats and four 
r 
Ziance 
Republicans, evenly split among 
the geographic area of the city. It 
will also be evenly represented 
by students and permanent resi- 
dents chosen by Mayor Wes 
Hoffman. 
The appointees will be an- 
nounced at next Tuesday's coun- 
cil meeting. 
All committee members will 
have voting privileges, and will 
be responsible to give a suffi- 
ciently detailed recommendation 
of what the city should do about 
the issue. The citizen commit- 
tee's   decision   is   due   to   the 
Governmental and Personnel 
Committee by April 6. City Coun- 
cil is expected to take action re- 
garding the redistricting during 
the April 20 Council meeting. 
Committee chairperson and 
Ward One councilman Scott 
Ziance said because of the in- 
creased involvement of students 
within the city, it has become ap- 
parent the current distribution of 
the wards must be looked at. 
Ziance said because the city 
was a chartered one, there was 
confusion in what was to be done 
about the issue raised in a recent 
Newsarticle. 
According to Mayor Wes 
Hoffman, who was Involved in 
the original redistricting plan in 
1973 as Safety Service Director, 
the boundaries were very diffi- 
cult to determine because the 
census figures were Inaccurate - 
they said there were only 65 peo- 
ple residing on campus at that 
time. 
"Since students historically did 
not vote - the voter registration 
figures were acceptable [at the 
time]," he said. 
The 1973 redistricting made 
the first ward, which was already 





by Chris Hawley 
The BG News 
A guilty plea by killer Richard Ger- 
inger means the wait is over for pros- 
ecutors seeking answers in the shoot- 
ing deaths of the Perrysburg man's 
wife, daughter, and girlfriend on Dec. 
23. Geringer, 44, on Thursday admit- 
ted before Court of Common Pleas 
Judge Charles Kurfess that he used a 
firearm to kill the three by prior cal- 
culation. Geringer also pleaded guilty 
to setting his bam on fire. Now facing 
a possible sentence of life in prison, 
Geringer was instructed by Kurfess 
to tell details of the killings to law en- 
forcement officials. 
"It Is my order that you cooperate 
with, and respond to them in that in- 
vestigation," Kurfess told Geringer. 
In exchange for the guilty pleas. 
Wood County Prosecutor Alan 
Mayberry dropped Indictment speci- 
fications calling for the death penalty 
and an alternate set of murder char- 
ges. Kurfess will sentence Geringer 
Feb. 20. 
Because Geringer can withdraw his 
See Geringer, page four. 
The BC NcwiUay Mur*«* 
Accused murderer Richard Geringer is escorted from 
the courtroom Thursday morning. In addition to other 
charges, Geringer pleaded guilty to three counts of 
aggravated murder. 
,   W.  X   .    . 
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
To my htOe cruckapunga 
onher2ls1 
To C W from C B 
WIN A MOUNTAIN BIKE'! 
P'esentaion by Act II Associates 
THE WELLNESS SHOW   Motivation with a 
Sense of Humor 
When 7:30 pm. Thursday. Feb 13.1992 
Where: Kobacker HaR. Moore Musical Arts 
Cost' 'ree and open 10 ihe public 
University students who attend are eligible lor 
a drawing tor a mountain bike, roller blades. 
running shoes and more1 
YOU'VE ONLY GOT ONE WEEK TO LIVE! 
DO SPRING BREAK IN JAMAICA OR CAN 
CUN. FROM $«29i INCLUDES HOTEL. AIR. 
TRANSFERS. PARTIES' SUN SPLASH 





SOUTH PADRE ISLAND 
STEAMBOAT 
PANAMA CITY BEACH 
FORTLAUDERDALE 
HILTON HEAD ISLAND 
MUSTANG ISLAND I 
PORT ARANSAS 
0OWT WAIT Til ITS TOO LATE 
11th annual 
Celebration! 
TOIL FREE INFORMATION » RESERVATIONS 
1-800 321-5911 
3K3EP 
Lei's go Duh'n with Passion 
Stg Ep Dale Dash 
"Gettin stupid with CupKJ" 
Fnday V-Day 
SrGEP 
SPRING BREAK 92 
Now offering the 3 honest destinations and Ihe 
best locations lor your 7 night. 8 day package* 
Nassau. Bahamas: $449 
Cancun $489 
Daytona Beach: $150 
Bahamas A Cancun include stay A round trip 
atr from Ohio Cad 352-4610 now" Find a better 
priOB&well match it'  
SPRING BREAK TO FLORIDA BEACHES 
FUN IN THE SUN. 4/RM PRICE 
Daytona$l49 
tench. Wlrfrt A Trans Available 
Call Jim at 352-6665  
Spnng Break Panama Gly Beach 
The cops won't treat you like Daytona Beach or 
East Merry' Beer on the beach' Leave Mes 
sage lor Jim at 352-6665. Prices start at $i 29 





"Cheapest Dtinfc Prices m Town'" 
UAO Valentine's Day Raffle 
LAST DAY TODAY 10 AM - 4 PM 
in the Union Foyer 
TICKETS ONLY 50EACH OR 
3 FOR $1.00 Wn ice-Cream. 
Dinner. Roses or Candy1 
UAO Valentine's Day Raffle 
VALENTINE CANDY SALE 
Buy sweets for your sweetheart this year. Ta- 
bles will be set up m the Math Soenco and Ed- 
ucation buildings Candy sells on February 
12-14 from 11 am - 2 pm Sponsored by Baptist 
Student Union. 
WHITEHALL ROOMS AVAILABLE 
Daytona Beach. Call Now 352-4610 
WANTED 
1 or 2 female non-smoking senior or p/ad stu- 
dent roommates for 92-93 school year. Call 
Kim at 353-6503. 
1 or 2 roommates needed immediately thru 
August 10th for sublease of apt. near campus) 
University Village, rent neg. Call Mike 
3537203  
Available now. Need one female to fill house at 
957 N. Proepect. For 3 • Own room. Call 
353-0325. 
Available now 
Need one female to fill house 
at 957 N Prospect 
For 3 - Own room 
Call 353-0325 
Looking for two female roommates to share a 3 
bedroom. 2 bath apartment, close to campus, 
lor the 92-93 school year, cefl 362-2423. 
Needed: one non-smoking female roommate 
for a furnished, two bedroom apartment with 
AC and washer/dryer. Near campus. $150 a 
month, plus utilities. Lease begins May '92 
Call 372-1181 for more info. 
Pre-Law student to perform a dissolution. 
Cash plus expenses. 
Leave message at 372-5614 
Roommate wanted to share home in BG. Grad 
maJepref. $l95/mo. Util. inc. Call 354-6701 or 
352-1631. 
HELP WANTED 
OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo. Summer, 
Yr. round, All Countries. All fields Free 
info Write UC, P.O. Box 52-OH03, Corona 








PH. 352 5166 
OPEN 
4 P.M. 
Sat. & Sun. noon 
Any of our Special Prices Apply 
Pizzas can be sent to 2nd party - Call for details 
250COUNSELORS and Instructors neededl 
Pnvate. coed summer camp in PocomoMtns . 
NE Pennsylvania Lohikan. Bo« 234 BG. 
Kenilworth, NJ 07033 (908) 276-0888 
CAMP COUNSELORS NEEDED FOR CO-ED. 
SPORTS ORIENTED CAMP loaned m north- 
eastern Pa near New York City We nave 
openings lor general counselors as well as 
specialists in both land and water sports. Spe- 
cialty areas include baseball, tennis, basket- 
ball, soccer, lacrosse, hockey, waterskiing, 
sailing, scuba. WSI. canoeing, windsurfing, 
gymnastics, archery, fencing, arts 8 crafts, 
piano accompanist, drama, radio, and rocketry. 
Pioneenng staff needed for both land and 
canoe trips and for our ropes challenge course. 
Other openings may be available Salaries 
$100-$200 per week plus room, board, and 
travel. We will be conducting on-campus inter- 
views on March 3rd For information call or 
write-G LuSog.60W.68thSt..28A.NewYork. 
NY. 10023: M. * 212-724-0113. 
Cedar Point 
Summer Job kilo MghL 
Moseley Hal. Rm 200 
Tues. at 7:30. Get to the Pointl 
RESIDENT CAMP STAFF - Assistant director. 
business manager, RN, kitchen staff, unit 
counselors and leaders, program specialist. 
pool director and lifeguards needed: June 13 - 
August 11. Two seasonal resident camps lo- 
cated near Harnsonburg and Leesburg, Va 
Contact: Ruth Ensor. GSCNC, 2233 Wisconsin 
Av. N.W., Washington. DC 20007-4187. 
202-337-4300. EOE. 
SPRING  BREAK  -92  EARN   FREE  TRIPS 
AND CASH!! 
CAMPUS REPS WANTED TO PROMOTE 
THE (1 SPRING BREAK DES- 
TINATON.DAYTONA BEACH BEST OR- 
GANIZED. BEST PRICE ON CAMPUS CALL 
I 800 5638747. 
Summer 1992 - ATTENTION ATHLETES 
Premier children's camps in North East need 
male/lemale counselors with the following 
skills Tennis. WSI. Baseball. Basketball, Arts 
& Crafts, Soccer, Ropes, Sailing, Nurses, Hor- 
seback Riding, Hockey, Windsurf. Dance, 
Dramascs, Gymnastics. LaCrosse, Waterski- 
ing, Piano, Guitar, Woodworking, etc Upper 
classmen preferred. Call Arlene nowl 
1-800-44W428. 
TIMBER LAKE/TYLER HILL CAMPS 
3 TOP NEW YORK AREA RESIDENT 
CAMPS. GENERAL COUNSELORS. WSI, 
ATHLETIC SPECIALIST ON-CAMPUS 
INTERVIEWS TOP SALARIESTRAVEL AL- 
LOWANCE 800-828 CAMP (9 5 WEEKDAYS 
-EST).  
FOR SALE 
1979 Olds Culas Supreme Coupe Good con 
diuon $1 100 354-5187 
Electra Westone Guitar (Blueburst), Guitar 
case and 20ft cord, and a peavey backstage 
110 apmlifier. Asking $450. Call Scott at 
353-4377. 
FOR SALE: Sony TC-FX 120 Stereo Cas- 
selte-SeSOO. Sony WM-FX40 Walk- 
man-S25.00:and the following Macintosh soft- 
ware: Microsolt Word $25 oo. Mac- 
Proof-$1S.OO: End Note Bibliography Data 
base-$i5.00; Aldus PageMaker (Student Ver- 
stm 4.0)-t25.00.354-7479 
Metal Buildings 
50% oft while Ihe color* and sliee last. 
(614)159-6315 
Speakers. RCA TV. JVC turn table. 8 other 
household 6 kitchen items. Call 352-3736. 
FOR RENT 
1 & 2, bedroom lum apts 
0 month, summer A year leases. 
352-7454. 
1 bedroom apts lor FalI 1992 
Quiet atmosphere. Close to campus. 
352-2663 
12 month leases available May IS, 1982 
123 Manvllle-3 Br-3 person $630 . uH. 
2621 r2 Troup-2Br.-3 person $390 • uti 
Sieve Smith 352-8917  
2 bedroom furnished apartment. 
For Fall 1882 
352-2663 
9243 SUMMER * FALL RENTALS 
OVER SO0 UNITS 
Effic., one bdrm . two bdrm.. houses & du- 
plexes. Stop into 
J19E.WOOSTER 
(across from Taoo Bell) 
Speak with our fnendafy staff or call 




•Free heat and air cond. 
•Close to campus 
•Balconies 
-Plenty of parking 
•Furnished 
Starting at $475.00 
CALL R.E. Managment 
352-9302 
Carry Rentals 
Apartments for 2,3 or 4 students 
Houses for 5.6 or 9 students 
0,10 or 12 mo leases available 
Call 352-7365 





113 Railroad St. 
352-9303 
Duplex avail. 4-7 people. 
1/2 block from campus 
Avail. Aug. 352-6982 
Efficiency. I bedroom, 2 bedroom furnished 
apartments. Utilities furnished Summer and 
Fall Call 669 3036 
Efficiency A one bedroom apartments 
availablt. Call Mecca Management at 
353-5800.  
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS 
800-THIRD STREET 
Now renting for 1982- 1883.1 or 4 2 br units 
Fuly furnished. Gas. heat. A AC. 9 or 12 month 
leases. Reasonable rates. Ideal location. 
Owners pay utilities Contact early c avoid 
disappointment 
PHONE 3524968. 
Houses 8 apartments lor 1992-93 school year. 
12 month leases only, starting in May. Sieve 
Smith 352-8917  
Houses 6 Apartments. Close to campus. 
For summer 1882 and 1882-83 school year. 
1-267-3341 
Looking lor 2 non-smoking housematos lor 
summer 1982 and Ian-spring '83 Rent $150 A 
1/3 of the utilities Can 354-7024 anytime. Re- 
spond ASAP. 
MARTEN RENTALS 
We have apartments for traditional students, 
grads and couples. Please call for more infor- 
mation on locations and rate*  for Spnng, 
Summer and Fall. 
352-3445 'Hour* 9- 9 
Newly remodeled apt lor sublease. Rent nego- 
tiable. Call collect l ■882-2363  
Now leasing 1,2, A 3 bedroom apts. A houses 
1 yr. lease. Yes. we allow pets. Call after 1pm. 
354-8800  
One 3 bdrm $590 plus gas (Down) 




2 person rooms now available for Summer and 
Fall ol 1892. and Spnng ol 1893. Can Jeff or 
Cindy at 352-5232 lor more into  
Summer subleasers needed starting May 8. 
Two large bedrooms, furnished. 352-8560 
(loave a message). 
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Jeff Beck Charlie Fiaherty Matt Gallagher Joby Knapp Tim?! .owe 
Jason Brofford Clint Frazier Tony Geraci Dave Lewis Matvias 
Darren Caywood Doug Fox Terry Horan Chris Lottridge Jasoi i Moses 




.. ■■■ V 
HUH 
Spring 1992 Pledge Class 
Damian Cairns David Hanna Darren Harp James Mericsko       ILeeRamey.:      Mike Titus 
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Weather 
Cloudy and 30s: 
Cloudy Friday. High In the 
mid 30s. Winds becoming 
light east. Cloudy Friday 
night with rain developing. 
Temperatures steady in the 
mid 30s. Chance of rain is 80 
percent. Saturday, occa- 
sional showers. High around 
40. Chance of rain is 80 per- 
cent. 
Inside The News 
Valentines roundup: 
News columnists cele- 
brate the good and bad In 
Valentine's Day while The 
Insider celebrates just plain 
bad poetry. 
Q See page two and The 
Insider. 
Montgomery speaks: 
Montgomery tells stu- 
dents what being a state 
senator is all about but re- 
mains non-committal about 
student Input on University- 
wide tenure committees. 
□ See page four. 
Rush will change: 
National greek officials 
have changed sorority rush 
policies, and Bowling Green 
greeks explain what this will 
mean next fall. 
J See page five. 
USC preview: 
An early look at USG's two 
presidential hopefuls. 
□ See page six and seven. 
Outside campus 
Death ruling issued: 
The Wood County Coro- 
ner's Office has determined 
Joy L. Hiser, the 24 year-old 
woman found dead in her 
home last week, died by as- 
phyxiation, or lack of oxy- 
gen. 
Officials said the manner 
of death is still under in- 
vestigation. 
Hiser was found dead in 
her home on Ninth Street by 
her roommate on Feb. 6. 
LA rain will continue: 
LOS ANGELES  Forecas- 
ters promised colder, more 
violent weekend weather for 
California, already reeling 
from one of its worst storms 
of the century that killed at 
least six people and left 
roads, rivers and many 
homes swamped with mud 
and debris. 
Russia discusses defense: 
MOSCOW While com- 
monwealth defense officials 
prepare agreements to be 
signed at Friday's summit 
meeting, Russia is getting 
ready for a confrontation 
over the former Soviet mili- 
tary and threatening to form 
its own army. 
Lottery 
Pick 3 Numbers 
0-2-4 
Pick 4 Number* 
0-0-2-6 
Card* 
A (ace) of Hearts 
10 (ten) of Clubs 
2 (two) of Diamonds 
S (five) of Spades 
The Super Lotto Jackpot Is 
$12 million. 
CompUedfrom staff and 
wire reports. 
Pick a Card-Any Card 
Tke BG NtwiJLImU Uac 
Sophomore elementary education major Lorl Claus selects Valentine's Day cards for her boyfriend 
and parents at The Little Shop Thursday afternoon. In case yon forgot someone for Valentine's Day, 
The Little Shop will be open from 8 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. today. 
Raisin Bowl 
pays off for 
football staff 
by Klmberly Larson 
The BG News 
Blackney 
Add head football coach Gary 
Blackney and his assistants to 
the long list of lucky souls who 
have found gold in California 
Blackney and 
his staff will be 
receiving fi- 
nancial bonus- 
es this year as a 




with a victory 
in the Califor- 
nia Raisin Bowl 
in December. 
But this payoff has upset some 
University faculty members who 
have not received raises for al- 
most two years. 
The bonuses were provided by 
the Falcon Club alumni group. 
Although the money was a pri- 
vate donation, the Falcon Club 
did not act alone. 
According to Lester Barber, 
executive assistant to the Uni- 
versity president. President Paul 
Olscamp was involved with the 
decision to reward the coaches. 
"The source of the money was 
the Falcon Club, but the decision 
was appropriate, if not necessary 
to retain a good coaching staff 
after their winning season," Bar- 
ber said. "It was not done uni- 
laterally by the Falcon Club." 
Vice President of Planning and 
Budgeting Christopher DaJton 
said the president personally ap- 
proved bonus payments to the 
football coaches. 
Dalton said each assistant 
coach received $1,500, while 
Blackney received $5,000. 
Faculty Senate Chairman 
Leigh Chiarelott said Olscamp 
could not draw money from any 
internal sources, so the Falcon 
Club - not funded by the state - 
seemed to be the logical choice 
to provide the bonuses. 
Faculty senator Theresa Milne 
said Olscamp's decision came at 
a very bad time, considering the 
economic hardship the Universi- 
ty has been faced with during the 
last year. 
"It's the same as the president 
traveling to other countries in 
the name of expanding interna- 
tional relations in this time of ec- 
onomic hardship," she said. "It 
was ill-advised if he made this 
request" 
Faculty senator Elliott Blinn 
said he believes the bonus given 
to the football coaches are in vio- 
lation of the University's Aca- 
demic Charter because it seems 
to be a conflict of interest. 
"It is not clear whether this is a 
violation of the charter," Chiare- 
lott said. "It is not an advisable 
practice because it may be creat- 
ing precedence." 
Blinn said he was concerned 
the bonus would make the coach- 
See Raises, page four. 
Economy stimulated by consumer spending 
by John 0. McClain 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - Retailers rang up a 
0.6 percent increase in sales in January, 
the biggest in eight months, the Com- 
merce Department said Thursday in a 
report suggesting the consumer may be 
ready to help re-fire the economy. "Con- 
sumers are heading to the malls to shop 
again," said John ML Albertine, head of a 
Washington economic forecasting firm. 
"I think this says we have reached the 
bottom in consumer sentiment and 
spending, and things should begin to 
move up slowly," agreed economist Cyn- 
thia Latta of DRI-McGraw-Hill, a Lexing- 
ton, Mass., forecasting service. 
A second report, from the Labor De- 
partment, showed that new claims for 
unemployment insurance posted their 
second straight decline in the week end- 
ing Feb. 1, falling 13,000 to 437,000. 
David Jones, an economist with Aubrey 
G. Lanston & Co., a New York securities 
dealer, said the Jobless claims report is 
"among the more sensitive indicators of 
where the economy is going. It is a hint of 
better news." 
The Bush administration, which has 
watched the president's approval ratings 
plummet with each new gloomy report on 
the economy, also reacted with cautious 
optimism to the new reports. 
Labor Secretary Lynn Martin said the 
jobless report could be "an early signal 
that the economy and the labor market 
are posed for improvement" and that the 
retail sales advance may be providing 
"additional confirmation that the worst is 
behind us." 
"It is not time for fireworks," she said, 
"but these are positive signs." 
Some analysts said the better-than- 
expected reports could reduce chances 
the Federal Reserve will further ease 
credit to ensure the economic revival. 
Mayor-appointed 
citizens' group to 
study redistricting 
by Jacqueline Porter 
city editor 
In a meeting spurred in part by 
recent student activism, Bowling 
Green city council's Governmen- 
tal and Personnel Committee will 
form an eight- 




tee to address 
the issue of re- 
districting the 
wards of Bowl- 
ing Green. 
The commit- 
tee will consist 
of four Demo- 
crats and four 
Republicans, evenly split among 
the geographic area of the city. It 
will also be evenly represented 
by students and permanent resi- 
dents chosen by Mayor Wes 
Hoffman. 
The appointees will be an- 
nounced at next Tuesday's coun- 
cil meeting. 
All committee members will 
have voting privileges, and will 
be responsible to give a suffi- 
ciently detailed recommendation 
of what the city should do about 
the issue. The citizen commit- 
tee's   decision   is   due   to   the 
Governmental and Personnel 
Committee by April 6. City Coun- 
cil is expected to take action re- 
garding the redistricting during 
the April 20 Council meeting. 
Committee chairperson and 
Ward One councilman Scott 
Ziance said because of the in- 
creased involvement of students 
within the city, it has become ap- 
parent the current distribution of 
the wards must be looked at. 
Ziance said because the city 
was a chartered one, there was 
confusion in what was to be done 
about the issue raised in a recent 
Newsarticle. 
According to Mayor Wes 
Hoffman, who was involved in 
the original redistricting plan in 
1973 as Safety Service Director, 
the boundaries were very diffi- 
cult to determine because the 
census figures were inaccurate - 
they said there were only 65 peo- 
ple residing on campus at that 
time. 
"Since students historically did 
not vote - the voter registration 
figures were acceptable [at the 
time]," he said. 
The 1973 redistricting made 
the first ward, which was already 





by Chris Hawley 
The BG News 
A guilty plea by killer Richard Ger- 
inger means the wait is over for pros- 
ecutors seeking answers in the shoot- 
ing deaths of the Perrysburg man's 
wife, daughter, and girlfriend on Dec 
23. Geringer, 44, on Thursday admit- 
ted before Court of Common Pleas 
Judge Charles Kurfess that he used a 
firearm to kill the three by prior cal- 
culation. Geringer also pleaded guilty 
to setting his bam on fire. Now facing 
a possible sentence of life in prison, 
Geringer was instructed by Kurfess 
to tell details of the killings to law en- 
forcement officials. 
"It is my order that you cooperate 
with, and respond to them in that in- 
vestigation," Kurfess told Geringer. 
In exchange for the guilty pleas. 
Wood County Prosecutor Alan 
Mayberry dropped indictment speci- 
fications calling for the death penalty 
and an alternate set of murder char- 
ges. Kurfess will sentence Geringer 
Feb. 20. 
Because Geringer can withdraw his 
See Geringer, page four. 
The BC Newiil.y Mur«K» 
Accused murderer Richard Geringer Is escorted from 
the courtroom Thursday morning. In addition to other 
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It took more than three months, but 
the University finally responded 
to the Phi Beta Sigma/campus police 
dispute in a report released on Feb. 4. 
But, as all too often is the case in Uni- 
versity administrative circles, it seems 
that after all is said and done, more is 
said than done. 
The report deals with events sur- 
rounding a fight which broke out during 
a dance held by Phi Beta Sigma on Aug. 
31. The ensuing police report, filed by 
Cpl. John Shumaker, allegedly exag- 
gerated the severity of the incident. 
When the report was brought to Phi 
Beta Sigma's attention in early Novem- 
ber, the fraternity took offense at the 
alleged misrepresentation and present- 
ed a list of six demands to the Universi- 
ty Police Department. 
Phi Beta Sigma then joined with 
several other African-American organ- 
izations on campus in several protests, 
including a walkout at an open forum 
held by University President Paul Ols- 
camp which was designed for the stu- 
dent protest leaders to voice their con- 
cerns. 
Rather than face the issue head-on, 
the University formed a committee to 
look into the matter. Conveniently, the 
committee's research extended over 
winter break, during which time the 
administration undoubtedly hoped that 
the fires of rebellion would cool. 
Months of research resulted in a few 
weak generalities which, in reality, 
solve very little. 
Let's look closer at some of the com- 
mittee's recommendations: 
Phi Beta Sigma will not be billed for 
the questionable charges at the Aug. 31 
dance. Olscamp declared this matter 
cleared up last semester at the open 
forum. Moot point. 
The University Student Code will be 
reviewed to determine if students have 
avenues to appeal administrative de- 
cisions. In other words, the administra- 
tion will ponder whether or not we ac- 
tually have rights that we should have 
in the first place. 
Greek Life, Multicultural Activities, 
Public Safety and African-American 
greek   organizations   should   meet   to 
Sugarcoating the Sigmas 
make the responsibilities of police 
and/or security officers at student-s- 
ponsored events clear.This seems to be 
the most legitimate of the committee's 
recommendations. Thankfully, campus 
organizations now have the option of 
bringing in outside security for events 
and thereby circumventing the prob- 
lem altogether. 
Interaction between African- 
American greek organizations and Pub- 
lic Safety should be encouraged through 
regular meetings. Fighting a forest fire 
with a squirt gun. 
Cooperation between all greek organ- 
izations should be encouraged. Nice 
thought. Too bad Black Greek Council 
has been seeking independence from 
Interfraternity and Panhellenic coun- 
cils for the better part of the year. And 
too bad many greeks routinely try to 
kill each other at every intramural 
sport on the planet. 
Few of Phi Beta Sigma's demands 
were met. They've been promised a cul- 
turally-diverse police department, but 
this can't be achieved overnight. Their 
demand for the dismissal of Shumaker 
and other officers was doomed from the 
start. Even considering the volatile 
nature of the situation, this request was 
out of line. Besides, doing so would 
show a chink in the armor that the en- 
tire Public Safety department wears. 
This fact was nowhere more evident 
than in the words of committee member 
and University sophomore Jason Jack- 
son. 
"The thing that really got under my 
skin," Jackson said in the Feb. S edition 
of The BG News, "was the police de- 
partment's attitude of immunity to 
scrutiny." 
Apparently, the committee was de- 
signed to show that campus police 
werenot immune to scrutiny. But it's 
also painfully apparent that the Univer- 
sity's idea of "scrutiny" amounts to a 
list of oversimplified answers to com- 
plex, multi-layered problems. It's hard 
to believe the administration made us 
wait three months for this. 
Josh bashing unfounded 
An "Inside" look at why what Josh said isn't that bad 
Josh McDowell came to cam- 
pus last week promising Maxi- 
mum Sex. What he delivered was 
Maximum Opportunity for Opin- 
ionated People to Spout Off 
Without Listening to His Mes- 
sage. 
I'm not a Josh fan. I'm not a 
member of Campus Crusade for 
Christ or any other Christian 
group. Heck, I haven't been to a 
church in the last five years ex- 
cept for weddings and funerals. 
But I'm not a moron either. 
If you didn't see Josh speak, 
you'd get the impression he was 
some Brother Jed Not Only 
Ilatc-Thc Sin-Bui Rlow- 
The-Sinner-Away-Like- 
Dirty-Harry type from all the 
crap printed recently. He wasn't. 
I went to the Josh McDowell 
speech expecting to hear some 
biased, way-out- in-right-field 
verbal abuse from a man who 
thinks I'm the lowest scum on 
Earth 'cause I like to party a bit. 
But Just like when I saw Farrak- 
han, I got a splash of cold water 
in the face. 
Josh was not a raving, foaming 
maniac condemning me to Hell 
for being a bad boy. I can't even 
recall one time he said "Vail for- 
nicatin' heathen bastards goin' to 
Hell" in relation to anything. You 
Matthew A. Daneman 
Guest Columnist 
know what Josh did? He talked to 
students about being monoga- 
mous. About not screwing around 
with everything on two legs. 
About maybe waiting before 
having sex. Damn, if I didn't 
know better, I'd think these were 
common sense tips in the age of 
AIDS and other STDs. 
My advice to everyone on 
the Josh-bashing tip these 
days: Think about how 
dangerous wanton sax is 
these days. 
From what I've heard and read 
by other pundits, though, I guess 
I'm way off base. Shoot. 
I'll admit that I wasn't a big fan 
of the scare tactics Josh used: 
telling all these horror stories 
about people who've ruined their 
lives through sexually- 
transmitted diseases or porno- 
graphy. But at the same time, 
aren't all these detractors using 
the same form of cheap trickery 
by trying to make Josh sound like 
some fascist sex police? 
Like I said, I'm not some Bi- 
ble-thumping Jesus freak. 
Neither was Josh. He did end his 
lecture with a (very non- 
denominational) prayer, but 
that's it. Why is it that any time 
Christianity even comes into 
brief contact with some topics, 
the message instantly loses valid- 
ity for a lot of people? Josh didn't 
cram Jesus down anyone's throat 
(if he did, I'd be among the first 
to bitch); instead, he presented a 
few nubbins of good common 
sense to the gathered masses. 
Why slur the guy as a fire-and- 
brimstone loose cannon of God? 
My advice to everyone on the 
Josh-bashing trip: Think about 
how dangerous wanton sex is 
these days. Consider the message 
Josh gave. And put both hands in 
the clue bag. 
Matthew A. Daneman is a 
senior magazine journalism 
major from (yee-haw!) Dayton 
and editor-in-chief of Insider 
magazine. He is not a prude or a 
Bible thumper. 
D4tr«utM Dy T»0u"« MM, S»i 
Real romance is so grand 
Today's people seem to take too dark a look at love 
I'm convinced that if Romeo 
and Juliet attended Bowling 
Green, just about everyone 
would be on the verge of killing 
them and they would have no 
friends. 
This has nothing to do with 
envy. This has nothing to do with 
a hatred of Valentine's Day. 
However, it is ironic that most of 
the role models we have as lovers 
in Western culture had some of 
the most unhealthy relationships 
I have ever seen. 
Antony and Cleopatra. Romeo 
and Juliet. Napoleon and Jose- 
phine. They may look great on 
paper. They may give people 
something to shoot for. But be- 
lieve me, these people had no 
concept of a healthy relationship. 
In any sense. 
Some of this is because the idea 
of romantic love is relatively new 
in comparison to the history of 
the world. Even when trouba- 
dours were singing songs about 
love and romance and duty, most 
people weren't wasting their 
time with the real thing. Even 
Romeo and Juliet's type of love 
was fairly new in the context of 
the rest of the world. 
And when you consider the fact 
that Valentine's Day evolved 
from two things: a religious holi- 
day for the martyr St. Valentine, 
and a belief that birds started to 
mate on February 14 (so people 
should probably choose their 
mates then, too) then you realize 
that Valentine's Day is a beauti- 
ful idea, but it doesn't really have 
much to do with life in the 20th 
century. 
So while we should be concen- 
trating on healthy, everyday re- 
lationships - treating each other 
as people, respecting and listen- 
ing to each other, helping each 
other work through problems - 
many of us are trying to emulate 
the great lovers of Western soci- 
ety, which is a failure whether 
you succeed in imitating them or 
not. 
Valentine's Day is a great day 
to tell people that you care about 
them, even though you shouldn't 
need a day to do this. It works all 
year. However, even though I 
know many people with wonder- 
ful and rewarding relationships, 






I can't decide which type I hate 
more. On one hand, I have lost 
many friends to the "I-have-no- 
life-without-you" syndrome. This 
disease knows no gender, one 
party or the other decides that 
their new partner is the be-all 
and end-all to his or her existence 
and abandons everyone else he or 
she knows in pursuit of generally 
becoming this other person. 
The sad part of this one is that 
one person usually falls out of in- 
fatuation before the other one 
does, and the remaining person is 
left helpless. 
Even though it's nice to care 
about someone that much, when 
it takes over one's own sense of 
(Love is) one of those things 
that's supposed to make hel 
worth living through, not 
make your life a living hell. 
independence and well-being 
then it's time to question things. 
One of the saddest things I ever 
saw in my life was the way my 
grandmother reacted to my 
grandfather's death. 
Because she never did any- 
thing without him in S3 years of 
marriage, she never did fully re- 
cover from losing him. She calls 
it true love. I know that it's the 
last thing my grandfather ever 
would have wanted. 
A lot of times people mistake 
this as "true love." I'm not ques- 
tioning that these people don't 
love each other. However, I don't 
think Juliet would have WANT- 
ED Romeo to kill himself be- 
cause he couldn't live without 
her. If either of these two had 
really loved each other, they 
would have genuinely cared 
about the quality of the other 
person's life, even if they 
couldn't be there. 
"I-hate-y ou-here's-a- 
dozen-roses" seems to have 
gained prominence since the age 
of television, but I'm sure it's at 
least as old as Romeo and Juliet. 
These people liit stages of eu- 
phoria, the "I-have-no-life- 
without-you" syndrome when 
they have intense feelings of love 
for each other, but they alternate 
it with more shouting matches 
than anyone could go through 
and have any self-esteem left. 
They alternate passion with be- 
trayal, name-calling with "I love 
you" and break-up with recon- 
ciliation - about SO times a week. 
Love is supposed to be a posi- 
tive experience... isn't it? It's one 
of those things that's supposed to 
make hell worth living through, 
not make your life a living hell. 
Unfortunately, these are the 
people that always seem to be the 
ones to get engaged the most 
quickly. Maybe they're afraid 
that if they wait too long, the 
other one may wise up. 
With these couples in mind, 
Valentine's Day is an easy holi- 
day to be cynical about. 
However, if you keep in mind all 
the people with strong and 
healthy relationships, friend- 
ships and family support net- 
work, it's still one of the most 
beautiful holidays I know. 
Especially if you ignore the 
hype from Hallmark and then 
concentrate on what meaning 
from the original holiday still ap- 
plies. After all, St. Valentine was 
a martyr (I'm not so sure about 
how healthy THAT is) for what 
he believed in, and love is still 
what it's all about. 
Happy Valentine's Day. 
Katrina Vandenberg is asenior 
creative writing major and a col- 
umnist for The BG News. 
by Jim 
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Erma's World Jeff Helt Won't you tell me what's love? 
A slightly cynical    just a little bitter message   about Valentine's Day' 
Ah, It's Valentine's Day. When 
lovers love and non-lovers throw 
things at lovers. 
Valentine's Day has always had 
a very special place in my heart 
- the same place I keep my love 
for roadkill, Fay Vincent and 
people who smell like old swiss 
cheese. 
(Note: to those who have this 
sudden urge to read something 
else, this article is printed with 
an ink which will make every 
blood vessel in your nipples ex- 
plode if your eyes move away 
from the page, resulting in a hor- 
rible death no one really wants to 
think about but which could be 
quite entertaining.) 
Responses about 
rape and religion 
The BG News: 
In response to a few of the ar- 
ticles, editorials, and letters in 
the Feb. 12 News, I would like to 
Just say the following: 
To Vilvi Vannak and Melissa 
Henry: men shouldn't rape - NO 
SHIT. However, the fact is that 
rape will still occur, as will mur- 
ders, robberies and assaults. 
Telling the perpetrators of 
these crimes not to do them is 
about the equivalent of throwing 
a rock at a window and expecting 
it not to break. I think all the 
police chief was trying to do, 
though he may not have commun- 
icated it that effectively, was en- 
courage everyone to take care 
and use caution. 
I find it difficult to believe that 
Chief Ash was trying to blame 
the crimes on the victims. Maybe 
he's just not very good with 
words and his message was left 
open to misinterpretation. 
To the anonymous author(s) of 
"Implants aren't ideal": accuse 
me as you will, but I have never 
held a gun to anyone's head and 
made them get a breast implant. 
As a matter of fact, one of my pet 
peeves is the so-called "enhan- 
cement" of physical features that 
instead result in the degradation 
of said features. 
This includes (but is not lim- 
ited to) breast enlargement, 
permed/sprayed/moussed hair 
and makeup. This last item is 
truly my favorite. I find it diffi- 
cult to appreciate the natural 
beauty of the human face when 
there is so much smearing all 
over it that the individual in 
question looks like a cross be- 
tween the Joker and Bozo the 
Clown. 
I work with some of these 
Jokers/Bozos and quite frankly 
wonder why they hide behind 
that stuff. If you ask me, scrape 
it off and leave it off. 
To Jesse Squire: I heartily con- 
gratulate you on your devotion to 
your faith. Personally, I gave up 
on Christianity because I 
couldnt find a single church or 
organized group of Christians 
that could be said to have any- 
thing resembling a collectively 
open mind. 
People who won't listen, won't 
learn and it's become my opinion 
that the last thing any church 




Was Tyson also 
a victim himself? 
The BG News: 
In the wake of the Tyson trial I 
wonder certain things. 
I wonder if Tyson really raped 
the Black Miss America contes- 
tant. 
I wonder If the press hadn't 
convicted Tyson before the trial. 
I wonder if Tyson Isnt a victim 
as well 
I wonder how much the Clar- 
ence Thomas hearings and the 
William Kennedy Smith trial af- 
fected this case. 
I wonder a lot of things. 
Once again we have an exam- 
ple of a star athlete supposedly 
taking sexual liberties because of 
his status. I could make the old 
arguments about how the system 
chews up and spits out athletes. 
This is no surprise to anyone - 
I bad a roommate who was paid 
to play football, and it was a 
"clean" program. We have all 
heard horror stories about ath- 
Letters 
letes graduating college without 
being able to read. 
We hear about the NCAA push- 
ing the scholar-athlete, but they 
allow the formation of "super 
conferences" which will make 
collegiate sports even more 
powerful. Etc., etc., etc. 
But we also have a beauty con- 
testant - which is a woman 
portrayed as a sex object. The 
Black Miss America contestant is 
not just a person, she is a beauty 
contestant, and with this comes 
certain stereotypes. 
We expect (almost demand) 
beautiful women to be sexually 
aggressive beings. And it is hard 
for us to believe when they are 
not. Did this affect Tyson's 
judgment? Maybe. But I cannot 
believe the jury was not affected 
by the combination of stereo- 
types they were presented with 
in this case. 
They had "foreknowledge" of 
Tyson as the dumb, black, jock 
womanizer along with the beauty 
contestant as a flighty, sexual 
model. Too many preconceived 
notions were flying around. 
Whether or not Tyson raped 
the young woman is not really 
provable - no cameras were 
there in the room. In fact, it is 
generally hard to prove "beyond 
a reasonable doubt" in most date 
rape cases. 
We know that the two of them 
had sex, but was it under con- 
sent? Was she be'.ng vengeful? 
Were his actions honorable? We 
may never know. But in this case 
it is even harder to reach beyond 
a reasonable doubt because of 
the pervasive stereotypes, 
I feel that they are both victims 
- victims of the sterotyping that 
the media perpetuates on cele- 
brities in America, in this case 
black, athlete, beauty contestant, 
etc. 
These stereotypes undermine 
our justice system, we know TOO 
much about stars when they are 
on trial, and because of this no 
jury can be impartial. Our heroes 
rise and fall at the media's whim 
just so they can sell a few papers 
or plug a few minutes of air time. 
So, did Tyson rape her? Who 
knows, but I know the media will 
make a circus out of it. Without a 
reasonable doubt. 
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Greg Watson 
Guest Columnist 
There are a couple of reasons I 
feel a great urge to rip limbs off 
Barbie Dolls every Feb. 14. 
I am the Most Valuable Player 
of the failed romance. I re- 
member my first real Valentine, 
whom I shall call Leah because 
that was her name (dun). 
I was young, I was in love, I 
was stupid. So, we broke it off 
after a short 823 hours (but who's 
counting), and now she's married 
to a nostril-halr-picker salesman 
while she spends the rest of her 
miserable life vacuuming Astro- 
turf instead of sticking with me, 
going to college and reaching her 
full potential as a surgeon while I 
sit at home all day sorting base- 
ball cards and writing sex novels 
(NO I'M NOT BITTER, DAMN 
IT). 
Another reason the Day of Hell 
holds onto my heart like a waxed 
glove holds onto a raw fish is be- 
cause another one of my ex- 
girlfriends decided to break it off 
during Valentine's Day. 
("Happy Valentine's Day, 
honey." 
"Eat pickled pike, you male 
chauvinist periwinkle." 
"Does this mean I don't get any 
candy?") 
Of course, she wasn't as bad as 
the other girlfriend who broke 
me off on my 21st birthday. And 
people ask me why I have this 
psychotic bitterness toward holi- 
days. 
Anyway, as I look upon this day 
- I again without a date beyond 
Amanda the Blow-up Doll - I 
have come to realize what Valen- 
tine's Day really Is: 
□ Valentine's Day is one of the 
greatest marketing schemes In 
the world. 
Q Valentine's Day is a day for 
gullible lovers to buy each other 
stuff they will throw away the 
next time they are pissed at each 
other. 
Q Valentine's Day is also a day 
created to make people without 
dates feel like shit. 
□ Valentine's Day Is a day 
created by exercise and dieting 
organizations in order to make 
more money from people who 
were given lots of candy by their 
lovers. 
The symbol of Valentine's Day 
- the heart - is in itself ludi- 
crous. I would like to know what 
genius figured a human organ 
which pumps blood would be the 
best representation of love. What 
the hell? 
Before I leave those in love to 
make sickening slurping sounds 
on the living room couch, some 
letters for The Insider Bad Poe- 
try Contest somehow found their 
way into the eddy mailbox - so 
here goes: 
DA WINCH 
The winch she left me, she's 
gone, she's gone. 
She'll be gone for long, for 
long, for long. 
t eared out my eyes and ate my 
stomach, 
clawed out my heart and then 
she stomped on It, 
guess I'll have to go get ripped. 
THE MOVEMENTS OF MY 
STOMACH 
Her eyes shine like the soft 
headl ights of a Yuao. 
Her cheeks as soft as mud 
after a lot of rain. 
Her hair gold as the telephone 
yellow pages. 
Her lips red like the inside of 
the cabin in Friday the 13th IV. 
Her body sculpted by the same 
Gods which did the Peace Pole. 
Her legs like really sexy cy- 
press tree stumps. 
Her movement like my stom- 
ach after a lot of Pepsi, milk and 
soft tacos. 
Her touch like that of monkey 
grasping a banana. 
Frankly, the above poems 
made me quite ill. You people 
need help. A lot of help. 
On a final note, when I look at 
Valentine's Day and its tradition, 
I think of a great American of the 
past who had the best idea of 
what to do during the loving holi- 
day. I of course am referring to 
Al Capone, who had lots of people 
killed. 
Happy Valentine's Day, not I 
hope you choke on it. 
Greg Watson is Editorial Edi- 
tor of The BG News and realty is 
apeaceful, loving guy. Honestly. 
The Opinion page of the BG 
News consists of editorials, 
columns, cartoons and letters 
expressing the opinions of the 
readers. 
Signed letters or columns 
exress the beliefs of the indi- 
vidual writer, and in now way 
represent the opinion of The 
News. 
All readers of The News are 
encouraged to express their 
opinion through letters to the 
Responses wanted 
editor and guest columns. 
Letters of the editor should 
be 200-300 words in length. All 
letters must be typed, signed 
and include the writer's tele- 
phone number, address or on- 
campus mail box, plus class 
rank or occupation, major and 
hometown. 
Telephone numbers and ad- 
dresses are for verification 
purposes only and will not be 
published unless otherwise re- 
quested. 
The News reserves the right 
to refuse any letter deamed 
malicious or libelous. 
The News also reserves the 
right to edit any submitted 
work for clarity and brevity. 
If not submitting a letter or 
guest column in person, please 
address the submission to: 
The Editorial Editor 
The BG News 
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Beth Beck & Jon Parker 
Briget Evans & Brian Janki 
Lisa Monnin & Dave Underwood 
Karol Argo & Colin Parks 
Lara Stoddard & Mike Sullivan 
Kelly Summer & Eric Barrett 
Beth Hall & Kevin Kenning 
Jennifer Struthers & Christopher 
Karin Beil & Todd Eppert 
Mandi Goldie & Scott Osborn 
Krishna Doboa & Jim Buller 
Jen Seich & Jon Alder 
Jennifer Reed & Kevin Marks 
Angie Fettrow & Jim Vondran 
Lici White & Dan Vaughn 
Penny Parsons & Darren Bergquist 
Lori Androsky & Garrette Wyckoff 
Kris Stichter & Doug Bragg 
Amy Palumbo & Jamey Ciferni 
Michelle Dejong &Chad Hague 
Irene Babeaux & Mick Richkowski 
Lauren Paaquale & Glenn Shaffer 
Kristina Dalcsandro & Dan Colham 
Kellie Lamb & Rich Burg 
Laura Wasserman & Greg Rossetti 
Julie Quick & Ben Westendorf 
Jill Wright & Frank Aquino 
Amy Kotnik & Chris Urbancic 
Mary Nestor & Matt Terry 
Amy McClellan & Kevin Manlcy 
Deb Roccia & Mike Crimmins 
Robin Montri & Carl Czarnik 
Susan Mitchell & Doug Vance 
Christine O'Hencn & Jeff Schmidt 
Jennifer Wiesner & Jay Kirsh 
Molly Egan & John Grogan 
Valerie Mays & Brian Bottger 
Deb Cordes & Brett Wingart 
Ginger Bowerman & Neil Ford 
Angie Barr & Pal Smith 
Sarah Wells & Chris Mathcs 
Anne Goubeaux & Dave Kailbournc 
Dawn Brown & Greg Vallandinghnm 
Tracy Sobeck & Tony Matessa 
Jill Chambers & Chris Brassia 
February 15, 1992 
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Blotter 
♦ Jeffrey   Cirino,   Wil- 
oy, Ohio, and Edward 
zek, Perrysburg, Ohio, 
students at the Uni- 
versity   of   Dayton,   were 
cited   for   underage   con- 
sumption in McDonald East 
Saturday, police said. 
♦ Sarah A. Lelonis, 19, 
312 Dunbar, was cited for 
possession of a false ID in 
her   residence   hall   room 
.   Friday, police said. Police 
.   received a tip of possible 
drug use. 
♦ Two students reported 
their leather jackets stolen 
from the Northeast Com- 
mons Friday when they 
were giving blood, police 
said. 
♦ Jay J. Stockwell, 18, 
138 Euclid, Bradner, Ohio, 
was arrested for theft at K 
mart, 1111 S. Main St., and 
Brenda K. Nelson, 22, 1520 
Clough St. #103, was cited 
for complicity to theft on 
Monday, police said. 
♦ Ruth Pagnard, 66. 1020 
N. Grove St. #212. was ar- 
rested for resisting arrest 
and criminal trespassing 
Monday. The complainant 
said Pagnard was yelling 
and screaming at her and 
"everyone she comes in 
contact with," police said. 
♦ A customer of Jo Ann 
Fabrics, 1050 N. Main St., 
' reported Monday an older 
man with gray, thinning 
hair and a mustache ex- 
posed himself to her 
daughter in the store and 
then ran out the door, police 
said. 
♦ A resident of North 
Prospect Street reported 
Tuesday hearing a sound 
believed to be a gunshot 
and found a hole in one of 
the front windows which 
may be a bullet hole, police 
said. 
♦ A former resident of 
Fifth Street reported 
Wednesday an unknown 
person signed for and kept 
a package that arrived for 
him after he had moved out 
of the apartment building. 
The package, which arrived 
In December by United 
Parcel Service, contained a 
Sony portable CD player, 
police said. 
♦ Tamara J. Young, 19, 
178 Rodgers, was cited for 
underage consumption 
Thursday, police said. 
MICKEY DOES 
Congratulations 










Senator discusses public service 
by Michelle Banks 
The BC News 
Public servants have a respon- 
siblity to keep a democratic soci- 
ety working while maintaining 
increasing public demands, State 
Sen. Betty Montgomery (R-Per- 
rysburg) said last night to Pi 
Sigma Alpha, a political science 
honorary. 
"We are in an era very difficult 
to be in public service. There are 
raised expectations of public 
servants which the electorate 
demands,"   Montgomery   said. 
"The inability to meet those ex- 
pectations and the intense media 
scrutiny keeps people out of pub- 
lic service." 
Rising expectations coupled 
with state budget cuts create 
consituents" disdain. Mont- 
gomery cited the cuts in educa- 
tion as a sore point for many 
University students. 
She explained Gov. George 
Voinovich made cuts in the edu- 
cational budget as a last resort. 
"Education is taking hits along 
with everyone else. The governor 
is trying to resist raising caps on 
tuition as a source for income," 
Montgomery said. "I do not 
foresee any relief in terms of 
funding for state in the short 
term, we are running out of 
places to rob Peter and pay 
Paul." 
Cuts were also made in the 
state's multi-million dollar rainy 
day fund to balance the budget - 
which Ohio is required to do 
yearly. Montgomery said the 
budget is balanced until July. 
However if the economic condi- 
tions do not improve, the state 
could face a deficit again. 
A bill which would require stu- 
dents to sit in on tenure boards 
has not received much attention 
in the Senate, according to Mont- 
gomery. However, she did say 
she would give the bill considera- 
tion when it reaches the floor. 
"It really has not received as 
much attention as it has here but 
I have received students' letters 
lobbying me for it," Montgomery 
said. Betty Montgomery 
McFall Gallery spotlights 
African-American culture 
Raises  
__.       ., because  of   the  timing  of  the 
Contmued from page one. ^^ ^ ^ ^^ OUcamp 
ing staff push the student ath- made   the   recommendation   to 
letes much harder in sports, thus have an outside source cont rib- 
reducing the time spent on their ute, Chiarelott said. 
studies. "In the long term, it was ill- 
byGenora Rutherford 
The BC News 
The African Peoples Associa- 
tion will continue to celebrate 
African History Month through 
art, film, dance, cuisine and fash- 
ion. 
An art exhibit is currently be- 
ing held at McFall Gallery 
through this Saturday, Feb. 15, 
from 3 to 5 p.m. The artists dis- 
played represent a mixture of 
undergraduate and graduate stu- 
dents, including Ricardo Frazer, 
a PhD candidate, and under- 
graduates Tracy Aleu Wiggins 
and Yasmin Ashkin. The work of 
Medahochi Kofi Zanu, a tra- 
ditional African priest from Mil- 
waukee, will also be included. 
One University graduate stu- 
dent is not a stranger to having 
his art displayed. Leo Gadzekpo 
has shown his work in Ghana, 
Nigeria, the United Kingdom, 
Belgium, Germany and Austria, 
as well as in the U.S. 
"My inspiration comes from 
the African culture, not only of 
Africa, but the people of African 
descent all over the world," Gad- 
zekpo said. "Thus by combining 
the ancestrial and modern cul- 
ture I obtain my finished work." 
On Feb. 21, a film entitled 
Yaaba will be shown in Gish 
theater at 7 p.m. The film, set in 
Africa, is based on the re- 
lationship of Bila, a 12-year-old 
boy, and Sana, an old woman who 
has been outcast by her commu- 
nity. The friendship that joins 
these two blossoms as the film 
progresses to the point where 
Bila calls Sana "Yaaba," which 
means "grandmother" in the lan- 
guage of the region. The film's 
director, Idrissa Ouedraogo, said 
this story is based on the bedtime 
stories read to him during his 
childhood. 
The concluding event of the 
month-long celebration is set for 
Feb. 22 at the Amani. The event 
will feature African cuisine, an 
African drumming and dancing 
demonstration and a fashion 
show exhibiting African apparel. 
The guest speaker for the clos- 
ing of events is C. Tsehloane 
Keto, PhD. in the department of 
African American Studies at 
Temple University. 
"Keto is the main designer of 
these types of annual programs, 
which brings an African- 
American perspective to aca- 
demia," said program coor- 
dinator Cheedy Jaja 
Chiarelott and senators ex- 
pressed concern over Olscamp's 
decision at the Senate Executive 
Committee meeting Tuesday. 
The decision was not prudent 
advised because the Falcon Club 
might feel they have a greater 
share in deciding how the coach- 
es are awarded or punished due 
to the season they had," he said. 
+ American Red Cross Please give blood. + 
Geringer 
Continued from page one. 
plea before then, Mayberry said 
details of his confession will be 
withheld until sentencing is 
completed. 
For officials and family mem- 
bers, there are still questions to 
be answered. 
"We assume we know most of 
it, but there are still some things 
nobody knows," said George 
Kuzmaul, Geringer's father. 
Geringer, his head wrapped 
with bandages for treatment of a 
gunshot wound he inflicted upon 
himself after  the  killings,  an- 
swered "yes" in a soft voice four 
times as Mayberry asked him be- 
fore the court if he committed 
the murders and arson. Gering- 
er's lawyer, Don Cameron of 
Toledo, told the court Geringer 
knew he was forfeiting his fifth- 
amendment rights to a trial by 
entering a guilty plea. 
"We've gone over the charges 
and allegations many times," 
Cameron said. "He understands 
what he's doing." 
The three aggravated murder 
charges involved in the convic- 
tion each carry a maximum sen- 
tence  of  life  in  prison and a 
$25,000 fine, plus three years 
each  for  specifications  that  a 
firearm was used in the killing. 
Have you made your 
Apartment plans yet? 
There are still 1 &2 BR. 
Apts left for Summer & 
Fall at 
WINTHROP 
TERRACE APTS. 352-9135 
"You've seen the rest come see the BEST!" 
(     CHARLIE'S DODGE     J 
>   RED HOT & ROLLIN'    A 
f                  • STEALTH'S   • SHADOWS 
V        • DYNASTY'S   • VAN CONVERSIONS         tjf^^*\. 
f            • SPIRITS   • DAKOTA TRUCKS               J'f^ V* A 
y     • CARAVANS   • 4X4's SNOW PLOWS         Jj sZ>*    K 
i^ S^V^'- :• 'M 
XUILIIB 
f*jl TiHWai.'lHRU 
1       # 2S?2 5 ILLINOIS AV6. MAUMEE/'JZ'k 
V 
893-0241   ^~^ 
CASH BACK TO QUALIFIED BUYERS 
See Dealers for Details 
- SPECIAL LEASE PROGRAMS AVAILABLE 












THE SISTERS OF ALPHA XI DELTA 
PROUDLY ANNOUNCE 
THE 1992 EXECUTIVE COUNCIL 
'President LisaMollica 
Vice President Julie Martman 
Treasurer Trad "Davidson 
•Board Treasurer. tyelle McQinnis 
"Membership Chairman Trisha 'Beery 
Senior Tanhel. Shelby Croft 
Pledge "Educator. Lynn Smith 
QuillChairman Molly Vidourek. 
"Recording Secretary. Polly Clendenin 
Corresponding Secretary ErinMoran 
Academic Achievement Chairman Leigh Ann Perkins 
Mouse Chairman "Rpbin Jalvey 
Social Chairman (Megan Johnson 
and 
The 1992Cabinent 
Assistant "Rush Chairman Melissa "Corner 
"Dena Popovic 
Rpbin "Knuckles 
Assistant Qjiilt. "Beth "Weisenburger 
Assistant Scholarship Julie Colvin 
Assistant Mouse Justin Trenga 
Assistant Pledge "Educator. Cara "Whelan 
Assistant Social. Meredith Sciano 
Assistant Treasurer. Jackie Jortunato 
Alumni Chairman Cory Caywood 
fraternity heritage Stephanie yeager 
Chapter "Development Christy Mendenhad 
Community Service Mandy Middendorf 
"Philanthropy  Christen "Barnaby 
"Public "Relations "Dina Mutton 
Pictorian "Kfithy Matheney 
Song and Spirit Susan "Boyd 
Sports and Activities "Danica "Mnovich 
Congratulations to the 1991 
officers for a job well done! 
pough 
Campus 
Friday, February 14,1992 The BG News page f tu* 
BG sororities affected 
by changing rush rules 
bySherryTurco 
The BC News 
The National Panhellenlc Con- 
ference has recently altered rush 
rules that have been in effect for 
several years, affecting not only 
the University, but colleges 
across the nation. 
Changes in the rules - the 
guidelines sororities must follow 
during rush week - begin with 
the structure of visiting the 
houses. 
In previous years, potential 
pledges visited 14 houses on 
campus then returned to five 
second parties and two formal 
desserts. 
Next year, women will return 
to six rather than five second 
parties in an attempt to give 
them a better glimpse of the 
greek system. 
"The change in second parties 
will help potential new members, 
but it will also make it harder for 
them to narrow their selection 
down to just two houses to return 
for formal desserts," said Delta 
Gamma rush chairwoman 
Heather Brazik. 
Outside decorations that once 
adorned the sorority houses have 
also been banned. 
The rule was made to curb 
spending on materials used 
solely for competition. 
Southern schools typically 
spend  $15,000-$19,000  just   for 
Rush changes 
_1 Potential pledges will visit six 
instead of live second parties. 
□ Outdoor house decorations dur- 
ing rush week are now banned. 
□ No more outdoor cheers or 
chanting after rush parties. 
□ No gifts to potential new mem- 
bers. 
□ Active members may no longer 
writer preference letters for poten- 
tial pledges. 
rush week decorations, rush offi- 
cials said. 
University sororities - while 
on average not as extravagent as 
those schools - generally budget 
$2,000-$2,500 each for rush ex- 
penses. 
"We're already planning better 
decorations inside to make up for 
the outside decorations we had 
planned," said Allison Donnelly, 
rush chairwoman for Alpha Ga- 
mma Delta. "The new rules will 
encourage more competition be- 
tween the houses." 
The money can still be used for 
rush, as National Panhellenic 
Conference has put no re- 
strictions on spending. The con- 
ference has only specified what 
the rush budget can be used for. 
Inside decorations and skits 
are  still   permitted,  but  these 
decorations are not permitted to 
be seen outside of the house, in- 
cluding window decorations. 
Also missing from next year's 
rush will be the familiar chanting 
and cheers that were commonly 
heard after each party. Tra- 
ditionally, the cheering was op- 
tional, but new rules outlaw 
cheers done outside of sorority 
houses. 
Donnelly said the new rules are 
not for the better. 
"The new rules will affect the 
whole greek system, and the rush 
process," said Donnelly. "Rush 
will lose some of Its spirit with- 
out the cheering. You can't get 
the full effect of a sorority with- 
out its spirit." 
The new ruling requires wom- 
en to stay in their houses while 
showing a potential member a 
house. Active members are only 
permitted to step outside the 
house when saying goodbye. 
In past years, restrictions on 
gifts to potential new members 
were limited to small gifts only at 
the two formal desserts a woman 
chose to attend These gifts often 
ranged from decorative glasses 
to small vases. 
The new rules prohibit any 
item - gift or not - from leaving 
sorority houses. 
Preference letters that were 
once written by active members 
to those who attended formal 
desserts also are no longer al- 
lowed. 
The BG Nrwi/Tllt pk.t. 
The rules have changed, meaning new sorority recruits will not go through the same rush experience 
as these sisters did last year. 
Brasik said these letters were 
an unnecesary step in rush, and 
that eliminating them was a good 
decision. 
"The elimination of these let- 
ters is good because there is no 
way that an [active member] can 
get to know a girl in four days 
well enough to write them such a 
personal letter," Brasik said. 
"[The letters] can be very fake, 
and often they give the idea that 
a girl will be asked back and 
there Is no guarantee of that." 
There are some rules that are 
still pending. A meeting has been 
scheduled in March to discuss 
the current rules. 
"The students must determine 
how they'll interpret some of the 
guidelines that have been set," 
said Joann Arnholt, assistant di- 
rector of Greek Life. 
Elaborate costuming is also 
discouraged - but not banned 
Redistrict 
Continued from page one. 
the largest ward in the city, even 
larger. According to 1980 census 
figures, Ward One - mostly pop- 
ulated by University students - 
u is nearly quadruple the popula- 
tion of the city's smallest ward. 
The plan was looked at again 10 
years later by Council and "ac- 
cording to the wishes of the peo- 
ple there was no need to change," 
Hoffman said. 
After realizing in 1981 that cit- 
ies were supposed to be redistic- 
ted by census figures, city coun- 
cil could not agree on a redis- 
tricting plan. Beleiving he was 
supposed to by state law, Hoff- 
man said he would draw up a new 
plan, but never did so. He now 
says the decision was actually 
the responsibility of then-mayor 
Alvin Perkins. 
Now, the times have changed, 
said Hoffman in reference to the 
increased student participation 
in city affairs, and the city should 
investigate the district problem 
thoroughly and come up with a 
solution suitable to all involved. 
However, City Attorney Mike 
Marsh said because Bowling 
Green is a charter city, the de- 
cision to redistrict is up to Coun- 
cil. According to state law, a 
charter city actually has the 
power to override state law. 
"It's up to City Council what 
you  want  to do,"  Marsh said. 
"You do not have to redistrict." 
Undergraduate    Student 
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WITH THIS COUPON! 
TWO PAIR OF REGULAR PRESCRIPTION EYEGLASSES AT      I 
ONE LOW PRICE... A GREAT START FOR 1992! I 
SINGLE VISION STANDARD BIFOCALS 
$Q088     $10088   ; 
I        %^   M   rot IOTN PADS mJmm   M ro» IOTH MIKS ' 
SCMt IPtCKUZEDIWXaiSlTlliroCAlSABtSUGKTlV MODE. >IIIII« 
BOWLING GREEN LOCATION ONLY. OFFERS EXPIRE 2-29-92. |.l 
EYES EXAMINED BY DR. S. 5HIFF OPTOMETRIST 
EXPERIENCED OPTICIANS AT YOUR SERVICE 
EYE EXAMS PRICED SEPERATEIY 
ton Optical 




We Touch Lives 
• Solid commitment to the 
Scriptures and evangelical 
theology 
• Competent scholarship and 
academic preparation 
• Dynamic spirit of fellowship 
and community 
• Exciting integration of faith, 
learning and life 
Innovative programs including... 
Extension campuses 
tin Cleveland, Detroit 
and Columbus 
AlC     Two distinct 
counseling programs 
both clinical and 
pastoral 
Master of Divinity 
Master of Arts 
Doctor of Ministry 
Ashland Theological 
Seminary 
910 Center St. 
Ashland, OH 44805 
(419) 289-4142   Ext. 5161 
Make big plans 
When we say big, we mean BIG. Ai 
Kinko's, we make high quality copies 
up lo 24 by 36 inches. They're perfeci 
for blueprints, displays, posters, and 
more. And since we're 
open 24 hours 
every day, you 
can count on us 
whenever you 
make your plans. 
99^ oversize copies 
Come into the Kinko's listed and get high quality black and 
white copies up to 24 by 36" for just 99c each. One coupon 
per customer. Not valid with other offers. Good through 
June 15,1992. 
Open 24 hours 
354-3977 
115 Railroad Street 
(Behind Myles) 
kinkes 
the copy center 
IS 
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The Inteifraternity and Panhellenic Councils congratulate the newly 
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USG Election 1992 
Sears begins reelection campaign 
Presidential incumbent anticipates continued progress toward goals 
by Julie Taglialerro 
The BC News 
Undergraduate Student 
Government President Michael 
SeArs ran for a district senator 
position his freshman year at the 
University. Sears said he had to 
campaign while on crutches and 
is grateful he does not have to do 
that this year. 
Now, as a junior history and 
psychology major. Sears is run- 
ning for re-election as president 
ofUSG. 
"I think (USG) has made a lot 
of progress from a year ago," 
Sears said. "The administration 
and faculty are starting to come 
to us concerning student issues." 
Sears said one of the major 
goals he and his running mate, 
Barb Neal, have for next year is 
to continue the progress USG has 
made and have good re- 
lationships with all the groups on 
campus, especially the students. 
"Students are the main reason 
USG exists," Sears said. 
He said USG tries to cover is- 
sues that concern the students, 
citing the recently passed con- 
dom, lighting and sidewalk bills. 
One of the areas Sears said he 
wants to focus on for next year is 
the tuition situation. Because the 
state legislature will decide in 
well as University Relations, 
Graduate Student Senate and 
Faculty Senate to write letters to 
legislators and make the concern 
of the University known. 
Another of Sears' goals is to in- 
crease the campus shuttle ser- 
vice  to  include  the  downtown 
"I think (USG) has made a lot of progress from a year ago... 
The administration and (acuity are starting to come to us 
concerning student issues." 
Michael Sears, USG president 
the spring of 1993 if tuition will 
increase. Sears said it is impor- 
tant to have a unified plan on how 
to handle the situation before 
then. 
"USG has to work with Ohio 
Student Association and state 
representatives to let the legisla- 
ture know how important educa- 
tion is now," Sears said. 
He added USG will coordinate 
efforts to work with students as 
area and to Improve the on- 
campus shuttle situation, he said. 
Sears' running mate, at-large 
senator Neal, has been doing 
research on the possibility of 
downtown shuttle service since 
early in the fall semester and 
also wrote and proposed the bill 
requesting the expansion pre- 
sented last semester to the gen- 
eral assembly. 
Sears said his proposal would 
call for the shuttle to run down- 
town during the hours of 11 p.m. 
and 3 a.m. He said the shuttle is 
needed at this time because of 
the darkness, danger of walking 
alone and alcohol involved. 
On campus, Sears explained he 
would like to have a shuttle that 
would make a direct route from 
Lot 6 to the Union, as well as the 
current shuttles and routes. 
According to Sears, another 
way USG could serve the stu- 
dents would be to have a student- 
run bookstore. 
He said the rates at a USG-run 
bookstore would be cheaper be- 
cause USG would not be looking 
for a profit, as opposed to exist- 
ing stores which have a lot of ex- 
penses. 
According to Sears' plan, stu- 
dents returning books to the 
store would receive more money 
back than at the current stores on 
and off campus. At the same 
time, students buying books 
would pay a cheaper price than 
they do now. 
Sears 
"It would be a service to stu- 
dents, not a profit-making ven- 
ture," Sears said. 
In addition, Sears would like to 
see an increased involvement by 
the student body in USG. Sears 
said he would like to see the USG 
volunteer program be expanded 
and have more students involved 
on various USG issues. 
He cited the tuition situation as 
an example of an area where stu- 
dents could get more involved, 
saying that students could write 
See Sears, page nine. 
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Happy Valentine's Dayi I cant man to celebrate 




T*WK you for making this year so speoaf and 





Happy Valentine's Day' 






Happy Valentine's Day1 
I love you toreveri 
Peter Bnnclia 
Alpha Phi. RED-Alpha Phi 
Happy Valentine's Day II 
I Love You, 
Mr W 
AMANDA DEAR 
I will Cheer 
On our 2nd Valentine's Day, you'll be here. 
Well have some fun, and share some beer 
Later on. Ill blow in your ear 
With this thought. Ill end this rhyme 




Almost a year, out no"," here. 
I' a kiss is the language ol love. 
I want to talk to you ALL night' 
You're the Bestesimi 
Love Always. 
J»m 
Amy. I knew you were the one for me from the 
moment I met you. when you looked into my 
eyes and said those magic words; "So. do you 
got anything tor us to drink?" It must have been 
fate' Happy Valentine's Day' 
Love. Tom 
AXO ' AXO- AXO • AXO • AXO 
Alpha Chi Omega would like to wish 
everyone a Happy Valentine's Day' 
AXO' AXO • AXC • AXO ■ AXO 
Bemie. 
Happy Valentine's Day to the sexiest man on 
c*m;xiB I love you and I cant wail to spend vie 
rest of our Valentine's Days together Get er 
cited try August 7. 1S93I 
AH my love, 
Meg 
BoooLover. 
You are perfect to me. I have never met 
anyone more beautiful both inside and out 
Thank you for the love, support and strength 
you give me The only thing I want from life is to 
spend it wfh you I love you 
Gool 
Boo Hoo t. 
Happy Valentine's Day I am looking forward to 
enjoying your present this weekend Get wee 
soon! 
ILoveYou. 
Boo Hoo 2 
Join us at 
McDonald Countryside 
for a 
Valentine's Day Cherry Jubilee 
FEB.13&14 
Celebrate National 
Cherry Month & 
Valentine's Day 




purchase for your 
special someone. 
S*   Bouquet of 3 Valentine Helium Filled B-alloons 
for $1 JO 
CASH ONLY PLEASE 
BRENDA, 
TU AS MON COEUR. 
JETAIMEBEAUCOUP 
Brian Williams 
We've been through io much m the pact year 
and a rial' And I can honestly uy I ve never 
Dean happier Thank you for making me realize 
we belong together. I'm looking forward to the 
great future we nave ahead of ua 




Happy Valentine*! Day 
I love you 
Love. Amy 
Buttercup 
Be my Valentine! 
Love. Mutfy 
Can, 
You are the greatest thing that has ever hap- 
pened to me You are so beautiful and wonder- 
ful I LOVE YOU I 
George 
Car a. 
Thank you so much lor everything you've done 
tor me You mean the world io me 
All My Love. 
George 
Cassandra, 
To my one and only  You realty are my beat 
friend and even/ day I love you more. Thanks 




To the Queen. From her Pnnctv 
Have a Happy Valentine's Day' 
P S Thanks for the laundry. 
Chi-0 Chi-0 Chi-OChj-O 
WE LOVE OUR DIAMOND PLEDGES' 
KEEP UP THE GREAT WORK! 
Chi-OChtOChiOChi-O 
Chr.a, 
The sweetest thing I've ever known is loving 
you. Happy Valentine's Day, Honeyi 
I Love You. Tiffany 
Christy. 
Happy Valentine's Day. Honeyi 
I love you more than words can say 
Four years and counting 
Always ft Forever, Noms 
Craig May A year ago we were JUST 
FRIENDS. Good thing that "dirty danang" 
brought us closer together. Little did I know 
things would turn out so wonderfuHy--rescuing 
me was a good idea, eh? -I'm so happy that 
you are my best Inend. my companion, my bai- 
ter half And Craig. my answer is "YES" no 
matter how long I have to wait - -Tiffany 
DARRELL. 
I am so excited you're coming 10 the coldest 
place in America I don't think you will have to 
worry about the cok.--t.mgs will be plenty 
warm while you're herel 
HAPPY VALENTINE-8 DAYI 
Love. K. LEE D. 
Dave, 
I just wanted to aay Happy Valentine's Day, 
and tell you that the past 3 years have been 
very special to me. I love you ludvery muohl 
KiteJ 
Dave, 
You are one of the best friends ever and I hope 
we stay dose after graduation I love you my 
friend. Happy Valentine's Dayl 
Deelyn 
Dear Dan. 
oodles and oodles and gobe and scads and 
everything else tool - Including the big ■P 
word I I'll love you alwayei 
Hugs and Kisses, 
Jennie 
Dear Patcooti. 
For all tie times we've spent together, all tie 
special moments you've held me and whis- 
pered those Italian words in my ear. . . I just 
wanted to say. I NEED YOU11 WANT YOUI I 
LOVE YOUl Happy V Day' 
Love, Your M' Lamb chop. Jimmy C 
DEAR PILLSI_ARRY. 
I know we don't need a holiday or gifts 
To show each other our love is true. 
But I wanted to take this 6 me 
To let you know I'm always thinking of you. 
I'm thinking about all the love we share 
And aH the great things we have done. 
And what I realize more and more each day 
Is that I think YOU ARE NUMBER ONE' 
Although this semester's gonna be rough 
For both me ond • sped ally you. 
Together, I'm sure we'll be extra tough 
And help pull each other through 
Tonight I want you to lorget your problems 
You know I'M always take care ol you 
Just relax & get ready tor your big surpnse 
And remembar that I LOVE YOUl 
HAPPY VALENTNE'S DAY SWEETHEART! 
ALL MY LOVE, 
TWEETY 
PS WklyoubemyValenine? 
Dear Wheezy Weaver. 
Do you i*e thai bae*? 
Happy Valentine's Day!' 
Love, 
W.It Weaver 
DIANE NEEDS A MANl I'm cute and lovable, 
need companionship and more1 Call me! 
2 S3Swhto weirdos need apply  
Don Joarjum • Being able to experience your 
love has made me the happiest KB everii! 
Itoveyou.Karencita 
Donnefta, 
No matter what happens to us, 
I wrll always chonsh my love tor youl 
Happy 1st V-Oayl (WTB) 
Enc'-Mal" 
Roses are red, Volets are blue. 
I hope you know. I'll always love you 
XOXO Love. Shawn XOXO 
Eric. 
Everyday I spend with you leeis hke Valen- 
tines Day! I love youl 
Love. Amy 
FAY. 
It doesn't matter what anybody else thinks. An 
that matters is that it la right with you. me. and 
God andttisH 
I love you now and toreverll 
Have a great Valentine's Day . You deserve it. 
Love. 
Eric 
Gamma Phi" Gamma Phi 
I love my Crescent Big Diane. 
Happy Valentine's Day* 
Creacent IN Jen 
Greg. 
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAYII 
Lars make this one to remember. 
I love you now and forever. 
Cher. 
Greg. 
I've fallen! And I can't get up! 
But I don't need MedicAlert because 
I l*e where I fell • in love with you' 
Happy Valentine's Day. Honey1 
I LOVE YOUl 
Desryn 
Happy V-Day 
To Taah, Nae, Shon. ft Carmen 
Have all the love & fun 
I will on this day1* 
Peace. CheHe 
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY 
I love you, Tammy 
Please forgive me if I'm not m town looey 
tl make it up to you on your birthday 
Love. Your Bear 
FOOiFOOlFOO) 
Happy Valentine's Day 
a) a special friend 
and the man I love 
Tommy Ba ur 
XOXO 
Kns ten 
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY TO 
LOVE BUNNY 
LOVE STARVED 
AND LOVE SPONGE 
FROM: TOO MUCH LOVE 
Happy Valentine's Day 
coming straight from the heart, 
From your loving girlfriend. Karen 
To my incredible boyfriend. Art. 
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY SWEETIE 





Did you hear they're forecasting THUNDER 
STORMS for FndaymghtlM 
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAYI 
Love. Amy 
HEY'-KIDC'Lovi. 
Happy Valentine's Dey' 
The Champ-AJ 
Hey.EnkT.H 
Have a Happy Valentine's Day! Hope youl 




SEND A LITTLE LOVE 
WITH 
VALENTINE CARDS AND GIFTS FROM 
Ihe Uttie .Shop 
UNIVERSITY UNION      MONDAY-FRIDAY 8:00 A.M.-4:45 P.M.      372-2962 
Ink Shows Through  P 
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USG Election 1392 
USG hopeful outlines future goals 
Jackson emphasizes campus involvement, expanded shuttle service 
by Julie Tigllaterro 
The BC News 
Undergraduate Student 
Government presidential candi- 
date Jason Jackson said he first 
came to the University when he 
was IS with his high school band. 
He said it was then he realized he 
wanted to go to school here and 
be a leader in USG. 
Now, as a sophomore telecom- 
munications major, Jackson is 
focusing on his Involvement with 
USG, especially in making stu- 
dents realize it is an organization 
that is there to meet their needs 
and concerns. 
"I want more students to know 
USG is there for them," Jackson 
said. "We're a representational 
body and service organization. 
The reality of leadership is that 
we are working hand in hand 
with the student body." 
Jackson said there are several 
areas he and running mate John 
Babel are focusing on, one being 
the Student for Student Coalition 
they are trying to organize. 
According to Jackson, the co- 
alition would be a forum of all the 
presidents of various campus or- 
ganizations. Jackson said the co- 
alition would provide for an open 
line of communication and net- 
working between the different 
is one of these goals. 
The idea of an improved pro- 
gram came to him from seeing 
the poorly managed landfill in 
Cincinnati, Jackson said. He said 
he does not want to see Bowling 
Green become like that. 
Jackson said he and Babel, 
along with Cralg Wittig, coor- 
"ITs heartbreaking for me, as a resilient adviser, to sea 
students have to leave because they can't afford to be 
here." 
Jason Jackson, candidate for USG president 
groups so they can help each 
other. 
"It's like one strong student 
body under a huge umbrella," 
Jackson said of the coalition."It 
would be a united force that 
could have a strong message." 
Jackson said other goals he 
hopes to accomplish stem from 
this point of unity between stu- 
dents and organizations. He said 
an improved recycling program 
dinator of the University's recy- 
cling program, are working to 
improve the recycling program 
on campus by hiring more help 
and getting more equipment. 
He said he, Babel, Wittig and 
Bowling Green Mayor Wes 
Hoffman are trying to develop an 
extensive, comprehensive recy- 
cling program between the city 
and the University. 
Jackson admitted the problem 
with this proposed program is a 
lack of funds. However, he added 
that every ton of garbage costs 
$36 to take to a landfill and con- 
cluded if tonnage could be re- 
duced, it would allow for more 
money for the recycling pro- 
gram. 
Another community-involved 
proposal Jackson has Is to im- 
prove the campus shuttle system 
and also develop a route for it to 
go into the community. 
On campus, Jackson said he 
would like to see all three cam- 
pus shuttle buses working so that 
the amount of time people have 
to wait will be reduced. 
In addition, Jackson said he 
would like to develop a 
city/University shuttle system. 
To do so, Jackson said additional 
shuttles are needed and said he 
thinks there may be funds avail- 
able because of a national piece 
of legislation on transportation 
passed in 1991 that he is 
researching. 
He  said  the  shuttles  in  the 
Jackson 
community would encompass the 
area from Mercer St. to Main St. 
and Napoleon Road to Poe Road 
since this is the area where the 
majority of off-campus students 
live. He also said the shuttle 
system would allow people easier 
access   to   restaurants   and 
grocery stores  as  well  as  the" 
downtown area. 
Jackson said he would like to1" 
see shuttles routed downtown un- 
See Jackson, page nine. 
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l do really car* about you and I do love you I 
love my Phi Beta Sigma 
Love reecey, Sigma GamrnaRho 
eayipiP p 
James, is he here' 
He will DO Ff iday. 'causa 
you know I do need you. 
Love. Be nee 
I am your Valentine 
Happy Valentine* Deyi 
Jtaon, 
Thanks tor making this past year the greatest1 
Have an awesome valentine's Day. 
Love ya, Patty 
JAZ. 
D dellil dna ehi ym otni emac uoY 
deiiil si dnim yM yoj dna evol Mrw 
epoh I ?der ecaf ym si .athgouht how 
kalucaicepe si thgiN enitneiaV ruoy 
evwrus htob we wpoh I 
I never said this was going to be easy. 
I love You. Killer 
JC 
I LOVE YOU 
Happy V-Day. 
Jeff, 
Just a little something to remind you of now 
much I love youl Happy Valentine's Day1 
Always, 
Laura 
Jen Ay res - 
Happy Valentine's Day, Sisl 
You're such a Gamma L i 
Gamma Ph. Beta Love and Mine. 
Ingrid 
JenrRIEF'Rieih 




I have walked through the rain, the sleet, the 
cotd and mow, even a blizzard just to be with 
you And I would gladly do it again. Happy Val- 
entine's Dayl 
Love. Michael 
Jerome E Cah.ll, Jr., 
YOU'VE become a very important part of my 
hte Thanks for always be-ng there for mei 
I LOVE YOUIt 
Vicki 
JESSICA 
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY 
to the love of my lite 
Please be my Valentine' 
Forever yours. 
Dave 
I LOVE YOU' 
Bill 
JM-MILO"KNAUER 
YOU AREA STUD H 
HAVE A STRESS-FREE DAYi 
JEN'VERN" 
JOEMENSER 
The past 3 years have bean tie best" And 
even though I've already answered you. you 
just keep asking so   YES.  I WILL  MARRY 
YOUil 




Joe: You will always be my first 
and only lovei Hove youl 
JOHNKARABINU3 
Happy Valentine's Day) Or should I say Happy 
"3 year" Anniversary) Thank you for the best 
three years of my hfei 




Looking forward to this weekend in Coto-ado 
See you soonl Happy VDayi Hove you* 
Dawn 
JOSH 
HAPPY VALENTINUS DAY BUBBY" 
I LOVE YOU TODAY AND ALWAYS' 
LOVE. INGRID 
JYB 
Happy Valentines Day! I know we've been 
having some rough times latery. but I really 
hope we can hang in there. I'm really looking 
forward to a fun filled weekend Thank you for 
everything - I really mean that I love you and 
Happy Valentine's Day! 
UMFA 
Kl ■"■. Baty 
Dog   I've got it bad" 
Love. "Rich and Spoiled" 
Killer. 
Five months ago, t didnl know 
Now I've never been so sure. 
My love for you ia true, my dear 
I've never felt this secure 
It may seem soon for some I know 
But lei me say one thing. 
The love. Todd that I lael tor you 




There it so much I'd like to say to you. but I'm 
not sure where to start. Thank you for every- 
thing the laughs, walks to the gazebo, dim- 
mers at Tnsh's. late nights studying at the BA. 
and especially tor being you* Happy Valen 




KKO * Kappa Slg * KKQ - Kappa S*g 
Bnan- 
Gat psyched for Formal' 
Happy Valentine's Dayl 
Love. Widget 
Krtstln 
Happy long distance Valentine's Day. 
Sorry I can't be with you. 
Love Always. Doug 
Lisa. 
How long win I love you' 
Only ALWAYS! 
Happy Valentine's Day. 
Mark A Brown 
Sweettart, I know the past lew months have 
been difficult but upon spending our first Valen- 
one's Day together, I just wanted to say.. I 
LOVE YOU" I 
A Mays. Kate 
MATT* CHRIS' 
Happy Valentine's Day you iwoll 
There's so much we'd Itki to say to youl 
But woII save words tor another time, 
'cause we have something else tn mindi 
Tomorrow night the plans are made for us 
A you. 
But before we meet, there are things we 
must do. 
(Another funky "hunO 6;00 at Jerome is 
your 1 st due. 
We Love YouH 
JILL & KM 
Me too 
I miss you more .nan words can say 
Especially now on Valentine's Day 
So if nothing else today please think of me 
And our last year of memories 
I cant seam to forget them or you. 
My only hope is you can't too 
Happy Valentines Day! 
I Love You. 
FFY.Me 
Megan Johnson 
Happy Valentine's Day to the meet special per- 
son in my Irtei I love youl 
Daniel 
Meno'3rdLowry: 
Happy Valentine's Day1 
Jen(3nH) 
Mer. Ann 4 Kim. 
You guys are the BEST* 
Happy Valentine's Day 
Jen 
Hike. 
You said I could tell even/one 
so that's what I'm gonna do. 
I'm glad we saw the lights that night 
And I'm glad I'm SDH with you. 
XOXOXO Mleey XOXOXO 
Mke, 
You are the most incredible person to ever en- 
ter into my life I hope you never leave it< 
Happy Valentines Day to the man I adore so 
much and love even more' Thanns tor all of tie 
happiness and special moments that you've 
brought to me . I glow because of you" 
I LOVE YOU. 
Sweets ki 
MssMcClurg, 
Yes It true) 
' I'm shameless when it 
comes to loving you1" 




Can you believe it? We won a Valentine's 
Wedding. Too bad it didn't work out tor us 
Thafs ok because we have our own coming 
soon FIVE MONTHS. FOUR DAYS AND 
COUNTING 
Love.Pooky 
Omega Phi Alpha 
Grand Big Ion and Big Jen, 
Happy Valentine's Day! 
Have a great weekend! I know I wil* 
O Phi A love and mine, LsT Lisa 
PS. Jen, find your moose yet? 
PAL, I have managed to know U. ikeU. A love 
U - all m a matter of 4 months What did I ever 
do without U? Than* for making me smse, I'm 
glad I'm the only person that can make 




YOUR RASH IS RED. 
BUT I STILL LOVE YOU 
WHEN THE BOYS SEE THIS. 
IT'S ANOTHER FINE FOR YOUl 
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAYI 
PI Kappa Phi * DEX ' Pi Kappa Phi 
HEY VALENTINE. HAVE YOU RECOVERED 
FROM YOUR B-DAY CELEBRATION' GET 
READY FOR REWIND SATURDAYi TRY NOT 
TOGET THROWN OUT. AND I WONT WEAR 
SLICK SHOES THIS TIME' 
AOTT' AOTT' Laura " AOTT • AOTT 
Poohle- 
Happy Anniversary1 
I will love you forever. Best Fnend. 
Thank you tor everything. 
You're the greatest1 
Your Valentine-P 
Problem Child. 
These last 5 months have been 5 of the best 




Happy Valentine's Day to my personal God' 
AI my love, Pookie Bear 
Rodney 
To my Valenone. 
I wish we could be together. 
But it wonl be too long 
I Love You Always' 
Love, Carol 
Scott. 
Happy Valentine's Dayl 
Thanks   tor   everything   we   have    shared 
together 11 love you always' 
Dawn 
Happy Valentine's Day. 
I love You, 
Doug 
Shawn and John 
Happy Valentine's Dayl 
Aren't you exerted we'll finally be on 
our way? 
Co you have any idea where we'l go7 
Not unol we reach our destination you 
will know. 
Kidnapped and blindfolded you en I be- 
But the pay-off will be a lot of fun 
and drink -- just wart and see. 
We can't wail to show you around this town, 
So put on your J. Riggmi Fashions A 
party down 
But if you don't cooperate, and our 
presents look like hell. 
If ■ off we go to just the Angel Mote" 
Remember John - You're on a wnefcne' 
WE LOVE YOUl 
Kim and Jody 
Spayd-o 
This past year, month, and S days have been 
the moat fun Ive ever had. W» you always be 
my Valentine1 
Your IMg Teddy Bear. 
T. Wedge M 
Squirt" 
Things have been bad, 
No! gang your way. 
I love you a lot, 
Happy Valentine's Day! 
Luv, Scon 
Stephanie. 
Thank you for two years of happiness and love 
I'm looking forward to many more years of 
happmees with you. I love you Sweetheart. 
Love, Eric 
The Perfect Gift For Valentine's Day 
"Custom Baskets Fined With Fine Foods & Gifitsn 
Gift        . Balloon Bouquets - Balloon Bouquets 
Baskets                        *A^$£» for vour sweetheart 
$15.99                           vjSgfo $599 
and up                       W0 $7.99 
Phon« 872-0460                uSSSto $10.99 
Pick up or Delivery - MC - Visa 200j-5juj«jajg^vg. 
Sieve. 
Voets are blue and roses are red. 
I'm looking forward to what lies ahead' 
Happy Valentine's Dayl 
Love. Bren 
Sieve. 
Happy Valentine's Deyi 
I Love Youl 
Love. Mara a 
PS I that new carpet I smell? 
Student 
One year ago you deeded it was Dme tor a new 
teacher Thank you tor the best 12 months of 
"schooling" Ive ever had. 
-Teacher 
Tasha, 
Our second Valentine's Day together. 
And I LOVE YOU more and more 
Uncle Wiggty 
Teresa Reardon 
Happy F nckm' Valentine's Day 
I miss you more than words can say. 
Love always. Joe 
The sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi w>sh all tie 
students and (acuity of BGSU a HAPPY VAX- 
ENTINE'SDAV'" 
THOMAS BRIGGS 
Since the day we met I haven't been the same - 
I've nttvr been happen' 
I LOVE YOU - HAPPY VALENTINES DAY! 
GoodLuck with MEDEA. 
LOVE, MARIANNE 
To Belie. 
You truly are special to me 
Thank you tor aH the memories. 
I am wrry things happened as they did. 
Fner.ds again., someday 
JAT 
To The Puntsher: 
WiN you be my Valentine? 
Love. Senioe 
To the Sisters of Gamma Phi Beta: 
Happy Valentine's Day I 
I'm so happy to be a pan of the 
best sorority on campus! 
Love akways. Ingrid 
To Wagon, 
Happy Valentine's Day' 
I "Love You No Matter Wha: You Do 
Love Wagonette 
TraceyO.. 
I can't put into words how great my life has 
been since we started going out You brighten 
up my day every time I see you smile. Thanks 
for all the great i-mes we've shared and I hope 
there's more to come. 
Love, DeveS 
Tract, 
We are almost all done and we made it through 
all the tough and pleasurable times together. J 
could not even imagine the *si tour yean 
without you by my side Soon you and I will be 
united as one and when we took back at that 
other time in our lives, it will be of us growing 





God's irtoe gin 
Who is add out to God 
Who rmM a personal relationship with JC 
QUMtC 
Am Mane N- Ivan 
f 
Will Weaver, 
ROMS are red. 
Volets are blue. 
When I DtckeO you up 
Who knew' 
It loo* mt a while 
To decae what to oo 
Od I want to be unhappy. 
Or Old I want IO Da with you' 
Now it'i valentine's Day. 
Andit'sbeen -half a year. ~ 
Lara watcn jeopardy 
And dnnk soma beer, dear' 
Happy Vektnone's Day, Grag' WU 
Love. Wheezy Weave* 
Witi.H Bonne7 
You'ra ona m a bazillion and I lova you '■ 
Lova always. 
Your brown eyed gin 
PS I'm ma woky one' 
Work, 
Wishing you a Happy VaJenlwe's Day 
We're a preny spaoal couple. I would say 
H has baan avo years andwe're to" 
logathar. 
Hooa this rnaans wa'll last forever. 
LoveAlwayi.LiL. 
XO XO XO XO XO XO XO XO XO XO XO 
- - - vmcc KEISER ' - - v 
Just a lime message to Man you a Happy Va 
•nine's Day and thank you for all the nine 
things you do that I may take 'o» granted'! I am 
i»*ng 'onward to spenong :r» weekend «*i 
you - tonight's going to be a lo: of fun" Thanks 
again. Vnce. for just being you 
"•LOVE  B 
XO XO XO XO XO XO XO XO XO XO XO 
XO XO XO XO XO XO 
Chris. (INJUN) 
I'M SO LUCKY TO HAVE 
YOU AS MY VALENTINE' 
HAPPY3MONTH ANNIVERSARY I 
ILOVEYOU.DENISE 





FRIDAY, FEB. 14th 4:30 - 6:30 
In addition to our regular 
menu Enjoy: 
e Seafood Bite 
e Steak For TWo 
e Chicken Pasta Primavera 
SPECIAL DESSERTS: 
e Cherry Cheesecake 
e Creamy Cherry Parfait 
e Miniature Baked Alaska 
e Black Forest Sundae 
e Bottled Sparkling Cider 
World 
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Candidates debate Clinton's chances 
by John King 
The Associated Press 
CONCORD, N.H. - Democratic 
presidential candidate Tom liar 
kin predicted Thursday a Viet- 
nam draft controversy would 
doom the candidacy of rival Bill 
Clinton. The Arkansas governor 
dismissed the attack as an act of 
desperation, and asserted he still 
could beat President Bush. 
"I don't think it's undermined 
my electability," Clinton said 
during a 30-minute program his 
campaign aired on statewide tel- 
evision. "If you say I'm electable 
on Tuesday, by definition I'm 
electable." 
Train collision 
leaves 11 dead 
outside Cairo 
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - A 
freight train rammed a pas- 
senger train Thursday as it 
was pulling out of a subur- 
ban railway station, and 
police said 11 people were 
killed and 30 were injured. 
The passenger train was 
leaving the Badrasheen 
| station in Giza, a few miles 
from Cairo, on its way south 
to Aswan when the accident 
occurred. The freight train 
driver apparently ignored 
or missed a red light, police 
said. 
The dead were 10 men 
and a woman. 
Paul Tsongas, now leading the 
polls, scoffed at Harkin's notion 
and traded barbs with the Iowa 
senator as the candidates battled 
into the final weekend before 
Tuesday's New Hampshire pri- 
mary, with controversies about 
Clinton again dominating the de- 
bate. 
"Governor Clinton is viable. To 
dismiss Governor Clinton, I 
think, is a major mistake," said 
Tsongas, a former Massa- 
chusetts senator. 
Tsongas said Clinton's draft 
status was "0311 of the discus- 
sion" but said the "media frenzy" 
went too far. "Issues get lost in 
the shuffle," he said. 
Sen. Bob Kerrey of Nebraska 
expressed doubt that Clinton has 
been fully candid about the draft. 
But he added: "I do not want to 
reopen the wounds of Vietnam" 
and said the issue was now "be- 
tween Bill Clinton and the 
voters." 
Vice President Dan Quayle, 
campaigning in Boston, rejected 
comparisons between Clinton's 
draft status and his much- 
publicized service in the Indiana 
National Guard during the Viet- 
nam War. 
"There's a big difference," he 
said. "And that is that I served." 
Clinton, Kerrey and Tsongas 
tried to concentrate their fire on 
President Bush. Harkin's attacks 
set off an intraparty donnybrook 
GOP challenger Patrick J. Bu- 
chanan claimed he was gaining 
momentum and scoffed at Presi- 
dent Bush's remarks in a visit 
here Wednesday. 
"I think It's wonderful that Mr. 
Bush has come up here to see the 
consequences of his policies," 
Buchanan said. "He talks about 
liberating the economy." 
Bush aired a television ad that 
ignored Buchanan and said a vote 
for him would send a message to 
the Democratic-controlled Con- 
gress. 
"I ask for your vote to put our 
nation on notice that New Hamp- 
shire Republicans stand united to 
defeat the liberal Democrats in 
the fall," Bush said in the ad. 
In Washington, Bush begged 
off when reporters asked if Bu- 
chanan would get 35 percent of 
vote on Tuesday. "I'm waiting for 
you guys to tell me," chortled 
Bush. "We had a good day yes- 
terday, though." 
The president said he was 
knocking off work early to hit the 
exercise machines. "I'm trying to 
get back in shape," he cracked as 
he left the Oval Office in late 
afternoon wearing an overcoat 
and cowboy hat. "It's your basic 
cowboy culture," he said. 
The Democratic candidates 
were set to meet in a nationally 
televised debate Sunday night. 
Polls show Tsongas atop the 
field, followed by Clinton. 
Dems push soak-the-rich tax cut 
by Jim Luther 




WASHINGTON - Democrats on the House 
Ways and Means Committee began lining up 
Thursday behind a soak-the-rich tax cut for 
the middle class that also includes part of 
the capital-gains tax reduction demanded by 
President Bush. 
"It's clear to us we have a document we'll 
be able to come together on," Rep. Jim 
Moody, D-Wis., told reporters after Demo- 
crats on the tax-writing panel ended a day of 
closed-door deliberations. "This is going to 
be a tax reduction for most Americans," es- 
pecially those at middle income levels, he 
said. 
"You can bet your life we'll be in the 92nd 
percentile of approval when we come out 
with this tax package," said Rep. Dan 
Rostenkowski, D-Ill., chairman of the full 
committee. 
At the White House, reporters told Bush as 
he left the Oval Office that the Democrats 
had come up with a soak-the-rich plan. The 
president cringed in mock alarm, but made 
no comment. 
His spokesman, Marlin Pitzwater, said, 
"It's  the  same old  tax-and-spend  Demo- 
crats." 
Committee members said the emerging 
bill is likely to be centered around a measure 
Rostenkowski introduced last year: a tax 
credit of $200 for the vast majority of wage 
earners or $400 for a couple this year and 
next. 
Some members are pushing instead for a 
middle-class plan that  would convert the 
"You can bat your lire we'll ba in trie 
82nd percentile ol approval when we 
come out with this tax package." 
Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, D-lll 
existing personal exemption into a credit, 
which would be a greater benefit to lower- 
income families and less for the well-to-do. 
The middle-class cut would be financed by 
imposing a 10 percent surtax on millionaires 
and creating a new, 35 percent tax bracket 
that in general terms would affect single 
people making more than about $100,000 and 
couples above $200,000. The top rate now is 
31 percent. 
Members said the bill will offer some re- 
lief to investors through a targeted reduc- 
tion in taxes on capital gains with a special 
benefit for real estate professionals. 
Democrats are offering a new twist for 
homeowners. A current provision that al- 
lows a person 55 or older to avoid tax on 
$125,000 of profit from the sale of a principal 
home would be adjusted each year to offset 
inflation. 
The Democratic plan would allow a tax 
deduction for interest on student loans; 
permit penalty-free withdrawals from Indi- 
vidual Retirement Accounts for homebuying 
or education or medical expenses, and raise 
to $60 the current $21-a-month limit on tax- 
free mass transit assistance a worker may 
receive from an employer. 
A surprise entry from the Democrats 
would cut the current 34 percent top tax rate 
on corporations to 33 percent. 
"There is a consensus among Democrats 
that this bill moves us in the right direction, 
a compromise between what the president 
wants and what many of us think represents 
an opportunity to stimulate economic 
growth," said Rep. Byron Dorgan, D-N.D. 
Fitzwater likened the Democrats to 
"weasels going into a hole" and accused 
them of "a sleight-of-hand planning session" 
aimed at finding ways to raise taxes. 
40% OFF 
Select Guitars, Amps, Drums 
and Accessories 
R & R Sound 
131 W. Wooster, B.G.        fH 
354-5055 U\ 
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO 
Rock-N-Roll your way to the UAO.. 
EUROPEAN ROCK POSTER 
Student Services Forum 
from 10a.m.-4 p.m. 
LAST DA Y to buy many posters 
NOT found in bookstores     A-c 
V 
I      Pink Floyd, Sting, CMB, 
[      Beatles, Guns-N-Roses, 
and MANY MORE! 
Ranging from $5-$15 





by Laurie Asjeo 
The Associated Press 
ALEXANDRIA, Va. - 
- Shortly after her daughter 
was born, Mary Green no- 
ticed the child looked a lot 
like her fertility doctor, a 
man now being tried on 
charges he fraudulently in- 
seminated patients with his 
own sperm. 
Mrs. Green, testifying 
under a pseudonym to 
shield her child from the 
trial's disclosures, was one 
in a parade of witnesses 
Wednesday who said they 
never authorized Dr. Cecil 
Jacobson to use his own 
sperm in artificial insemin- 
ation. 
She said she and her hus- 
band were looking at a pic- 
ture taken when the infant 
was three days old and "We 
both said "Whoa! Who does 
she look like?' We both had 
the same feeling that she 
looked a lot like Dr. Jacob- 
son." 
Mrs. Green said Jacobson 
promised to find a sperm 
donor who would "closely 
match the characteristics 
of my husband." She said 
she never would have used 
Jacobson's insemination 
service if she knew he was 
the donor. 
She said she initially dis- 
missed her suspicions until 
she was contacted by pros- 
ecutors. 
Mary Johnson, also using 
a pseudonym and apparent- 
ly wearing a blond wig, said 
that before she was inse- 
minated Jacobson "stated 
that he had a perfect match 
for my husband." 
"Does it really matter to 
you who the donor was?" 
asked Jacobson's attorney, 
James Tate. 
"Yes, It does," said Mrs. 
Johnson, adding later, "He 
See Doctor, page nine. 
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Doctor 
Continued from page eight. 
(Jacobson) does not resem- 
ble my husband one iota." 
She said she was relying 
on government-conducted 
DNA tests to indicate that 
Jacobson's sperm apparent- 
ly was used. Tate has said 
he will challenge the use of 
that evidence in the trial. 
Jacobson faces 52 counts 
of fraud and perjury and is 
accused of inseminating as 
many as 75 women with his 
own sperm while lying 
about the source. He also is 
accused of tricking other 
women into believing they 
were pregnant when they 
weren't. 
If convicted, he faces up 
to 285 years in prison and a 
$500,000 fine. 
Tate has acknowledged 
that Jacobson occasionally 
mixed his sperm with that 
of a patient's husband, but 
only with the couple's con- 
sent. In any event, Tate has 
said it is not illegal for a 
doctor to donate sperm. 
John Ruby, also using a 
pseudonym, said his then- 
wife sought artificial inse- 
mination from Jacobson in 
1976 because he was sterile. 
Ruby, who is 6 feet 9 inches 
tall, said Jacobson told him 
he had found a sperm donor 
who was 6 feet 6 inches tall 
and matched Ruby's physi- 
cal characteristics. 
Jacobson also promised 
that the donor would not 
know who received his 
sperm, Ruby testified. 
The couple had a child, 
and Ruby said he never was 
given any impression that 
Jacobson was the donor. 
"There's no way I'd have 
him be the father," Ruby 
said. 
Mary James, using a 
pseudonym and wearing a 
curly blond wig, said she 
and her husband went to 
Jacobson hoping he could 
boost the potency of her 
husband's sperm. They 
were not seeking any other 
donor, she said. 
Candidates debate Clinton's chances 
by Rodd Aubrey 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS - A judge on Thursday overturned cle- 
mency that former Gov. Richard Celeste granted to 11 
criminals, including seven killers on death row, shortly 
before he left office. 
'There's a chapter of revised code that requires cer- 
tain things to be done before the clemency power is 
exercised and that section of the code as best as I can 
determine was ignored," said Franklin County Common 
Pleas Court Judge Richard Sheward. 
The ruling does not necessarily mean the seven will 
have to return to death row, said Jack Decker, assistant 
attorney general. That decision would be up to prison 
officials. 
Celeste, a Democrat and staunch opponent of the 
death penalty, commuted the death sentences four days 
before leaving office in January 1991. 
His successor, George Voinovich, a Republican who 
favors the death penalty, said Celeste acted hastily and 
disregarded a law requiring the governor to apply to the 
Ohio Adult Parole Authority and wait for its recom- 
mendations. 
The governor can disregard the recommendations but 
must be held accountable for such decisions. Attorney 
General Lee Fisher argued. 
'Today's ruling by Judge Sheward confirms that Ohio 
law was Intended to and should ensure that victims and 
the community have a right to be heard in connection 
with any clemency decision," Fisher said in a news 
release. "Public accountability is an essential part of 
governing, and the clemency process should be no ex- 
ception." 
Ohio Public Defender Randall Dana argued the Ohio 
Constitution grants the governor unrestricted authority 
"Public accountability is an essential part of 
governing, and the clemency process should be 
no exception." 
Lee Fisher, attorney general 
to grant clemency. He was not in his office late Thurs- 
day, and his home telephone number is unlisted. 
Celeste, who now has a consulting business, was not 
available for comment. His family said he was on his 
way to the Orient for a two-week business trip. 
Celeste commuted the death sentences of four men 
and all four women on Ohio's death row. He did not 
commute the sentences of 93 other death-row inmates. 
"I kind of figured he would do this," said John Salim 
of Lakewood, who served three weeks in prison then 
was released after Celeste's ruling. "In fact, I was al- 
most 100 percent positive that's the way it would go. It 
was just wishful thinking it would go the other way." 
Salim, who accused the judge of bias against 
prisoners, was convicted in Cuyahoga County Common 
Pleas Court of felonious assault and sentenced to three 
to 15 years in jail. 
He said Thursday's decision likely would be appealed. 
Six sentences were commuted to life without parole; 
two were commuted to life with parole possible after at 
least 15 years. 
After Voinovich took office, he and the heads of the 
prison system and parole authority asked the attorney 
general to investigate all of the nearly 100 clemency 
requests Celeste granted in his final months in office. 
The attorney general, a Democrat who also took office 
last January, said Celeste did not meet legal require 
ments in 11 cases: seven of the eight death sentence 
commutations, and clemency involving four other peo- 
ple. Two of the four were released from prison. 
Fisher filed suit to reverse the cases. A five-day trial 
ended Feb. 3. 
Sears  
Continued from page sit. 
letters to the state legislature as 
a way of participating in USG. He 
added that in order for USG to 
accomplish goals, participation 
by the student body as a whole is 
needed. 
"Sometimes there is a misper- 
ception that students cannot par-, 
ticipate in USG unless (the stu 
dent) is a senator or (cabinet 
member)," Sears said. "I'd like to 
see the average student come 
and be involved in the USG meet- 
ings. I'd love to see McFall 
Center packed with visitors at 
every meeting." 
Sears said he would like to see 
the creation of a Public Relations 
position that would receive in- 
ternship credit for being in- 
volved in USG. He said this posi- 
tion would promote USG as well 
as increase student involvement. 
And, as many presidents have 
done before him. Sears hopes for 
better relations with the adminis- 
tration. 
"I would like to see things 
passed in USG taken seriously by 
the administration. It's happen- 
ing now but I'd like to see it hap- 
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Continued from page seven. 
til 2 am. on Fridays and Satur- 
days. 
"We do not promote drinking 
and using (the shuttle) as a 
crutch, but it is safe and safety is 
very important," Jackson said. 
Jackson said another area he is 
focusing on is the greek housing 
situation. 
The last major focal point 
Jackson has is to have USG work 
with Ohio Student Association 
and the state legislature to make 
sure tuition does not  increase. 
EUROPE EUROPE EUROPE EUROPE EUROPE EUROPE 
DISCOVER EUROPE 
And Earn 6 cr. Hrs. - classes in English 
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE 
Apply no later than Feb. 28, 1992 
Sponsored by the Summer Study 
Program In France 
For More Information: 
Dr. Charles Chittle 312 BA, 372-8180 
Frank Faubert 4003 BAA, 372-8198 
EUROPE EUROPE EUROPE EUROPE EUROPE EUROPE 
Don't just sit 
there! Stop in 
today for a complete 




113 Railroad St. 
Open Mon thru Fri 
8:00am ■ 5:00pm 
Jackson proposes a letter writing 
and telephone campaign, involv- 
ing students, parents, communi- 
ty, alumni and University sup- 
port. 
"It's heartbreaking for me, as a 
resident adviser, to see students 
have to leave (the University) 
because they can't afford to be 
here," Jackson lamented. 
The Brothers Of Zeta Beta Tau 
Would Like To Congratulate The 
1992 Spring Initiates: 
MickWeltin         A Jeff Brown 
Todd Walsh     /%£> j,   Mark Fellows 
David Reams     %j«gr Joe Mlynek 
Jason Phillips Steve O'Harah 
Matt Wood 
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GET YOUR CREATIVE 
JUICES FLOWING! 
BSfl® Wants you to design 
Spring Break T-Shirts 
Contest starts Feb. 17-26 
Designs due Feb. 26 
at 5pm 8Sb@ office 
1st prize: $25 and Free 
T-shirt with your design on it. 
Runner Up: Free T-shirt 
Pick up more information 
about design specifications in 
the («5fl@ office 3rd floor 
Union or call 372-2343. 
GRAB YOUR PENCIL AND START NOW! 
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Men's basketball looks 
for first MAC road win 
by Glen Lubbert 
assistant sports editor 
Every coach realizes how hard it is to win on the 
road. 
For men's basketball coach Jim Larranaga, that 
fact has turned into a bad dream that he hopes to 
wake up from tomorrow when the Falcons travel to 
Ypsilanti, Mich, to take on Eastern Michigan at 3 
p.m. 
Bowling Green has only been able to win on the 
road twice this season, both being non-conference 
match-ups. 
Early in December the Falcons defeated Army 
and in the middle of January they downed Youngs- 
town State. 
In the meantime, BG has clashed with Mid- 
American Conference foes four times on the road, 
losing each one in tight, heart-pounding contests 
that have become commonplace for the Falcon 
squad. 
"This is a young team that has progressively im- 
proved throughout the season," Larranaga said. 
"Many teams as young as we are go on the road 
and get blown out. I'm very happy with the way 
this team has played on the road. It's played con- 
sistently. It's played smart. It's played with a lot of 
poise." 
According to Larranaga, close games are what 
this squad is best at handling. 
"Our style of play right now is more conducive to 
being in close ball games," Larranaga said. "We've 
been handling the ball smartly and not making a lot 
of mistakes. We've been choosing our shots wisely 
and finding the open man regularly." 
In BG's defense, Larranaga has been able to 
keep his team on top at home, losing only one MAC 
game in Anderson Arena - a two point decision to 
Ohio University. In addition, the Falcons' road 
games have been against the best teams in the con- 
ference. 
"I think the key to being successful on the road 
is to be able to play with the lead especially down 
the stretch in the last 10 or 12 minutes," Larranaga 
said. 
However, that won't be the case when the 4-5 
Falcons take on the stumbling 2-7 Eagles who have 
free-fallen to the bottom of the conference. 
To make things worse for EMU coach Ben 
Braun, the Eagles' star player, Kory Hallas, will be 
playing in only his second game after coming of an 
injury to his left hand. Hallas leads the league in 
rebounding (8.6) and ranks third in scoring (17.8). 
Hallas was able to score 12 points and grab eight 
rebounds in the last EMU-BG match-up. 
OU creeping back into race 
(AP) - Maybe the Mid- 
American Conference News 
Media Association wasn't off by a 
mile. 
During preseason balloting, 
media voted Ohio University as 
the team to beat in the MAC 
men's race. That looked like a 
laughable prediction up until re- 
cently, when the Bobcats slowly 
started slipping back into the ti- 
tle picture. 
Sure, Western Michigan (8-2 in 
the MAC and 17-4 overall) leads 
the MAC. And Ball State (7-2, 
18-4) is second. Miami (7-3, 14-7) 
is even third. 
But Ohio U. isn't exactly out of 
the picture. 
Heading into Saturday's game 
at Kent, the Bobcats are on a 
three-game winning streak. And 
over the final six games of the 
season, they play all three of the 
teams ahead of them in the stand- 
ings - including Ball State and 
Western Michigan at home in the 
Convocation Center. 
"We're still kind of hanging 
See MAC, page eleven. 
Th« BG Nrw«/J«y Murdsck 
Falcon point guard Susie Cassell makes a move around Miami's D'Nelle Selple in a recent women's 
basketball game. Cassell Is second in the Mid-American Conference with 6.2 assists per game. Team- 
mate Cathy Koch Is fifth with S.O apg. Bowling Green travels to Eastern Michigan for an important 
MAC game Saturday. The Falcons were ranked 43rd in the nation In the last Associated Press poll and 
tied for 42nd In the country by USA Today. They have been ranked as high as 25th in the nation this 
year. Eastern is 6-2 at home this year and hold a 4-5 record In the conference. BG's current five-game 
winning streak matches Its longest of the season. 
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As featured on Paul Simon's "Or a eel and' 
Lenhart Grand Dollroom 
Thursday, February 20 or 0:30 p.m. 
Falcon Fever. 
Catch It! 
Point shaving rumors 
flying around UNLV 
LAS VEGAS (AP) - UNLV's basketball program is reportedly the 
target of a federal investigation into possible point-shaving by Rebel 
players last season. 
Federal authorities refused comment Thursday on the story in the 
Las Vegas Review-Journal. 
"Department policy is that we never confirm or deny any in- 
vestigation," said Leland Lutfy, interim U.S. attorney. "We do that so 
that any person who might be the subject of an investigation and later 
found to be innocent does not have his name bandied about." 
Mike Barr, head of the Justice Department's Organized Crime 
Strike Force, said he could not confirm or deny the newspaper report. 
Quoting an unidentified federal official. The Review-Journal said 
the point-shaving investigation is part of a probe into convicted 
sports fixer Richard Perry. The paper said authorities are investigat- 
ing whether points were shaved during the Rebels' unbeaten 1990-91 
regular season or in their upset loss to Duke at the Final Four. 
"I will guarantee that there is no basis to this," UNLV coach Jerry 
Tarkanian said Thursday. "That team destroyed everybody they 
played. This is the lowest thing that anybody could stoop to." 
Tarkanian blamed UNLV legal counsel Brad Booke for leaking the 
information. Booke denied he was the source of the leak. 
Booke has been cooperating with the IRS and the Organized Crime 
Strike Force in a federal probe of Perry. The Strike Force subpoen- 
aed records from Booke two weeks ago in connection with UNLV's in- 
house investigation of Perry. 
starts with a 
professional 
management team! 
Make Your Search Easy with Newlove Rentals 
EUERVONE 
Reserved seor rickets 
$17. $15. $12 
Buy your rickets or 
KobackerHall.rUJJrj® 
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Special Benefits: 
* Initially • partial security deposit 
* No parental guarantee 
* Professional management 
* Free maid service at many locations 
* Full time maintenance service 
Check out these apartments: 
228 S. College 
801 Fifth St. 
309 High St. 
843 Sixth St. 
803 Fifth St. 
525 East Merry 
507 East Merry 
725 Ninth St. 
114 1/2 S. Main 
709 Fifth St. 
117 1/2 N. Main 
520 Reed St. 
824 Sixth St. 
Stop by our only office at 328 S. Main 
and pick up our weekly updated 
rental brochure 
Ink Shows Through 
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Falcon Sports Previews 
WomwT* MM 
Bowling Green vs. Eastern Michigan 
WHERE:Bowen Fieldhouse; VpsilanMMMMBHaMM 
WHEN:Saturday 12:30 p.m. ^^^^^ 
RADI0:WBGU-88.1 andWroB-143|A«BPi*«"""*l 
RECORDS:Bowriing Green, 17-3 overall, 8-1 m UM MW- 
American Conference; Central MichjQan 10-1 (^ 4<. 
BGSU UPDATE:The Falcons won both games IM week leav- 
ing them in a tie with Toledo for tops in 9w coflfcrene*. First 
year coach Jaci Dark has led the Fafconsto 42nd m fte USA 
Today and 43rd in the Associated Prtn poll. They have 
been ranked as high as 25th. 
EASTERN UPDATE:Eastern is 6-2 at home tha sewn BG 
has dominated the series with the Eagles, winning 20 of the 
last 21 meetings, including an 82-66 meeting earlier thfc 
season 
Man and Women's Moor Track 
Bowling Green vs. Kent and WIMNHTI a Maty 
WHERE: Kent State University. 
WHEN:Saturday at 11:15 a.m. 
BG MEN'S UPDATE: The men posted a 79.5-60.5 van over 
Ashland in their only action of the week. BG won nine-ot-tB 
events with nine different athletes earning first place points. 
For the second week in a row, senior Bill Overia bested his 
own school record in winning the shotput. Cverla'o throw of 
56.0 wiped out his record throw of 55.5 set last week. 
Bfl WOMEN'S UPDATE:The women's team came out on top 
agalnn Ashland 68-54. Freshmen Nikki Lessig and Julie 
Shade pasted season bests to lead the Falcons. 
NHtlsf sataet group of athletes will compete later on Satur- 
day at%e Knights of Columbus meet, which will be held at 
Ctevetend State. The meet will begin at 7 p.m. The Falcons 
will b» at the Eastern Michigan Classic Feb. 22. 
WomM's Gymnastics 
■mrtiag Grain vs. Michigan State 
WHHtEast Lansing. Mich. 
UWEJkTonight, 7:00 p.m. 
RIOJRMrBowffng Green, 2-5 Overall; 0-1 Mid-American 
Conference. 
•GSU UfOATE The Falcons finished second at the West 
VII|WB Tltnioular agurtst North Carolina and West Vir- 
ginia. Senior Mary B«h Ariel led the Falcons with a season- 
best score of 36.78 in die all-around competition. "Every- 
body that's competing has been able to come through and 
get the scores," coach Charles Simpson said. "Last year we 
had so much depth we didn't have to worry about it. This 
year, everybody all the way down the line has got to really 
get their best routines." 
- compiled by Aaron Dorksen 
MAC 
leers go for four in a row 
Continued from page ten. 
around," says Ohio U. coach 
Larry Hunter. "We still play all 
of the teams ahead of us one 
more time. Still, we can't afford 
another loss If we want to win it 
all." 
After Kent, the Bobcats host 
Ball State, travel to Miami, host 
Western Michigan, play at Cen- 
tral Michigan and host Bowling 
Green. 
by Randy Setter 
sports writer 
"I've said from day one, we're 
not a dominant type of team," 
Hunter says. "We don't have the 
inside players to do that. We have 
some experience and we finished 
strong  last  year." 
Hockey coach Jerry York put 
last weekend's upset victory 
against Michigan in perspective. 
"One weekend doesn't make a 
season," York said as his team 
prepares for pair of games with 
Michigan State this weekend. 
But one big weekend, especial- 
ly last weekend's back-to-back 
victories against the then num- 
ber one team in the nation, is a 
good way to start off a winning 
streak. 
Michigan State, the number 
one team in the CCHA, is tied 
with Lake Superior with 33 
points. Michigan State is fresh 
off their 4-1 win and 3-3 tie at 
LSSU. Friday's game will be 
played at the Ice Arena and Sat- 
urday brings a change of venue 
to Munn Ice Arena in East Lans- 
ing. 
The Falcons hope to avenge the 
sweep suffered against the Spar- 
tans back on November 8th and 
9th. The team dropped the home 
game 6-3 and lost 9-6 on the road. 
On paper, the series is similar 
to the Michigan game. The Spar- 
tans boast a potent offense led by 
Dwayne Norris and Bryan Smo- 
linski. Norris has 53 points and 26 
goals, while Smolinski has 47 
points and 22 goals. 
While the Spartan offense 
receives most of the attention, 
the defensemen keep playing 
their physical and tight defense, 
stifling opponents' offenses. 
"Michigan State is a defensive 
hard-nosed team," York said. 
"We can't back down from (their) 
physical play." 
The Falcons also sport an 
offensive punch combination 
with right winger Peter Holmes 
and center Martin Jiranek. Hol- 
mes is leading the CCHA with 46 
points and 21 goals, while Jiranek 
enters the upcoming games in 
7th place with 36 points and 17 
goals. 
Freshman center Brian Hol- 
zinger is coming off the most 
productive series of his career 
against Michigan, scoring four 
goals against the Wolverines - 
two of those being game win- 
ners. He was honored as this 
week's CCHA Player of the 
Week. 
Bowling Green looks to their 
Classified 
power play for scoring opportun- 
ities. They own power play i 
centage of 23.5, third best in l 
CCHA Holmes and Jiranek I 
the team with 13 power play* 
goals each. _ 
The return of junior defens^L 
man Ken Klee from a knee injnrK 
suffered while with the the U.SK 
Olympic team last summer has 
restored consistency and 
strength to the bluellne. While ht' 
did not figure into the scoring iff 
the previous series, the coaches 
believe he still is a key player. • 
"Our team has been rejuvin 
ated by Klee, both in the lockeir- 
oom and on the ice," York said. 
York also gives credit of thi; 
better play of the other defense- 
men to Klee's motivation. 
The team also will get a boo»t, 
defensively as sophomore de- 
fenseman Jeff Wells returns «o 
the line up from a shoulder in- 
jury incurred in play against 
Ohio State. Senior Otis Plageman 
will not be playing this weekeaM 
however. He is skating, though 
and is expected to join the tean* 
for the Miami series. Goaltend- 
ing will be a factor in the series. 
• 
The BG News 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
IM J06 SEARCH 1982 SSI 
Attand the SUMMER JOB FAIR 
Lanhan Grand Ballroom. March 3 
1030- 4 00 PM 
AFRICAN MOVIE NIGHT 
YAABA 
A haunung and refreshing tale of 
Rural Alncan Lite 
Friday. February 21, 7pm 
Gish Film Theater 
Free Admission 
AFRICAN PEOPLES ASSOCIAt ION 
ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA 
proudly presents a 
LAST LECTURE 
starring Dr. Eldon Snyder 
Professor of Sociology 
Wed. Feb. 19 
8pm showtime, at 112BA 
FREE and OPENTOALL 
Don! Miss III 
ATTENTION  ALL  PHI  ETA  SIGMA  MEM- 
BERS 
Application for National Scholarship* are 
available in 310 BA 
All application* are due by February 21 lo 
Prea. Brett Berqulet. 146 Darrow, or Vlca- 
Preeldent Lori Byrd, 807 Oftenhauer East. 
ATTENTION WBGU FM will begin training 




SUMMER STUDY PROGRAM IN FRANCE 
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE 
Informational Meeting 
Wednesday, March 11.1992; 9 00pm 
1008 BAA Bldg 
For more information, call: 
Dr Chime at 372-8180 
DISCOVER EUROPE 
SUMMER STUDY PROGRAM IN FRANCE 
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE 
Apply no later than Feb. 28.1992 
For more informaocn call' 
Dr.Chittle.372-8180or 
FrancK Fauberl. 372 8193 or 354 8499 
Exploring the spirit withm 
Espreselons of Spirituality 
Thle Monday at 9pm m Founders East Dining 
Hall. Everyone is invited t> come and eiperi- 
ence how art can be used to explore the spint 
within each person. 
This Monday, Dr. Marv Belier and Bill 
Thompson will lead ue In alien! meditation 
and palming. 
Golden Key General Meeting 
Feb. 17 9:00 pm BA 100 
Lota ot tun! Come aeef 
Golden Key General Meeting 
Feb. 17, 9:00pm, Room 100 BA 
HEY FRESHMEN!!! 
Do you live off-campus? 
Do you want to get invovled? 
Come to the FOCUS organizational meeting 
Monday, Feb. 17th 230 PM 204 Moseley Hall 
FRESHMEN   OFFCAMPUS    UNIVERSITY 
STUDENTS 
For more information, call 372-2573 
JOURNALISM SCHOLARSHIPS 
Now available in 302 a 319 West Hall. 
Deadline: March 2 
MOVIE NIGHT! MOVIE NrGKP 
MOVIE NIGHT' 
St Tom's Student Connection is sponsoring a 
double feature of movies to fit the St  Valen- 
one's Day spirit! 
St. Thomas More Annach Library 
8:00pm 
Munch IOS. fellowship, and funi 
No charge 
NOTICE"   ELEMENTARY   ED.   METHODS 
MEETING! 
All students who applied for Fall 1992 El. Ed. 
Methods (EDCI 350. 351. 352, 353. 355. 356) 
are expected lo attend this meeting. Tuesday. 
Feb. 18. 4:00 pm. 115 Education Building BE 
THERE"  
PRACTICE SAFE SEX 
WmtE COLLEGE DEMOCRATS 
on Valentine's Day 
If you need 'em, we're passing out condoms. 
And, il you want the REAL facts about AIDS, 
we've got some literature. And if you want to 
see condoms m all the vending machines, we'- 
ve got a petition. University Union, l iam-4pm 
onFnday! 
LOST & FOUND 
REWARD 
Lost gold necklace with cross and key Sub- 
stantial reward!! PLEASE can 372-4552 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Pregnant? 
We can help FREE PREGNANCY TESTS 
Info, and support • BG Pregnancy Center 
Call 3S4-HOPE 
RENT NOW FOR FALL 1992 
COLUMBIA COURT APTS. 
B.G.'s Newest Apartment Complex 
Close to B.G.S.U. 
Call us for our 
FEBRUARY 
SPECIAL 
Four Man Rate 
CALL US AT 352-0717 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
GREENBRIAR INC., MGR. 
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA 
Information   on   semester,   year,   graduate, 
summer and internship programs in Penh, 
Townsville. Sydney, and Melbourne. Programs 
start at *35?0 Call I-800-878 3696  
STU0Y<TOUR EUROPE! 
SCANDINAVIA 4 RUSSIA (7 COUNTRIES) 
BYCRUISE SHIP FOR ONLY S2819I 
GET AiS 395 SUMMER CREDI11 
INFO MEETING 8 VIDEO PREVIEW 
eoop.m.WED.FEB 19.BUSADM111 
(OR CALL 372 6838/352 8744) 
TYPING SERVICES 
Reasonable Rales With Accuracy 
Call 3523967 from 8 am til 9 pm 





lor being elected the new 
Design Oub President. 
Chi-OChi-OChi-0 
PERSONALS 
GIRLS IN SHORT SKIRTS! 
On the Ice TONIGHT 
7:20 pm Ice Arena 
•••FALCON ETTES"' 
Take caution: 
"Stupid Cupid" will have his 
arrows aimed at the 
FALCON ETTES 
belore Friday's hockey game. 
These 
red-hoi skaters 
might just melt your hearts 
as well as the ice! 
Happy Valentines Day! 
••■FALCONETTES'"  
•SAE" 
The Brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
congratulate their Athletes of the Week: 
JIM SCHULTZ and TOCO VanMARTE R 
•SAE- 
•SAE- 
The Brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon congratu- 
late MARC JENNINGS and SHAUNOA HILL 
on their recent lavaliO'ing. 
•SAE" 
-PHIMU'" 
Congratulations on Anchor Splash) 
—PHIMU— 
Congrats to the hockey team! 
You guys looked awesome last weekend Let's 
do it again with Michigan State' From a dedi- 
cated fan. Chaunte* P.S. Hats on to Brian Hoi- 
zinger. 
DG ' PI KAPPS- DG ' PI KAPPS 
We'd like to thank our coaches 
Danielle, Robin. Tncia. and Ellen 
For an Awesome time at Anchor Splash i 
DG ' PI KAPPS'DG'PI KAPPS 
DICK- 
We're ready to push all the stress and 
strain aside. 
Off to Toledo this weekend we will hide 
Lights down low and champagne on ice. 
A Valentine's Day bubble bath wm be 
intimately nice. 
All you need are fresh undies and a comb 
Hope you like my manicure 'cause your body 
my nails will roam 
I guarantee our night together will be 
simply superb. 
I nope the maid will see our sign that 
says. "DO NOT DISTURB!" 
Anxiously awaiong  -Jane 
"PHIMU" 
Officer ol the Week Sharon Orotlar 
Sister of the Week: Kim Relneck 
"PHIMU" 
-ALPHA PHI ■ ALPHA PHI 
Kraty Knsti 
Leadership Conference will be very "RA 
You're the best' 
Your pseudo-little. Andrea 
1992 Falcone ties 
Remember 
Straight lines 
Splice on Time 
and SHAKE YOUR BUTT! 
Good Luckl 
A Bahamas Party Cruise 6 Days. $2791 Pan- 
ama City $99. Padre $199. Cancun $499. Ja 
maica $399 trom Ohio Greg 354-8149, Sarah 
354 6994, Todd 372-6528. or 1.800-638-6786 
Spring Break 
Cancun 
01 Spring Break Destination on the Mexican Caribbean 
March 22-29, 1992 
Enjoy all tha tun in the sun you've heard about with volleyball on the 
beach, constant happy hours, and dancing until dawn at the discos 
Club LaS Per las • Standard beachfront 
194 room hotel on beach nearest Trinlo      t^OQ 
to otowntown with 2 small pools 2 I npie      3>D«:y 
restaurants, bar and gift shop Quad      $499 
Aquamarina Beach • Moderate beachfront 
200 rooms 5 minutes from down- _ -   .       rjecQ 
town   Swimming pool, watersports, Npl8    ©003 
2 restaurants, snackbar, and shops Quad    $539 
OaSiS CanCUn - Deluxe beachfront 
965 room resort on 1/2 mile of beach with      -rr:ni0 ee7Q 
3 giant pools, lennis courts, 5 restaurants.       ' rl"le *° ' y 
mini gctl course and entertainment                 Quad $599 
Includes roundtrip air from Detroit (Sunday am departure), 
7 nights hotel, transfers between Cancun Airport and 
hotel, and services ot local representative 
Pnoaa a/a in uSS. par parson piua S2s 
tax. and vary by rtotai aawctad Chartar 
Paflcipant Agraamant laevirad 
i/.caciii nic
Tnoel Charter 
Saa your local travai agant & tha 01 Cancun oparator in Michigan. 
Administrative Staff Scholarship applications 
were mailed to qualifying students (lop i0%of 
college in their class rank) wilt, on-campui ad- 
dresses/mailboies. For other qualified • Appli- 
cations available, Circulation Desk, Jerome Li- 
brary. The ASC Scholarship is an annual, non- 
renewable award of $1,000. Full or part-time 
all majors. Form and essay required. March 2. 
1993 5 pm. Need not receive'qualify for I nan- 
cial aid to receive scholarsn-p 
AGD'PIKAP'AGD'PIKAP 
The sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta wish 
to congratulate Carrie Welter and 
Jay Va lento on their recent lavalienng 
AGD * SAE ' AGO ■ SAE 
The sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta 
Wish to congratulate Heather Schultz 
and Randy Ruppel on their recent lavalienng 
ALPHA SIGMA PHI 
Athlete of the Week. Bowling Team 
Brother of the Week'H Michael Gerboth 
Officer ol the Week John Asendorf 
Pledges of the Week: New Pledge Class 
ALPHA SIGMA PHI 
Alpha Xi' Alpha x ' Alpha X 
Congratulations  to  Lonjs   Sererano on  her 
pearling to Ben Kreischer from Edmboro Uni 
versity  
Alpha Xi Delta 
Congratulations Krysta Constanza and Leigh 
Ann Perkins on being selectee as Rho Chi'si 
Well miss you during Rush' 
Love Your Sisters of Alpha Xi 
A2D ' AZD" A2D ' AZD 
The sisters of Alpha X> Delta would like to con- 
gratulate Cheisea Furlong on being accepted 
into the Order ol Omega. Way to go Chelsea1 
AZD • AZD * AZD * AZD 
AZD'DELT'AZD'DELT 
The sisters of Alpha Xi Delta would like to con 
gratulate Megan Johnson on her pinning ■ < 






& Much, much more' 




Sponsored by UAO 
Bungi jumping is coming to BG 
Schedule a meeting at 
your frat, sorority, or residence hall 
Dates filling up fast< 
l-SOO^O-BUNGI 
Chi Omega " Chi Omega 
Congratulations to our new 
Order of Omega members. 
KRISTIHECK 
LYNN ROZZO 
Chi Omega "Chi Omega 
Chi-0 * Kappa Sig ' Chi-O * Kappa Sg 
The Sisters of Chi Omega wish to congrai 
Amy Hoy on her recent lavalienng to I 
Sigma Eric Gieaecke. 
Chi-O' Kappa Sig * Chi-O' Kappa Sig 
Amy "Slam" Service 4 Ju«s Kovar 
Starting at 4 00-WOW 
Bonding with Nerd Blizzards 
Slam leaving her mark on The FIJI House 
Too bad you both passed out before the no<l 
party. 
12 1/2 his of partying-1 LUVrP11 
I had the best ome ■ UR The BEST 
Jen i 
ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO 
Congratulations  to  the  Alpha  Tau  Omerjf 
Fraternity for attaing the highest New Membc 
and Overall Fraternity Grade Point Average fo| 
the FaH i99i Semester Keep up the exceil* 
worx 
ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO 
Cont. on page 12K 
 ——si 
v<f>K   Ji'M:   E*l_   !<M.   1<I>I-    I'M.   I'M.   L'M.   I'M.   E<t>l;.   li'Mi 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 










198 S   Main SI 
i ) 19)353-0050 
Bowling       114 E   Woostci St 
' ' [419)352-9276 
H    Bart Eyier 1 9f j Chris Flynn     a 




|     Chris Joliat            "* 
3    Mike Ledbetter 
K •■•; ■!■■ '„'• «j»f'           Kevin King rj£l>* 
Dan Lee 
Mark McMasters Pat Murray 
Jason Peters Mike Sullivan             Neal Thomas 
3                       Rick Craig Outstanding Pledge 
and Welcomes its Outstanding Pledge Class 
1             Scott Rimer Scott Lucas 
Seth Rings Todd Rowan 
Eric Sewell Zach Green 
Bill Price Steve Horvath 
Bill Evick Kris Carnsalez 
Chris Heizer Ross Staulfer 
1             Reid Behrendt Kurt Mellon 
Jon Rasmussen Mike Smith 
Duran Curis Mike Timmerman          * 1 
Larry Budai Todd Bondy 
1 ce no ratulal ions! 
!<l>l     I'l'l     I'I'I     I'M     I'M     \>\<i   I<I>I     >.<!>!     l'l>l     I'M 
Classified 
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Chi-O CtiiO Ch-O CIM-O 
OOPSi IgoolM. How could we target 
ASST. PLEDGE ED - MELISSA RAY 
ASST. RUSH - HOPE GOOOWIN 
ASST. TREASURER - JEN SHEAFFER 
SPECIAL EVENTS - LYNN ROZZO 
ChiOChiOChiOChi-o 
Erin Porco- 
To my former roommate. 
fts one's lor you. 
At the way Irom Pin to BGSU 
Say goodbye to Botnik's preaous ID. 
You're 21 and can finally dnr* legally. 
We're noi looeiher. out donl despair. 
Al and Char said they'd hold your hair. 
So lie 'em up. have a beer, a shot or two, 
Watch that Yager don't be Patty part 2 
(wish I was there - U know I do. 
But since I'm at Put. 
Just know I love and miss you' 
Happy Birthday Enni 
EXPERIENCE JAMAICA SPRING BREAK 92 
7 DAYS AND HOT NIGHTS »65 
LIMITEDTIME AND SPACE! DOUG 353-2408 
FUIS 
Sluing was run with you and Crankin Franlm 
was a zool Now that these 2 weekends are 
through, why don't we play STUDS tool 3 
guys.2 girls .Oh. Mop O Rop Top. you can 
have your snausages when we're through i 
Love, Your Ski Bunnies 
GIRLS GIRLS GIRLS 
Need extra cash for Spring Break? 
Wet T-shirt contest Feb 19 
Call 352-9780 for details 
Sponsored by T O 's Tanning 
Signupearlyi 
GOOD TYMES PUB 
SO 25 Drafts 
8-10pm Everyday 
GOOD TYMES PUB 
"Cheapest Dnnk Prices in Townl" 
Omega Phi Alpha' Omega Phi Alpha 
Thanks lo everyone who helped make Nations 
Membership Week a big success. You all are 
GREATi Love. Deb 
Omega Phi Alpha * Omega Phi Alpha 
PEACE. LOVE. AND. 
PETER, PAUL A MARY 
FRIDAY. MARCH 6 AT THE MASONIC AUDI- 
TORIUM CALL THE AMERICAN LUNG AS- 
SOCIATION TO ORDER TICKETS. 255-2378 
10B£ STUCKVi 
DAYTOHA BEACH 
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND 
STEAMBOAT 
PANAMA CITY BEACH 
FORTLAUDERDALE 
HILTON HEAD ISLAND 
MUSTANG ISLAND I 
PORT ARANSAS 
BOUT WAIT Til ITS TOO un 
nth Annual 
Celebration! 
TOU FKE INFORMATION JRF.SIRVATIONS 
1800 321 5911 
AZD'SAE'AZD'SAE 
Thar*i lor a gral Dm* a! High Society I 
AZD'SAE'AZD'SAE 
Od you know? According to Dr. Bowen (ormer 
U.S. Secretary ol Haalth and Human Services 
There could be from fifty million up to one hun- 
dred million (AIDS) deaths by the end ol the 
century." 
DZ Alicia Cercone DZ 
I just wanted to with you 
GOOD LUCK 
with millioni- 
I'm sovary proud of you I 
Love. Big Andrea 
DZ""De*teZets""DZ 
Congratulation* to our new Rho CN'al 
Linda Bertach 
Jackl Hernandez 
02"" Delta ZeU"~DZ 
DZDZDZDZDZDZ 
Congratulations to Bath Mayan, the Delta 
Zeta President on being accepted into the Or- 
der of Omega' 
Your Sisters love you' 
DZDZDZDZDZDZ 
Mike Seara A Barb Naal tor USG Praa V.P. 
USG has made a difference 
on campus this year! 
* Continued graduate school testing 
' Condom* in the vending machines 
• Reinstatement of the ACGFA process 
• Kept the tuition cap at 7%for 92-93 
* Currently working for improved sidewalks, 
better lighting, a stronger recycling progra, vot- 
ing student trustees, an off campus shuuttle 
bus route, students on University Tenure 
Committees, and much more.... 
You are invited to insure that continued prog- 
ress be the goal for USG You ar* Invited to 
attend a Sears/Weal campaign meeting on 
Sunday, February 16th at 4:00 PM In 104 
B A AIL ARE WELCOME.  
MONEY FOR COLLEGE 
Scholarships and grants 
l-eOO-USA-1221 Eit 2033 
PN Kappa Tau Bowlers 
Athletes of the Week 
Jake  'The Gardner Snake"  Palism, Steve 
"Bents" Benick. Derek   "Downtown" Masse, 
and Greg "Dousche" Rousche.  
PHI MU CABINET: 
Hey Guys - Happy Valentine's Day II I think you 
all are so awesome!! Keep up the SPIRIT) 
Love   MEG 
Phi Mu Phi Mu Phi Mu 
Big Andrea. 
Just wanted to let you know that I think you are 
theBESTBIGinthsworldMI 
LITB. Lit Lisa 
Phi Mu Phi Mu Phi Mu 
LV Kimberty, 
Happy Birthday. Happy Valentine's Day A get 
encated for tomorrow night See ya' then' 
ILuvULil'-YourBtg 
PHI MU PHI MU PHI MU PHI MU 
Amy.Joey.AKirsten: 
Window fights, attitudes, loud alarm docks. 
Purple Jeans, over-jammed washers, skipping 
8:00 & 8 305. what shall I wear tomorrow? The 
leather bed from HELL1 The diet (crash), 
Boobs??9 3 hrs on the phone • oh my* Coed- 
naked hamster chasing. I iust did my laundry (3 
weeks ago), Aerobics, 8 glasses of H20 and a 
1/2-hourof abs , Talk tome - I'm lonely! I hate 
that TV11 When is mad dog night anyways? 
Happy V-D guys! I Luv yoooo' Long Live the 
4 - man I Love y'all - Meg. 
PS Why am I to damn good looking any- 
ways? 
PIKES' PIKES ' PIKES ' PIKES 
TTKA Founder's Day Formal 
SO Years on BGSU Campus 
BG's First and Foremost Fraternity 
PIKES' PIKES' PIKES ' PIKES 
PIKES'PIKES'PIKES'PIKES 
TTKA Founder's Day Formal 
Saturday, February 15 
Delta Beta's Golden Anniversary at BGSU 
There'll be a blowout in Lima. 
PIKES * PIKES' PIKES ' PIKES 
PSYCHIC FAIR 
Findlay Holiday Inn 
Sun. Feb. 16.11-6 pm 
S2ad,$i3readtngs 
Mase, food, lectures 
419-499-2310 
Roses are red 
Violets are blue. 
College Reps meet 
in BA 1-0-2. 
Tuesday the 18th 
is INFORMATION NIGHT 
Find out at nine 
Why we are RIGHT I 
3AE-AGD 
The Brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Congratulate RANDY RUPPEL 
and Alpha GammHEATHER SCHULTZ 
on the*r recent lavalienng. 
AGD'SAE 
\ t •:• •:• *:• ♦ •:• •:• ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ •> ♦ ♦ * ♦ •:• ♦ ♦ •> ♦ •:♦ •> •:• •:• * 
FOR THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE 
Valentines Cards, Candy 
Gifts & Clothing 
at the University Bookstore 




James PalarJenic & Mitch Garoac... 
Congratulations on your Commissioning1 
-Heather 
SlgEp 
The Brothers ol Sigma Phi Epsilon extend the* 
warmest sympathies lo Mrs Ooyl L Perry on 
the passing ol her husband. 
SlgEp 
SlgEp 
Sig Ep Sam Sez: There are no secrets to suc- 
cess. It is the result ol preparation, hard work 
and learning from failure. 
71 Days til Beta 
SlgEp 
Slg Ep Sully ' Sig Ep Jon 
HOLY BOB DOBS!1 " 
Formal's tomorrow-Get psyched!! 
Kappa Lara ■ Kappa Beth 
Sig Kap' Laura Yancer' Sig Kap 
Congratulations on being chosen to go 10 State 
Varsity with the Forensics tearni We are proud 
of you! 
KAPPA DELTA CONGRATULATES 




KD " ZBT" KD" ZBT * KD * ZBT 
The Kappa Deltas wish congratulations to &s- 
ter Chnstena Huntebnnker on her PINNING to 
ZBT Jerry Kovatchl 
KD"ZBT*KD"ZBT"KD'ZBT 
Looking for tips to healthy eating? 
Dietitian and Dietary Consultants available 
'orFREE consultations. Visit or call the 
WELLness Center second floor student Health 
Sen/ices 2-8303. Mondays and Tuesdays 
4-5:30 
Maria B- 
Get excited for tonight 
because it will be out of sight* 
Your big 21 st is finally here 
and that is a hell ol a reason to cheer' 
I hope you have the best b-day ever 
because it will be one to remember forever' 
Love 
  Lon  
Need A Valentine? 
18 of Cupid's Helpers will be on 
the ice TONIGHT before the hockey game1 
NORSE   THANKS FOR EVERYTHING 
YOU DO! YOU'RE THE BESTW 
I LOVE YOU FOREVER. KIRSTY 
GREEK WEEK SPAGHETTI DINNER 
Feb 15.1992, 5-8 pm 
St Thomas More 
All you can eat' 
Spaghetti, bread, dnnks. and dessert 
- Spirit Award & Door Prizes • 
Cost: (4.00 - Tickets at the door 
GREEK WEEK SPAGHETTI DINNER 
Feb. 15.1992.5 8 pm 
St Thomas More 
All you can eai; 
Spaghetti, bread, dnnks. and dessert 
- Spirit Award A Door Pnzes • 
Cost: $4 00 • Tickets at the door 
GREEK WEEK SPAGHETTI DINNER 
Feb 15.1992,5-8 pm 
St. Thomas More 
All you can eat: 
Spaghetti, bread, dnnks, and dessert 
• Spirit Award & Door Prizes • 
Cost: $4.00 - Tickets at the door 
Hey Sans! Happy 21st Birthday you drunk* 
Nicety is legal. Ms. Sigma Gamma Rho. I love 
yaBabe. 
Stye eeeyip! 
Hot Dog Sale!!! 
Support the Special Olympics 
by purchasing a Sigma Chi/Mark's 
Chili Dog. In front of 
Mark's Pizza Pub lOpm - 12am 
Thursday Friday-Saturday 
J.C.W.: 
Met our freshman year 
And never had a beer. 
Off to Pheasant's Room 
On our wicked, rampage broom, 
Every Thursday night. 
Oh party, we might. 
Devouring our laco salad 
We whined of our loved ones m a 
sad and sickening ballad. 
We built our friendship so strong. 
never realizing u would las this long 
Sill laughing and crying at the good 
old days. 
try.ng to think of new phone bill 
paying ways. 
And yet through it all. 
you have been such a doll. 
even when "I've had better things to do 
than talk to you!'' 
To that I'd say "Who gives a poo'" 
JO, You're my BEST BG FRIEND that's 
ever been. 
just like a part of my very own kin. 
Now I think you survived BG. 
even without link* old me. 
And this is especially true since I've 
been gone, 
look at this past semester, for example, 
when you fell IN LOVE WITH JOHNIIMI 
I love youl F/F LOVE. THE ENGAGED 
PS The 2nd line was a joke I 
JOHN HOLM 
You're still my favorite guy on campus. 
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY 
Love, Paula 
Sigma Kappa * Rho Chi's * Sigma Kappa 
Congratulations to our new RhoChi'si 
Carol Willemse 
Stephanie Axe 
Sigma Ph. Epsilon 
Brother of the Week Jon Parker 
Athlete of the Week: Ryan Rogers 
Oil-campus House of the Week: 
The Clinic Brothers: 
Dave Burch, Jeff Grisez, Jason Gerard 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
SPRING BREAK TO FLORIDA BEACHES 
FUN IN THE SUN, 4/RM PRICE 
DaytonaSi49 
Kitch. Wtrtrt A Trans Available 
Call Jim at 352-6865 
Sprmg Break Panama City Beach 
The cops won't treat you like Daytona Beach or 
Easi Merryi Beer on the beaeni Leave Mes 
sago lor Jim at 352-6865 Pnces start at $129 
SPRING BREAK IN PANAMA CITY BEACH 
FREE DAILY PARTIES 
ALL ROOMS BEACH FRONT 
OPEN CONTAINERS ON THE BEACH 
BEST PACKAGE/BEST PRICE $119 
CALL FOR DETAILS 
JOE CALL AH AN OR JIM CARTER 352-8181 
SPRING BREAK PRICEBUSTER VACA- 
TIONS' 
JAMAICA. BAHAMAS INCLUDING AIRFARE. 
GREAT HOTEL AND MUCH MORE FROM 
ONLY $599. BUY FROM THE #1 NAME YOU 
CAN TRUST FOR QUALITY VACATIONS 
FOUR SEASONS 1 800 331-3136 
SUPPORT GROUP 
If you have placed a baby for adoption or are 
considenng doing so jo»n us Monday nights at 
7pm Call 354 -4673 for location 
TENNIS TEAM 
'T was the week before Kentucky and 
all through Brathaus 
A creature (Karen) was slipping 
and filling in her blouse. 
The Courts were silent, 
andshillwas the net. 
No Falcons were hitting or playing a set. 
For Junior had realized that tw 
spandex were too tight 
And her BC was hanging out. 
itwas quite a sight. 
Angel had joined us to learn 
what the Falcons are about 
But Lori's lesson was easy. 
always "stretch-out." 
Cara "The Organizer" is ready for action 
and Sara's best fnond is done with 
contractions 
BC and PaceNa have made 
a Spring Break pact, 
because as Sentors. 
their last season is a fact 
Enns crushing groundstrokos are an 
inspiration to us all. 
And we cant wait to r\ave 
Kassie back in the fall. 
The team is excited lor Spring Break 
not on the Road. 
but we still must beware 
of tho infamous "wide load." 
A new Falcon Spirit has already began 
So come out and eaten 'em if you canl 
Happy V Day, Captain BC 
The Campus Escort Service would like to wish 
everyone a Happy Valentine's Day. Remember 
- "Don't walk alone, pick up the phone" • and 
can 372 8360 
The Sisters of Delta Zeta would like to congrat- 
ulate Joanie Se<met on her pearling to Mark 
Simon is. 
UAO EUROPEAN ROCK POSTER SALE 
in Student Services Forum 
TOOAY from 10am lo 4pm 
Pink Floyd. Beatles. Sting... 
ThisistheLASTDAY'i 
UAO MONDAY MUSICIANS 
February 17 Irom 5:00pm 6O0pm 
ALAN GLEGHORNS COMBO 
Founders Dining Hall 
Old I mention H's FREE 
UAo wants to see you Way Out West' 
February 22. 1992 from 7pm - 12am in the 
Union Ballroom  Casino Games. Fortune Tel 
lets. Live Country/Rock Band. & More'  





Thursday, February 20 at 8:30pm 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
reserved seat tickets $17,$15.A$12 
Buy tickets at Kobacker Hail A UAO office 
charge by phone by calling 372-8171 
featured on Paul Simon's1 Gracefand' 
Michael Jackson's! Moonwalkerl The Tonight 
Show. Saturday Night live, and 
Sesame Street! 
For more info, call 372-2343 
VALENTINE CANDY SALE 
Buy sweets for your sweetheart this year. Ta- 
bles will be set up m the Math Science and Ed- 
ucation buildings. Candy sells on February 
12-14 from 11 am - 2 pm. Sponsored by Baptist 
Student Union. 
YOU'VE ONLY GOT ONE WEEK TO LIVE! 
DO SPRING BREAK IN JAMAICA OR CAN- 
CUN. FROM $429! INCLUDES HOTEL. AIR. 
TRANSFERS     PARTIESI   SUN    SPLASH 
TOURS 1-800-426-7710.  
YOUNGLIFE 
We are a Christian outreach ministry to high 
school kids. We are looking for people who are 
interested in being a leader. If you are inter- 
ested, call Kristen at 372-5560 or Todd at 
352 6849 or ihe Area Director, Jim Hudson at 
1-841-8044. 
"OUR HEARTS BELONG TO KAPPA SIGS" 
Bnan Boftger and Man Terry 
We're so happy thai you're our Valentine's' 
Formal will be the best 
with you at our sides! 
Love, Valene and Mary 
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA ■ KAPPA SIGMA 
PN Kappa Tau 





BOUM.ING GR€€N, OHIO 
GROOVEMASTER. 
I or 2 female non-smoking senior or grad stu- 
dent roommates (or 92-93 school year. Call 
Kim at 353 6503 
1 or 2 roommates needed immediately thru 
August 10th for sublease of apt. near campus! 
University Village, rent neg. Call Mike 
3537203. 
2 female roommates needed to share apart- 
ment for 92-93 school year. 1 block from cam 
pus. Call 372-5798 after 6pm tor details  
Available now. Need one female to fill house al 
957 N. Prospect. For 3 - Own room. Can 
353-032S. 
Available now 
Need one female to fill house 
at 957 N. Prospect 
For3 -Ownroom 
Call 353-0325 
Needed: one non-smoking female roommate 
'or a furnished, two bedroom apartment with 
AC and washer/dryer. Near campus. $150 a 
month, plus undoes. Lease begins May '92. 
Call 372-1181 for more info 
Pre-Law student to perform a dissolution. 
Cash plus expenses 
Leave message at 372-5814 
Roommate wanted lo share home in BG. Grad 
malepref. $i95/mo. Util. inc. Call 354-6701 or 
352-1631. 
SubJeaser needed NOW' 
Call 352-9418 for more info. 
HELP WANTED 
CAMP COUNSELORS NEEDED FOR C&ED. 
SPORTS ORIENTED CAMP Wealed in north- 
eastern Pa near New York City. We have 
openings tor general counselors as well as 
specialists in both land and water sports. Spe- 
cialty areas include basebal, tennis, basket- 
ball, soccer, lacrosse, hockey, watersknng. 
sailing, scuba, WSI, canoeing, windsurfing, 
gymnastics, archery, fencing, arts & crafts. 
piano accompanist, drama, radio, and rocketry. 
Pioneering staff needed for both land and 
canoe trips and for our ropes challenge course. 
Other openings may be available Salaries 
$100-$200 per week plus room, board, and 
travel. We will be conducting on-campus inter- 
views on March 3rd. For information call or 
write: G. Lustig. 60 W. 66ltiSt.. 2BA. New York. 
NY. 10020 WS212-724-0113 
Cedar Point 
Summer Job Info Night 
Mosetey Han. Rm. 200 
Tues. al 7:30. Get to the Point1 
Counselors: Camp Wayne, coed children's 
camp, northeast PA. Tannla, swim, water- 
ski, sailing, all sports, golf, gymnastics. 
asroblcs, guitar, nature/camping, 
dance/chee heading. Batik, sculpture, ce- 
ramics, painting, photography, sell- 
defense. Other positions available. On 
campus Interviews, Thursday, March 12th 
(9-4pm) Call 516-889-3217 or Write: 12 Al le- 
va rd St. LIda Beach, NY 11561. 
EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER OPPORTUNITY - 
v Be a counselor at CAMP WAYNE, NE PA (3 
hrs/NYC) - Sports oriented. Specialists for all 
land/water sports, camping, computers, ana. 
Campus interviews March 3 For info call (516) 
883-3067. 
OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Summer, 
Yr. round. All Countries, All fields. Free 
Info. Write UC, P.O. Box 52-OH03, Corona 
Del Mar, CA 92625.  
RESIDENT CAMP STAFF - Assistant director, 
business manager. RN. kitchen staff, unit 
counselors and leaders, program specialist, 
pool director and lifeguards needed: June 13 • 
August 11. Two seasonal resident camps lo- 
cated near Harnsonburg and Leesburg, Va. 
Contact; Ruth Ensor. GSCNC. 2233 Wisconsin 
Av. N.W., Washington, DC 20007-4187. 
202-337-4300. EOE. 
FOR SALE 
'979 Olds Cudas Supreme Coupe. Good con- 
dn.on, $1100. 354-5187  
AVEBURY BOOKS 
has the autobiography ol 
Boxcar Bertha I 
143-C E. Wooster -10 e.Mon-Sat 
Brand New - Speaker Box 
"10" Cut Outs. Port Tubes 
Carpeted, Handle. $75.00 O.B.O. 
Phone 353-3017 
Canon A-1 Camera. 50mm. F 1.8.35-135 mm 
200 zoom with macro. $300 Best offer. 
Call Panie at 372-6304. 
FOR SALE: Sony TC-FX 120 Stereo Cas 
sette-$65.00; Sony WM-FX40 Walk 
man $25 00;and the following Macintosh soft- 
ware: Microsoft Word $25 00. Mac- 
Proof $15.00; End Note Bibliography Data- 
base-$i5.00: Aldus PageMaker (Student Ver- 
s*on 4.0) $25.00.354-7479.  
Metal Buildings 
50% oft while the colors and sizes last. 
(614)659-6315 
OPEN Sunday. 2/16792.2-5 
#7 Parkview 14 x 70 
Good location, excellent condition 
A must seel 
John Newtove Real Estate 352-6553 
Ruth Bykw 823-1192 
1 & 2. bedroom fum.spts 
9 month, summer & year leases. 
352-7454. 
1 bedroom apts. for Fall 1992 
Quiet atmosphere. Close to campus. 
352-2663 
2 bedroom furnished apartment. 
For Fall 1992 
352-2663 
92-93 SUMMER A FALL RENTALS 
OVER 500 UNITS 
Eflic.. one bdrm.. two bdrm.. houses A du- 
plexes. Stop into 
319 E. WOOSTER 
(across from Taco Bell) 
Speak with our tnendaly staff or call 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
354-2260 
CAMPUS MANOR 
505 Clough St 
-Free heat and air cond. 
-Close to campus 
-Balconies 
•Plenty of parking 
•Furnished 
Starting at $475 00 
CALL R.E. Managment 
352-9302 
Carry Rentals 
Apartments for 2.3 or 4 students. 
Houses for 5,6 or 9 students 
9.10 or 12 mo. leases available 
Call 352-7365 





113 Railroad St. 
352-9302 
Duplex avail. 4-7 people. 
1/2 block from campus. 
Avail Aug 352-6992 
Elficiency    &   one   bedroom   apartments 
available    Call    Mecca    Management   at 
353-5800 
Efficiency, 1 bedroom. 2 bedroom furnished 
apartments. Utilities furnished Summer and 
Fall Call 669-3036. 
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS 
800 -THIRD STREET 
Now renting for 1992 • 1993.1 or & 2 or units. 
Fully furnished. Gas, heat. A AC. 9 or 12 month 
leases Reasonable rates Ideal location. 
Owners pay utilities. Contact early 10 avoid 
disappointment. 
PHONE 352-4966. 
Houses A Apartments Close to campus. 
For summer 1992 and 1992-93 school year. 
1-267-3341 
Houses & apartments for 1992-93 school year. 
12 month leases only, starting in May. Steve 
Smith 352-6917.  
MARTEN RENTALS 
We have apartments for traditional students. 
grads and couples. Please call for more infor- 
mation on locations and rates lor Spnng. 
Summer and Fall. 
352-3445 'Hours 9 -9 
Newly remodeled apt. lor sublease Rent nego- 
oabie. Caw co*ect 1 •692-2363  
Now leasing 1.2, A 3 bedroom apts. & houses 
1 yr. lease Yes. we alow pets Call after 1pm. 
354-8800. 
One 3 bdrm. $590 plus gas (Down) 
One 3 bdrm. $575 plus gas. (Up) 
329 E Wooster 
Call 354-4404 
SEMESTER LEASES 
2 person rooms now available for Summer and 
Fall of 1992, and Spnng of 1993. Call Jeff or 
Cindy at 352-5232 lor more mfo. 
Summer sublease's needed starting May 9 
Two large bedrooms, furnished. 352-8560 
(leave a message)  
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday. 
V 











Sat. & Sun. noon 
Any of our Special Prices Apply 




Roses are red 
Violets are blue 
Insider's in love 
How about you? 
U»C*. 
2 Friday February 14. 1992 TB IMIIII ■ J*i("*-^| 
From Uic Editors... 
"Well. Insider, what wonderful odes to love do YOU have for me, 
the reader, to partake In today," you ask? Glad you asked, reader. 
Look a little to the right on page three and catch Karen Koster's 
vacation slides and her description of the ultimate personification 
of love: Las Vegas' 15-mlnuies or less wedding chapels. Welcome 
back. Karen! Also on page three, Aggie Colbert finds out from BG's 
pop culture machine some of the best mushy Alms for you and 
your snookums to cuddle to. 
Page four? Check out WBGU-TVs 10-year-old love child. Art 
Beat: the show, the myth, the legend. All courtesy of Mellnda 
Monhart. 
Medea, a play with love as one of Its themes, graces page five. 
Theatre critic Brad Craddock loved It, too. EVERYONE loves Rock 
Gossip, and It's also on page five. Lucky you! 
It came from far and wide, and It was bad! You, the readers, sent 
some of the worst love poetry we've ever seen... and we printed It 
all! Check out our version of Prairie Margins on pages six and sev- 
en. Also Walt Campbell found some of the softest, most romantic 
tunes this side of K-Tel or Zamftr. master of the pan flute. All on 
pages six and seven. 
Dr. Dave IS love, and he Is on page eight. And Dave Huffman re- 
views a new romance film! Cool, that page eight. We love our 
Daves. 
Insider: who could rum the world on with Its smile... 
Love is all around-NOT! 




What Is love, anyway? Does 
anybody really love anybody any- 
way? I don't think synth-kmg 
Howard Jones ever found out what 
love REALLY Is, nor has anyone 
else for that matter. 
In honor of Valentine's Day, 
LOVE Is the topic of the day. So, 
you sappy, mushy, lovey-dovey 
people might want to turn the page 
now. Cynics and realists read on. 
First of aD. WHY Is there a Val- 
entine's Day In the first place? I 
mean, If there Is such a thing as 
LOVE then do we really need a 
specific day to express that? LOVE 
should be expressed dally, no? So 
what we have Is another manufac- 
tured holiday to sell greeting cards 
1234 N. HilnSI. 
February 14-20,1992 
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BUY A REGULAR FOOTLONG SUB, 
GET A SIX INCH SUB FOR 99 ( 
FREE DELIVERY SERVICE! 
■0204 
Delivery Hours: Fri and Sat. 5- 12p.m. Sunday 12-5p.m. 
minimum delivery $3.50 
WOODLAND MALL SUBWAY ONLY! 
•SUBWAY"* 
and spark sales In the florist In- 
dustry People buy It because they 
want to fake sentimentality and 
pretend they have feelings that 
they don't. What's love got to do, 
got to do with It? What's love but a 
second-hand emotion? Nothing, I 
tell you. 
Love's lmpossibility might be 
exactly the reason that so many 
couples break up In the pre- 
valence's Day lull before the 
storm. It's cheaper that way, too. 
Even though this pessimistic 
rampage reflects how I ususally 
feel, I do have a romantic side that 
somehow overtakes me occasion- 
ally, however hard I try to prevent 
it. Since I have confessed my 
weakness, I would like to go ahead 
and offer my choice Ideas for the 
best possible Valentine's Day gifts. 
Here's the tips, you love-lorn 
losers: 
CHIA PET - the gift that keeps on 
giving. 
ANYTHING VELOUR - Its Just 
ever-so soft and lushy. 
A YEAR'S SUPPLY OF ICEES 
(OR SLUSH PUPPIES) - they're 
cold and tasty and they give you 
that special heartache when you 
drink them too fast. 
PRUNES - the other gift that 
keeps on giving. 
BG News is now offering... 
Birthday Display Advertisements 
Want a special and meaningful way to wish your 
friend(s) a HAPPY BIRTHDAY????? 
BIRTHDAY DISPLAY AD! 
BIRTHDAY DISPLAY AD! 
BIRTHDAY DISPLAY AD! 
• 1x3 ad to be displayed in the classified 
• We offer a variety of graphics to choose from for your ad 
• Birthday display ad must be placed 2 days prior to run 
• On and off campus students can be billed to your bursar 
Your cost ONLY$10per ad'.l 
Send your friendts) a BIRTHDA Y WISH In style.' 
Phce an order NOW!!!!!!! 
Please call 2-2605 or stop by The BC News office at 214 West Hall 
A BIG WIG - so you won't recog- 
nize your beloved when they're out 
with someone else. 
VW BUG HOT WHEELS -Just 
because everyone needs a love 
bug. 
A COMPLETE SET OF BARRY 
MAN! LOW RECORDS - because no 
one could sing about love like 
Barry (except maybe DOA wtth 
"Let's F—."). 
A REVOLVER - because happi- 
ness Is a warm gun. 
A GIFT CERTIFICATE FROM 
BIG LOTS - that way they can get 
ANYTHING (almost) that they 
want themselves. 
A FREE NAVAL PIERCING - fle- 
shy experiences are always the 
best. 
I think the saddest thing about 
this particular Valentine's Day Is 
that one month ago today (on Jan- 
uary 14, plnheads) Jerry Nolan, 
eccentric beau brummel drummer 
of the New York Dolls and the 
Heartbreakers (the original ones 
wtth Johnny Thunders, none of 
that Tom Petty crap here) died and 
no one except The Village Voice 
(and Scott DeKatch) even noticed. 
With the Heartbreakers, Nolan did 
a fitting version of "Do You Love 
Me?" Well hey. Jerry, at least I did. 
MorrelU Raleigh Is a senior 
m»g»iine Journalism major from 
Villa Bins. Ky 
GOOD LOCATIONS 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS: 
Hurry! Only a few left for Fall '92 at the 
following locations: 
• E. Merry Ave. Apts. 
• Field Manor Apts. 
• Frazee Avenue Apts. 
We also have a Good Selection of 
houses and other apartments 
available. 
Call for more information at 352-0717 
224 E. Wooster. 
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Goin' to the chapel- 
Catch the bouquet 
in Las Vegas 
by Karen Kosler 
Insider staff writer 
Picture the scene: romantic music playing softly in the background; fresh 
flowers adorning the alter; crisp, white bows on the ends of the pews and a nervous 
bride and groom. Awww, it's a wedding!! 
One of the mainstays of tradition and romance in our culture - the wedding. A 
time of ultimate love and committal. A moment forever suspended through memory. 
Especially when the service was conducted at a drive-up wedding service 
window. Or when a professional Elvis Presley impersonator walked the bride down 
the aisle. 
These are just some of the options available at one of the many convenient 
wedding chapels to be found in (where else?) Las Vegas. 
More than 50 such chapels line Las Vegas Boulevard and add to the glitter and 
glitz of this gambler's paradise. 
One of the most famous of these convenience-stores-of-matrimony is A Little 
White Chapel, 1301 Las Vegas Blvd., whose business card boasts of being "quaint and 
cozy" and whose motto is "Our business is a love business." 
The chapel has been in business for 30 years and is owned by Charlotte 
Richards, who is known by many as the Wedding Queen of the West. 
"Nothing here is fake," said a chapel employee who wished to remain anony- 
mous. "This is the real thing! 
"There's no blood test and no waiting. Within an hour you can be married," 
she added. 
A typical ceremony offered at Little White Chapel consists first of a limousine 
ride to the city courthouse, where the anxious couple can obtain their marriage license 
for $35.00. They are then chauffeured back to the chapel, where the 12-15 minute 
ceremony is performed by an ordained minister. From there, it's just a quick limo ride 
to the couple's hotel and and the Little White Chapel's mission is complete. 
Unlike most other chapels on the Boulevard, Little White Chapel allows the 
couples to do anything they wish during the ceremonies. 
"We're here to please the customer and make them happy," the chapel 
employee said. 
The chapel employee told of one couple that came to the window with their 
pet parrot. The groom used him as his best man. 
Don't worry though; just in case you want to be married there and you don't 
bring your parrot, the chapel offers witnesses free of charge. 
"We've also had brides that wish to be escorted down the aisle by Elvis 
Presley," said the employee. "We simply hire a look-a-like from town and bring him 
in," she added. 
Other services offered by the chapel include video or audio tape recordings, 
live organ music, private dressing rooms, rings, garters, T-shirts and jackets. 
Also unique to Little White Chapel is the drive-up wedding service. 
"It's the only drive-up window for a wedding chapel in the world," according 
to the chapel employee. "People come from all over, including Europe, to be married 
here," she added. 
The drive-up ceremony is identical to the traditional service offered by the 
chapel, except that the participants are sitting down. 
"It's good for people who are in wheelchairs or for people who have kids with 
them," she said. 
Although the window offers convenience, it also causes confusion. 
"One time a couple came to the window and handed me their marriage 
certificate to be filled out," explained the chapel employee. "I took it and told them to 
wait while I went to fill it out. When I got back, the couple was gone because they 
thought they were married! Just like that, they thought it was official." 
The couple later returned after realizing their mistake. They were then offi- 
cially married. 
Not only does the chapel offer the drive-up window, but it also boasts of 
bonding some of the world's stars. The Little White Chapel's clientele has included 
Bruce Willis and Demi Moore, Michael Jordan, Joan Collins, Frank Sinatra and Judy 
Garland. 
Prices for wMMing services at the chapel range from a basic $4900 up to 
$499.00 for the Joan Collins Special, which includes a complete package consisting of: 
a candlelight ceremony at the chapel, music, photographs, two bridal bou- 
quets, two corsages, four boutonnieres, bride's garter, champagne glasses, 
cassette recording of ceremony, marriage certificate holder, video recording, 
wedding cake, French lace handkerchief, a beautifully-etched marriage scroll 
A complete menu is also available for the drive-up window for a 
smaller fee. Prices range from $39.00 for the "Meter's Running" package to 
$69.00 for the "Limousine of Love" package. 
An a la carle menu is also available for the drive-up window. 
Although the employee could not disclose the exact number of services 
performed at the chapel, she said that during one week "many, many, many 
weddings are performed" in Little White Chapel. 
This chapel has received its fair share of publicity, too, having been 
featured on shows such as Entertainment Tonight, Good Morning America, 
The Today Show and Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous. 
Incidentally, while this reporter was covering the story. Inside Edition 
was also on the scene, working on a story for their Valentine's Day episode. 
Watch today to see this special chapel of love on video. 
InsidcrMann Kmbr 
Sappy Cinema 
By Aggie Colbert 
Insider staff writer 
Nothing more romantic than snuggling up with your partner in mush in front 
of a good sappy flick, right? All to often though, good intentions lead to a viewing of 
Silence of the Lambs or Faces of Death III. To avoid such catastrophes this 
Valentine's Day, The Insider decided to ask BGSU film expert and popular culture 
professor Jack Nachbar his picks for the best cinematic love scenes. Here's the choicest 
choices: 
GONE WITH THE WIND (1939) and WUTHERING HEIGHTS (1939) 
- Consuming love that becomes self destructive." 
IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT (1934) 
"Classic romantic comedy." 
OUT OF AFRICA (1985) and BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (1991) 
"Most good love stories are in lush, exotic settings." 
CASABLANCA (1942) and CITY LIGHTS (1931) 
"Good examples of self-sacrifical love." 
AN AFFAIR TO REMEMBER (1958) and SUNRISE (1927) 
"Love rediscovered." 
DUEL IN THE SUN (1946) 
"Love that is self destructive." 
Although many love stories have tragic endings, Nachbar said "tradition- 
ally 80 percent of movies have ended with committed love or marriage. Almost all 
movies are love stories." 
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmf .—■■ ■ —-' 
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Art Beat brings regional artists, 
entertainers to the small screen 
by Melindi C. Monhirt 
Insider staff writer 
Now In Its tenth year, Art Beat. 
has been providing the residents of 
Northwest Ohio with the opportu- 
nity to learn more about the arts 
and culture that has been hiding 
right under their noses. 
The only local program to be 
produced as a live television show 
out of WBGU-TV, the half-hour 
program features topics such as 
Performers and artists throughout 
CLA-ZEL THF.ATRF.JWp 
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the region. 
"There hasn't been another 
show In the area like It," said 
Shawn Brady, the producer of Art 
Beat. 
Program manager Ronald J. Gar 
gasz agreed. "It's amazing that 
we've been doing this for ten 
years," he said. 
This show was started to ensure 
that Information about culture and 
performing arts got out to North- 
west Ohio and Into the home 
communities, according to Gar- 
gasz. 
"We're trying to get more people 
• Abortion through 
17 weeks 




16 N. Huron 
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Involved, not Just show what's go- 
ing on," he added. "We're encour- 
aging people to get Involved with 
the arts." 
The program Is funded by mem- 
bership support, the Corporation 
of Public Television and the Uni- 
versity. 
One of the features on the show 
Is a two-minute long home video 
segment that opens up each show. 
"It's a way to get more people 
Involved," Brady said. 
Another service that Art Beat 
offers Is a segment emitted "Art 
Beat's Legal Tips." It offers legal 
lips for artists and art patrons. 
Normally, high-powered people 
are not featured on the show be- 
cause, "You can't get confirmation 
[to appear on the show] from 
them," Brady said. "The cultural 
side [of Art Beat] really opens up 
with visiting artists 1 Ike Charlton 
Heston In Syfvanla." 
The program does not have a 
full time staff. "For the limited re- 
sources available, It's been a 
unique show," Brady said. 
The host of the program, Becky 
Laabs, Is a lifetime resident of 
Bowling Green. She has been 
teaching art for 20 years in the 
public schools and at the Universi- 
ty of Toledo. Laabs Is presently an 
art teacher at Bowling Green Junior 
High. 
Insidcr/UK Rodcliff. 
ART BEAT. ART BEAT. ART BEAT. HoM Becky Laabi 
(left) hosts BG's own Art Beat. 
"I had done some ear pitching 
f jr art festivals, and when they had 
an opening, they asked me to audl- 
ton." Laabs said. 
Laabs has been a host for the 
program since February of 1989. 
"Basically I handle the Interview 
part of the program," Laabs said. 
"The day before I get background 
material, script and cues written by 
Shawn Brady. I conduct a pre- 
lnterview to make the guest aware 
of what's happening." 
She said that being the only live 
local production keeps them on 
their toes and that her experience 
with the program has been In a 
generally supportive atmosphere. 
"I've teamed about the arts In 
Northwest Ohio, expanding my 
knowledge beyond the visual 
arts," Laabs said. 
'We welcome encourage audi- 
ence feedback. We'd like to know 
who our audience Is," Laabs said. 
"We open It up to broader expe- 
riences, arts and culture for the 
common man In Northwest Ohio," 
Brady added. 
'We're showing how arts are 
part of the educational process: not 
Just school, but dally life." Gargasz 
said Art Beat airs on WBGU-TV 27 
on Thursday nights at 8:30 p.m. 
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After a brisk morning jog, throw away 
your copy of the BG News and just read 
*THE INSIDER* 
FEB-19 AMATEUR NIGHT 
$200 FIRST PRIZE 
CHANTILLY LACE 
ADULT FILM STAR 
FEB 24-26 
M mn In 
Hau WiNKT, om*" o*t. o«*i *UF*O*I 
NO MORE BUSH 
CONTEST 
FEB. 17 10:00 PM 








EXPIRES            FEB-23 
V 135 South Byrne Rd. Toledo • Phone: 531-0329 
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ROCK GOSSIP FROM 
THE BLACK SWAMP 
JAMS OF THE WEEK: Record 
Den assistant manager Michael 
McHugh chose the Epic Records 
self-titled release by Eye & I be- 
cause "It defies standards. It's 
straight ahead rock n roll." 
McHugh said the band Is a mem- 
ber of the Black Rock Coalition, a 
support organization for black mu- 
sicians who do not want to be 
stereotyped Into playing rap. hip- 
hop or R&B. Mad Hatter Music Co. 
owner Billy Hanway picked The 
SST Acoattk Compilation, which 
Includes previously released 
acoustic tracks by bands like Dino- 
saur Jr., Husker Du and Minute- 
men. "Real music for real people, 
baby." Hanway said. Guy WUcox, 
manager of Finders Records A 
Tapes chose Sony Music's God 
Fodder by Ned's Atomic Dustbin. 
"It was definitely our best seller of 
the week." WUcox said. 
CLOSED BUT NOT FORGOT- 
TEN: Popular local watering hole 
and music forum the Good Tymes 
Pub will be closed tonight through 
Tuesday night due to a liquor con- 
trol violation, according to owner 
Dick Thompson. The five-day sus- 
pension Is a result of a previous 
violation and Thompson will reo- 
pen on Wednesday, February 19 
for business as usual. 
The Vambo Marble Eye. Paul 
Johnson, Ugly St I k show adver- 
tised for tonight at the Good Tymes 
Pub has been rescheduled for Fri- 
day, February 28. 
BABY. WHY DONTT WE...?: 
TONIGHT: Jericho Turnpike at 
Howard's Club H, Royal Crescent 
Mob and Brothers From Another 
Planet at Frankles. SATURDAY: 
Jericho Turnpike and Rockflsh at 
Frankles. TONIGHT AND SAT- 
URDAY: Groovemaster at EasyS- 
treet Cafe. MONDAY: The Mlchai 
Petroslno Quintet at EasyStreet 
Cafe. TUESDAY: Charlotte's Webb 
and Kastrophe at Howard's Club H, 
Merry Can Men host open mike 
night at EasyStreet Cafe. Edmond F 
at Frankles. WEDNESDAY: Rad- 
cllff at Howard's Club H, Ipso Fa- 
cto at EasyStreet Cafe, Systematic 
Chaos at the Good Tymes Pub. the 
Rlvermenat Frankles THURS- 
DAY: Rtuo at Howard's Club H, 
the TwIst-OSs at EasyStreet Cafe, 
Die Kruezen and Gone Daddy 
Finch at Frankle's. 
NEW IN '92 
Return to Lake Wobegon with 
G/.RRreOFrfFJTXOR 
A Valentin i Day TV Spacwl 
Hello JJlVft 
with spatial anast 
Emmytoo Hani*. 
Rammfcar 
yaw Hut ana 





The Bowling Green Theatre 
JLJCDsYvfiCfX 5 pVOOUCOOfl Of CUT- 
Ipldes'atedsa, adapted by Rob- 
lnson Jeffei s, Is an Intense drama 
about revenge and hast. The sto- 
ry revolves around Medea, a 
queen with superanturai powers, 
being exiled from both the land 
and the man she once loved Di- 
rector Dean Yohnk brings mis 
classic tale alive again, perhaps 
to remind us of the excesses of 
our own emotions and to beware 
of them. 
Medea. soBdty portrayed by 
ArieneHifl, Is a developing 
character played strongly and 
with much focus. HM plays the 
heroine wBh great Intensity 
which, unfortunately. Is not 
**%TWtnfnrt4 by Hsath HtrKtr'n 
Jason. Huber come* off too Ju- 
venile to challenge the mature 
Medea. If s no wonder he loses. 
Mel Hatch (Nurse) plays 
Medea's loyal confidante wtth 
dramatic spirit and emotion, as 
docs Jeff Bond (Craon). Both 
actors show a variety of charm- 
ing levels. Dan Gibbons 
(Acgcaa) Is a bet Oat, as Is Brian 
Wright (Tutor). The Women, 
played by Mary Karhertne Meyer, 
Madeline Mackey and Monica 
Bueno. are the bearers of steady 
logic, which they deliver with 
somber (almost musical) tones 
Truthfully, I miss the choral feel- 
ing of the classical Medea and 
feel one of the best scenes In- 
volves choral speaking. At mo- 
ments. the women's abruptness 
Is jarring. 
The set, designed by Dean 
Yohnk, displays the many levels 
of emotion fet In the play by Its 
multi-leveled, contoured set The 
sparse stage allows freedom for 
movement and grounds the au- 
dience with Its heaviness. The 
sound design by Monica Bueno 
awl Dean Yohnk set the mood 
wen with Its classical stytmgs 
Yohnk brings Medea out 
of a classical age and 
into another one, vaguely famil- 
iar. However, I wonder If the 
change m locale was even 
necessary to reach the audience 
All in an. I give Medea an A- 
I far a solid production wkh a 
few misplaced elements. The 
prodtKtton can be seen In the 
Joe E Brown Theatre, University 
HaH. tonight and Saturday at 8 
p-m. and Sunday at 2p.m. Tick 
ets are available at the box of- 
fice. 
The BG News Classified Information Mail-In Form 
DEADLINE: _Two days prior to publication. 4p.m. 
(Thm BG Mew* Is not responsible tor postal service delays) 
• 75* par line    $2.25 minimum. 
00C eatra pa* ad 'or boM tact. 
Approximately 35-45 spaces par line. 
PREPAYMENT:  - required tor all non-university related businesses and Individuals 
CLASSIFIED DtSPLAY: 1" Of T ads 
l"(Shna maximum)     $6 50 per insertion 
T (16 Ine maximum)    $12 95 prt Insertion 
NOTICE: _7h» BG Mew* win noi be responsible tor error due to illegibility or inoompiei* intormanon. Please come to 
214 Weal Hall immediately II there Is an error in your ad.   7n» BG Mews will not be responsible lor typo 
graphical errors in classified ads tor more than two consecutive Insertions 
Thm BG Mew* reserves the right to release the names of individuals who place advertising in The BG Mews. 
The decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management ol The BG Mews. The 
purpose of this policy Is to discourage the placement ol advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily embar- 
rassing to individuals or organizations'   Cases of fraud can be prosecuted 




SOCIAL SECURITY # or ACCOUNT #  
(For billing purposes only) 
Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear: 
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type) 
Wanted 
. Help Wanted 
. For Sale 
For Rent 
Classification in which you wish your ad to appear: 
Campus & City Events* — 
 Lost and Found — 
 Rides _ 
Services Offered — 
 Personals 
* Campus/City Event Ads: $1.00/ 1 it day with i 35 word limit. Subsequent days regular rate. 
Dates to appear ^ ,„. (0n or off-Campus Mail) 
The BG News 
 214 West Hall BCSU 
■—■ — Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
Total number of days to appear  (checks payab|e ,0 The BC News) 
Phone: 372-2601 
•v. Love Poem £» The Beaver of Love 
r\ Thosp pves held mp. ' Come down mv sh 
* 
e ey e  
I could really see you. 
How I loved you. 
Now I need you dead. 
-William Jake Haha 
Love 
Love is... 
a cool breeze on a warm 
summer's day. 
you holding my hand and 
telling me if s going to be OK. 
Love is... 
a dozen red roses and a box of 
chocolate candy. 
soft lighting and Bar 
Manilow singin' "Miuftty.' 
YottJJg-My 
.JLy A Salute To Love fl 
1% y tream. 
/»*r*} Ifs just around the bend. 
Come down my stream, 




iu a dam 
* 
I 
with my big long teeth. 
I will chew on your Spam 
or on your friend Keith. 
Love is... 
a soft kiss and a warm hug in 
the moonlight. 
a big red hickey from a 
vicious dogbite. 
Love is... 
a fiery red all-consuming 
desire. 
singing songs in front of the 
campfire. 
Love is... 
in the end, finally, you 
A will see. 
JtJM       two very special friends: you 
I and me. 
-Fred Wright 
Come into my wood 
And check out my fur. 
Come into my wood 





I will sling mud 
with my big wide tail. 
I'm not Elmer Fudd, 
but I'll make you wail. 





+\^ Ecstacy, or not 
rf You touch me and all conscious thought 
leaves my mind. 
I'm washed away in waves of some- 
thing I can't describe. JL* 
But still one single question persists,        fl 
Even as I try to block it out and concen- 
trate on the pleasure: 
Why don't men shave more often? 
-Christina Wise 
■ 
My love is like a summer breeze; 
Full of weeds, and pollen and 
dehydrated dog crap 
That flies up your nose and leaves us 
twitching on the ground. 
In an emphysemic fit. 
-Mike Martone and Michael Dylan Brennan 
(ForMDO 
Give me my Uzi 
And give me some time. 
If I kill all your friends, 
Then again you'll be mine. 
-Mike Martone and Michael Dylan Brennan 
m 
My love is like a grapefruit: 
Soft and squishy. 
And she squirts in my eye 
hen you poke her with a spoon. 
-Mike Martone and Michael Dylan Brennan 
* 
Many a word she's been given, 
Many an ode have they written. 
For her have they died, 
For her they have slain. 
Invisible is she 
Yet, everywhere for me, 
Til she's alive 
Never will I be lonely. V 
Love, 
In the darkest moments of my life 
She stood there, 
Frail but strong. 
Her hand trembling. 
Locked in mine. 
Yet unyielding, she stood there 
By my side. 
The moment did pass 
But the memory will forever last 
Of the strength I derived 
From her presence 
By my side. 
Love, 
Never will I be lonely. 
-PR 
Give Me Riches Before Love 
Been told by many 
The best gift from above 
Is this thing called love. 
But, be honest with me 
Can I call someone 'Honey' 
Without backing it up with 'Money' 
And would any girl prefer 
The song I sing 
To a diamond ring. 
So swear at me not, you lovers. 
And tell me not of the powers, 
Of a four letter word that sucks, 
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ale^i^ 
Ode to Debbie 
I love you more than pizza. 
I love you more than Coke. 
Hove you more than hot dogs, 




I love you more than beef jerky 
and most definitely more than turkey. 
I love you more than hamsteak 
and I love you more than cake. 
I love you more than potato chips, 
sour cream or barbecue. 
But never will I love you more than this you see. 
For Little Debbie Oatmeal Pies 
are the only thing for me. 
-K.J. 
* 
My Love Is Lovelier than a Rose 
My love is lovelier than a rose, 
From her two ears and her nose 
To the very tips of her beautiful toes. 
My love is lovely, as everyone knows, 
And the love for my love grows and grows. 
I'm glad that ifs me that my love chose, 
to love with ribbons and with bows. 
I love every rock she throws. 
I love her hair in mohawks or afros. 
I love her when she takes No-Doz. 
When she's near, I suppose, 
I hear the birds (the cardinals, the crows) 
singing Barry Manilow songs (yeah, those). 
I love her friends and her foes; 
For my love is lovelier than a rose. 
-David Cornelius 




The bitch set me up 
She put me down 
like a clown 
with a frown 
on the bad side of town 
YoG 




You're the cream in my coffee. 
Sugar baby 
You're the beef in my stew. 
Now I'm on you 
like a truss on a fat man. 
I quit my job 
the day I met you. 
You make me feel like a natural woman. 
V 
I used to be 
a psychological cripple. 
I used to be 
an emotional wreck. 
Now I'm with you 
and ifs just like heaven, 
and we're both living 
off your welfare check. 
You make me feel like a natur. 'oman. 
I know my poem's 
not correct about gender, 
but sugar baby     ^^ 
thaf s just how I re%ter"5 
Your world's a big',-■-" 
saltwater ocean. 
I'm a carp fish 
and you're live bait. 
You make me feel like a natural woman. 
-Frank Esposilo 
Three Pseudo-Haikus 
of Love All In a Row 
your legs so coarse 
your eyes so red 
October 
your tongue so abrasive 
my pain so real 
John amos 
my heart so big 






by Walter Campbell       * •   « 
The candles cast a tender glow about 
the room, and a bottle of chablis is comfort- 
ably cradled in a bucket of ice. You've just 
finished dinner, and as the two of you sashay 
to the couch, you realize what's missing - a 
little "mood music." You fumble through 
your CD collection, trying to find that perfect 
song. Tchaikovsky's "Romeo and Juliet?" 
Pachelbel's "Canon in D?" Maybe some soft 
jazz. Perhaps a little New Age. 
Jimmy Page's thundering guitar riff 
shatters the silence. Robert Plant's voice 
echoes throughout the room, "You need 
coolin', baby I'm not foolin'...Wanna whole 
lotta love?!" Whatever spins your disc. 
University artist in residence Jerome 
Rose, who has previously directed the "Ro- 
mantic Festival" in London, England, and the 
1984 "List/ Centennial" held in Washington, 
D. C, cites the liders (German for "love 
songs") of Schubert, Brahmms and Chopin as 
particularly romantic. But it's "Robert 
Schumann's 'Dichterliebe' (Poet's Love) 
which is the most romantic example from the 
period," Rose said. 
Giocchino Balducci, a romance lan- 
guage professor at the University, recom- 
mends Italian love songs, such as "Parlami 
D'Amore" (Speak To Me About Love), 
"Ventiquattromila Bad" (24,000 Kisses), and 
"II Mio Cuore Arde Pe Te" (My Heart Bums 
For You). 
[These songs) are very romantic," 
Balducci said. "Beautiful lyrics, beautiful 
melodies...beautiful music. Many Italian 
songs are about love. [The songs) are sad and 
sentimental - regret for a lost love. There's a 
lot of pathos." 
But what songs do you consider 
romantic? A random telephone sample of 
University students provided these selections: 
"Wind Beneath My Wings" and "The Rose," 
by Bette Midler, "Everything I Do (I Do It 
For You)," by Bryan Adams, "Wonderful 
Tonight," by Eric Clapton, "Angel Eyes," by 
the Jeff Healy Band, "Faithfully," by Journey 
and Peter Cetera's "The Glory of Love." 
For Gwen Bowl in. a junior majoring 
in social work, "Mad About You," by 
Belinda Carlisle is enduring and endearing. 
"I want someone to be so mad about me that 
they'd dedicate [the song) to me." 
And for sophomore art major Susan 
Orchid, that tender yet brutal ballad 
"Lithium" by Nirvana is a romantic favorite. 
"Lithium is needed for a day like Valentine's 
Day," she said. 
Maybe, but remember: 
Cynics get fewer valentines. 
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Nazis, spies and romance 'shine' 
by David Hulfman 
Insider film critic 
Almost fifty years after the end 
of World War II. Nazis remain 
some of the most popular villains 
In the movies. Now K ts Melanle 
Griffith's turn to take on Hitler's 
Germany In the new romantic spy 
thriller Shining Through. 
Griffith plays Linda Voss, the 
half-Jewish secretary of Ed Leland 
(Michael Douglas), a lawyer who Is 
also an O.S.S. spy. The two fall In 
love, only to be torn apart by the 
war as Leland abandons her and 
goes undercover. When he res- 
urfaces at a U.S.O. dance, the two 
rekindle their affair and she goes 
back to work as his secretary. As 
Linda delivers coffee to an Impor- 
tant meeting, she learns that one of 
the government's key operatives 
has been killed In Germany and a 
replacement Is needed. Linda con- 
vinces Leland to send her to fill the 
spot where her perfect German, 
which she learned from her Immi- 
grant father and grandmother, will 
help her blend In as a servant. 
Shining Throng* was adapted 
by David Seltzer from the the Su- 
san Isaac novel and he managed to 
retain a certain literary quality for 
the 91m. which he also directed. 
Whereas the novel focused more 
on Linda's experiences In the 
Stales. Seltzer's film has put the 
emphasis on her mission hi Ger- 
many. While his film is far from 
perfect and has many slow parts. It 
contains Interesting characters and 
a fascinating storyline. 
Linda is a woman who has 
dreamed of rescuing her relatives 
from the Nazis and has lived and 
fantasized through the movies. 
When she becomes the heroine of 
one of the war films she Is so fond 
of. she realizes that she mav be In 
over her head, but Is not about to 
give up. 
Griffith still lives up to her sex 
symbol status In the film. The love 
story between Griffith and Douglas 
ts not without a steamy sex scene. 
Griffith looks gorgeous throughout 
the film and gives a strong per- 
formance - even with her some- 
times distracting voice, which has 
turned a lot of people off of her. 
Douglas, however, has a much less 
dynamic role than Griffith and he 
does Uttle with his characterization 
to counteract his lack ot lines, but 
the two of them have good chem- 
istry on screen as the war time 
lovers. 
Shining Through features a 
good cast and story and does not 
Insult Its audience. In other words, 
It will probably get lost In the shuf- 
fle at the box office like so many 
adult dramas do. 
NEW WORLD ORDER? 
Your Destiny Foretold in Prophecy 
University Hall - Room 210 




Diet, Disease, and Destiny 
Beat the Rap 
War and Peace 
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 
Sponsored by: Bowling Green Seventh-Day Advenlisl Church 
Caba/i, 
'WED - College Id NKe - No Cover Charge 
Eucher & Pool Tournaments - Male Dancers every Thursday 
Boyz Nile Out Every Friday ■ Dance/Party Every Saturday 
DJ Guy Collins from Gold Coast/Detroit Fri & Sat from 9PM 
TOLEDO'S PREMIER DANCE CLUB FOR THE ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLE 
3300 Secor Road - Toledo 
DaHy from 4 PM - Sun from 3 PM 
Phone (419) 536-6556 
Closed Monday 
18* Over with Photo ID 
FREE Parking - Lighled Lots 
On Duty Security al ALL Times 
Min Cover Charge on Fri A Sat 
by Dave Baskind 
Tne   Incredible   College   of   Musical 
Knowledge 
This one goes oat to the one I 
lore 
-R.B.M. 
Valentine's Day Is here again. 
Without getting TOO mushy, let 
me wish my little ktwl a very happy 
23rd and a happy V.D. to all of you 
In love. Dr. Dave urges you to let 
your loved ones know how much 
they mean to you. To my readers 
who are not In love, let It be known 
that Dr. Dave loves you ("That Is 
Just sooo thoughtful," I can hear 
you saying now). 
Good to see more of you send- 
ing In entries. However. It seems 
my theory about the non-existence 
of Kool & the Gang, Mr. Mister and 
Michael Douglas and Melanle Griffith, stars of "Shining Through' 
Garth Brooks (despite his recent 
E G News photo) and their fans 
has not been discredited by a 
single soul. So, it must be true. Our 
winner this week, after our Intense 
random drawing, was Denlse 
Nledermyer. whose pet peeve is 
toe cracking She knew the an- 
swers to the "touch" quiz were: 1. 
M.C. Hammer 2. Genesis 3. The 
Grateful Dead 4. DlVlnyls 5 Hall 8. 
Oates 6. Rod Stewart 7. Cathy 
Dennis 8. Joan Jett 9. Samantha 
Fox 10. Rick Springfield 
To win. send your entry with 
your name, address, phone, and 
your first album (or tape) you ever 
owned to "Dr. Dave's Quiz," c/o 
210 West Hall or hurl ft In the zi- 
ppy wooden box In 210 West Hall 
by 8 am, Wed. Feb. 19. 
Since today Is Valentine's Day. 
what else could this quiz be about? 
Yep, love songs of the 90s Is the 
holiday topic du Jour: 
Freshman lovers - One point 
each. 
1. The King of 90's "Love" 
Songs Is the man who hit the Top 
Five with "When A Man Loves A 
Woman." "Love Is A Wonderful 
Thing" and "Time. Love And Ten- 
derness ' Who Is he? 
2. The Queen of 90s "Love" 
Songs might be the woman who hit 
#1 with "Love Takes Time" and 
Vision of Love." Who Is she? 
Sophomore lovers - Two points 
each. 
3. What quartet recently hit # 1 
with "All 4 Love"? 
4. What woman breathed "Jus- 
tify My Love" to # I ? 
Junior lovers - Three points 
each. 
5. What Swedish duo topped the 
charts In 1990 with "It Must Have 
Been Love"? 
6. What band hit the Top 5 last 
summer with "Love of A Life- 
time"? 
Senior lovers - Four points each. 
7. What woman Is In the Top 5 
with "I Love Your Smile"? 
8. What woman Is on the charts 
with "I Can't Make You Love Me"? 
Graduate lovers (Yes. there are 
some) - Five points each. 
9. What rappers hit the Top 20 In 
1991 with "Now That We Found 
Love"? 
10. What woman, who hit # 1 
with "Toy Soldiers," hit the Top 10 
last year with "Love...Thy Will Be 
Done"? 
Our winner earns a FREE promo 
tape from Finders Records And 
Tapes at 128 N. Main and an 
OFFICIAL Dr. Dave diploma. Dr. 
Dave would LOVE for you to win. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF 
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS 
over 500 units with SUPER locations 
9 and 12 Month Leases Available 
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE 
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER 
354-2260 
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL) 
•■•tllilllll , ■ ■■■■■■■■■at     L 
"(iiiiiiiiiijiihii.' 
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9 Degress. High Lawrence We* Show Astronomers Kertor s Love                      ! lonesome Pine Special Explorers       Auslm City Limits 
m European     JTooy Brown Lawrence Weik Show Movie:   $1,000,000 Duck Movie: "The Treasure ol the Sierra Madre Previews 
© Sluntmasters Emergency Missing Cops Cops Cops Cops Come Strip Live WWF Wrestling My Bloody Valentine 
■> LrfestytM-Ricri Slar Trek Neit Gener Cops Cops Cops Cops New Emergency Star Trek Stuntmasters 
csnt Senior PGA Golf Suncoasi Classic        |sporttCtr Speedweek Auto Racing NASCAR Grand National - Goody's 300 Track Sponsor Track and Field Marathon 
TMC Mov*    Cage Movie   Dances With Wolves Movie "The Young Nurses 
FEBRUARY 16,1992 
SUNDAY AFTERNOON 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
O Olympic Winter Games Daytona 500 Olympic Winter Games 
O Olympic Winter Games Cont'd [unexpected Raccoons 
CD Olympic Winter Games DaytonaSOO Olympic Winter Games 
ID New Day Hawthorne Coaches NBA Show NBA Basketball Detroit Pistons at Philadelphia 76ers NBA Basketball Boston Celtics at Los Angeles Lakers 
a) Larry Jones Week-David Brmkley Close-Up Wealth        |cotege Basketbaa Regional Coverage College Basketbaa Regional Coverage 
m Tony Brown Decisions Firing Line Unrv Forum Hollywood Golden Years Olympic Skater Browning Market Editors One on One McLaughlin National Geographic 
SD Black Bty Newtons One on One Adam Smith Astronomers Conservatism On Challenged Wings Lawrence Welk Show OED images 
QB Action Oven Quit BUy Packer Movie "Tiger Force" Movte   Scared Stiff Full House   Ichanes Mama Harry •Hendr 
m American Gladiators Star Trek Next Gener Movie   Jaws 3" Move   Clue Med Boss' FamHy Ties 
ESPN Reporters SportsCenter Winter Fever Skiing           Women s Tennis: World Tour ot Chicago - Final Snowbrd PGA Golf Northern Telecom Open 
TMC Movie   Pump up the Volume' Cont'd Movte "Johnny Handsome Movie:   Always" Movie   Blue Thunder 
SUNDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News 60 Minutes Olympic Winter Games News Olympics Siskei 
o Famey Hour Olympic Winter Games CBC News CBC News Man From UNCLE Smacks 
ID News CDS MeM 60 MMN Olympic Winter Games News Olympics Coaches 
CD News NBC News Torkelsons Torkelsons Hot Country Nights Move   In the Best Interest ol the Children' News Sports Roggm s Justice 
3) ABC Ne*s Wealth Lite Goes On Videos Funniest Movie:  Ghosttousters II" Wealth Editors NewWKRP 
S Lawrence We* Snow Creatures Great S Small Nature Masterpiece Theatre Pioneer ol Color Ideas Piglet Files Sign-Oil 
■ Nat Cole Wild Am Austin City Limits Nature Holywood Golden Yen Masterpiece Theatre May-Dec The 90s 
63 Slar Trek Next Gener True Colors Parker L In Color Roc Mamed Herman Paul Rodriguez Answer Telecast Grudge Match 
0D Golden Girls |GIO Pains True Colors Parker L In Color Roc Marred Herman News Sports Extra M-A-S-H M-A-S"H Kenneth Copeland 
EIM Senior PQA GoH: Suncoast Classic SportsCtr NFL Biftards Boxing Leon Taylor vs Tony Tubbs SportsCenter LPBTBowkng 








wMany In Store Specials** 
858-1045 428E.Wooster 
3 
THE   WAVE 
We now offer a full line 
of hand and nail care. 
\r* $2.00 off any hair service $3.00 off a manicure 
$5.00 off o set of 




117 E. Court, B.G. 
more than iust copies 
| RESUME SPECIALISTS! 
' tax service 




' screen printing 




' rubber stamps 
_ , n_ 
The balder «2^g^ Friday February 14, 1993 11 
DAYTIME 
DAYTIMEMORNING 
5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 
O Nighrwatch CBS News News Olympic Winter Games g Sally Jessy Raphael Design W    [Family Feud Price 
o Sign-Olf Cont'd Olympic Winter Games Varied 
CD Home Shopping Spree CBS News Newsq Olympic Winter Games q Jenny Jones Design W Family Feud Price 
CD Vaned         JAg-Oiy iMqrg Sally Jessy Raphael Maury Povich One on One 
© Sign-Oft Cont'd ABC News Good Morning America Q Live -• Regis « Kamie Lee Geraldo Home 
© Sign-on Com a Homestretch Lamtj Chop Sesame Street g Instructional Programming 
ED Sign-Ofl Cont'd Homesuetcn Lamb Chop Sesame Street g Instructional Programming 
a Movie Cont'd Melodies G.I.Joe Tiny Toon Woody Chip-Daw DuckTalesg Robert Titton Paid Prog Bewitched 700 CluO 
09 H moonef News Casper Muppets Video Power G.I.Joe Duck Tales:; Peter Pan Sanlord Jetersonsg Webster Laveme Happy Days 
ESPN Basketball Getting Fil In Motion SportsCtr SportsCtr. SportsCtr SportsCtr SportsCtr Training Bodyshape SportsCtr SportsCtr Getting Fit 
TDC Mov* Conl 0 Varied Programs Movie Movie 
DAYTIMEAFTERNOON 
11:30   I   12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00    I   5:30 
O Price is Right Cont'd Young and the Restless Bold. Bea As the World Turns Guiding Light Geraldo Donahue 
o Olympics Midday Country Practice Garden        |nigh Road Olympic Winter Games 
B Price Is Right Cont'd Young end me Restless    |BoW. Baa As the World Turns OuKkng Light Oprah Winfrey Botdar Oft Cosby Show 
CD Concent'          News Closer Look Days of Our Lives g Another World Santa Barbara Joan Rivers Donahueg 
m HomeContd Loving g Ai M> Children One Lite to Live General Hospital Studs Love Con M'A*S*H News 
m Instructional Van,.,) Instructional Programming Vaned Sesame Street g Mr Rogers SanOiego Sq 1TV 
GD Instructional instructional Programming Movie OED Sesame Street g Mr Rogers Sq 1 TV 
CD 700 Club K Copeland Varied Highway to Heaven g Jeanme Peter Pan Bond Jr Tale Spin g BMkttt Dark wing Nmja Turtles Giiiigan 
CD Charles New Beave' Andy Gnffrth 6 Hiiibm*s 3 a Co. Bewitched Cn:pni,jnKs Menace Tale Spin g Deelleiuicp Tiny Toon Saved-Beii Gro Pains 
ESPN Jake In Motion Bodyshape Vaned Programs Final Four Global Wrestl Varied Programs 
THC Mov* Varied Programs Movie Varied Programs 
FEBRUARY 17 1992 
MONDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Can Be Tola Olympic Winter Games News Olympics Newhart ArsemoHan 
O CBCNews Olympic Winter Games Journal CBCNews SCTV Secret Agent 
CD Naaaj CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy! Olympic Winter Games News Olympics Sweating Bullets 
CD News NBC News Ent. Tonight Cur. Aflat Fresh Prince Blossom Movie    Tin Death Us Do Pan News Tonight Show 
Q) Can Be Told ABC News M-A-S-H Wealth FBI-Story Movie    Pale Rider ArsemoHal                    JNighHine Freedom 
9 All Purposes Business MacNeH/Lehrer Newshour travels Americaa Experience Secret Files the Gull EasiEnde-s The-90s 
O Reeding MacNeH/Lehrer Newshour Sandiego Travels American Experience That's Black Entertainment Served Ohio Pro-Am Athlete ot the Year Awards 
m Full House Boss' Married... Night Court Movie: "Weekend at Bernie's" Star Trek  Next Gener Married Dennis Miller                   JGet Smart 
CD Boss'' Golden Girts Married... M-A'S-H Movie: "Weekend at Bernie's" News Married M-A'S'H Hunter 
EiPN Cti Flag Up Close SportsCtr College Basketball: Pittsburgh at Seton Hall College Basketball: Nebraska at Missouri SportsCtr College Basketball 
THC Movie "1 Love You to Deatn  Cont'd Movie   Ernest Goes to Jail                  |Movie:  The Russia House                                      |Movie:  Angel Town 
Worth 
Watching 
The best in 
entertainment 
and information 
is on your public 
station, Channel 
27. Check the 




'from This 'Da\\ forward 
WEDDING APPAREL 
• BRIDAL GOWNS 
• VEILS. ACCESSORIES 
• BRIDESMAIDS 
. FLOWER GIRLS       wedding Gowns 








Mon. a Thucs.12.O0-6O0 
Tuts..Wad.,Fit*   . 
-Sal ' ■   m'nrunn 
DOWNTOWN 
PERRYSBURG 










20 visits for  $40 
10 visits for $25 
5 visits for $15 
OFFER GOOD AT 
ALL 3 LOCATIONS 
A 248 N. Main 
A 993 S. Main 
•Ct    143W.Wooster 
_-HL46_ 
vV       21 Tanning Beds available 
it       All facilities are air conditioned 
1 FREE session with this ad & the 
purchase of a package      Exp 3/1/92 
12 Friday I-'eliruary 14, 1992 
^ 
Inaider Mrngpnine ] 
FEBRUARY 18, 1992 
TUESDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Can Be Told Olympic Winter Games News Olympics Newhert Arseno Han 
o i lit DM Olympic Winter Games | Journal CBCNews SCTV Bonanza 
o News CBS News Wti Fortune Jeopardy' Olympic Winter Games News Olympics Urban Angel 
IB News NBC News EM Tonight Cur Allan In the Heat ol the Night Laws Order NBC News Special News Tonight Show 
S> Can Bo Tl-ld ABC News M-A'S'H Family Feud Full House Home Imp Roseanne Coach Homelront Arsenio Hall JABC News Special 
9 Oceanus Business MacNeii/Lenrer Newshour Nova FrorrOine Journal        |POMJCS EastEnders Hollywood Golden Years ■ Reading MecNeil/lehrer Newshour Sandiego Nova FronUme That DekcaM Balance 1 Served Masterpiece Theatre 
O Fun House Boss' Married.. Night Court Mov*    Club Paradise Star Trek: Next Gener Married Dennis Miner Get Smart 
© Boss? Golden Girls Married... M'A'S'H Movie: "Summer Rental News Married M'A'S'H       | Hunter 
csm NBA Today Up Close SportsCtr College Basketball Ohio Slate at Iowa College Basketball Arkansas at Georgia SportsCenter Sitting 
me Movie    Diplomatic Immunity Movie: "Narrow Margin Movie "The Pit and the Pendulum Movie   Dad 
FEBRUARY 19,1992 
WEDNESDAY EVENING 
6:00    I   6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Can Be Told Otympic Winter Games News Newhart Arsenio Hal 
O CBCNews Olympic Winter Games Journal CBCNews SCTV Secret Agent 
CD News CBS Ne*s Wh Fortune Jeopardy' Olympic Winter Games News Olympics Scene of me Crime 
IB News NBC News Ent Tonight Givens Unsolved Mysteries                                                | NBC News Special News Tonight Show 
m Can Be Told ABC News M-A'S'H Family Feud Dinosaurs OoogeH. Movie   Ramoolll Arsenio Hall Night line Ourt 
© All Purposes Business MacNed/Lehier Newshour Russell Evening at Pops Champ-onship BaWoom Dancing Journal Frontline 
GD Reading MacNeil/Lebrer Newshour Sandiego Russell Evening at Pops Cfiamp-onsTHp Ballroom Dancing Served Management Management 
as FuU House Boss' Mained Nighl Court Movie "Summer Rental Slar Trek: Ne<l Gener Married Dennis Milter Oat Smart 
HD Boss' Golden G 'is Married M-A-S-H Movie    National Lampoon s Vacation News Married M'A'S'H Hurrter 
ESPN Inside PGA SportsCtr College Basketball Syracuse at St John s College Basketball: North Carolina at Virginia SportsCenler Running Volleyball 
TKC Mov*    The Gods Must Be Crary II                          JMovie "Some Like It Hot' Movie   RedSurt JMovie   UnlaithluKy Yours 
FEBRUARY 20,1992 
THURSDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Can Be Told Olympic Winter Games News Olympics Newhan Arsenio Hall 
o CBC News Olympic Winter Games Journal CBCNews SCTV Bonanza 
CD News CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy' Olympic Winter Games News Olympics Silk Staftngs 
IB News NBC News Ent. Tonight Cur Aflair Cosby Show |DII Wortd Cheers Wings LA  Law News Tonight Show 
m Can Be Told ABC News M-A'S-H Family Feud Movie "Columbo Murder 1 i Malibu Primetime Live A,   ,.,   .. ,|,i| Nightline HSN Ent. 
m Oceanus Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wild Am Art Beat Mystery1 Business Ethics Art Beat Street Lile 
0D Reading MacNed/Lehrer Newshour Sandiego Ihurs Nile Ok) House Mystery' Bndeshead Revisited Served Thurs-Nrte Interests 
m Full House Boss' Married Night Court Simpsons Drexeli Beverty Hills. 90210 Star Trek: Next Generation Married Dennis Miller Get Smart 
tB Boss' Golden Girls Married M'A'S'H Simpsons Dreieli Beverty Hills. 90210 News Married M'VS'tl Hunter 
ESPN Senior Tour Up Close SportsCtr College Basketball Illinois al Wisconsin College Bask tbail Arizona at Arizona St. le Sponsor Pro Ski Tour 
TMC Dances With Wolves Movie   In the Heat ol the Night Mowie    King ol New York Movie   Dances With wolves 
& 
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We * fviifl mem w bfe wiffi SoCtmr' Oy Ui 
■■' n;-"' rauraaVaaa IghfWMk 9 * *> 
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murof and imagined « warm gotten onjwi 
you see m your mind's eye we'U make «• come Xiue 
w*t\SoCoky by **#•>• 
ftcn and long lasftn-j Natural lootfng Conations as >t 
colors leaves yow ton shiny son i'*lmanaq*M*' 
«n the color you \e laniasuPd Can today lor a 
.•*# i - mule) 
$5.00 off any 
color service 
$2.00 off haircut 
141 W. Wooster    354-8533 
VIDEO 
North 354-1401 
1093 N. Main St. 
South 353-1972 









Rent one movie 
or Nintendo game 
get one FREE 
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Africa's most popular singers in BG 
Tim members of Ladysmilh Black Mambazo who will be performing in Bowling Green Feb. 20 (Photo courtesy 
Public Relations). 
Underground railroad is topic for dinner theatre 
The Underground Railroad, a 
network of friends who helped 
slaves escape to freedom in the 
north before the Civil War, ran to 
and from every corner of Ohio. 
People of all backgrounds and 
classes joined together to defy 
the law and act in accordance 
with what they believed was a 
higher moral order. Today, an- 
tebellum homes throughout the 
state can still be found with secret 
tunnels leading into the woods, or 
attics with hidden stairways. 
This turbulent period in Ameri- 
can history will be the subject lor 
a dinner/theatre program 7 p.m. 
Friday Feb. 28 in the Lenhart 
Grand Ballroom. 
Entitled "Freedom Bound," the 
musical-drama is produced by 
Mad River Theatre Works, a 
national touring troupe based in 
West Liberty, Ohio. 
Tickets, priced at $10 for stu- 
dents and $20 for others, are on 
sale at the Multicultural Arts 
Program Office, on the third floor 
of the Union. 
Based on a true story, "Free- 
dom Bound" is set in 1857 near 
the town of Mechanicsburg, Ohio. 
It centers on Addison White, an 
escaped slave, and Udney Hyde, 
the man who sheltered him on his 
journey north. 
At the time, federal marshals 
patroled the rural roads of Ohio, 
on the lokout for runaway slaves. 
One day, the marshals burst into 
the Hyde home, discovering 
White. 
Hyde sent White to the attic 
with a gun and ordered him to 
shoot any marshal that tried to 
come after him. As the marshals 
argued with Hyde, word of the in- 
cident spread through Mechan- 
icsburg. 
Armed with knives, guns and 
pitchforks, the residents of the 
town arrived at the Hyde home, 
overpowered the lawmen and 
chased them away. 
Eventually the incident led to a 
lawsuit between the federal 
government and the state of 
Ohio, a suit that was eventually 
made moot on the battlefields of 
the Civil War. 
Grammy nominee Bob Lucas 
is the troupe's musical director. 
Collegiate Chorale will perform in Kobacker Hall 
Featuring 49 singers and a pre- 
show lecture, the Collegiate 
Chorale will perform 3 p.m. Sun- 
day Feb. 23 in Kobacker Hall of 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
The lecture, given by Chorale 
director Richard Mathey, is at 
2:30. 
The program, which is free and 
open to all, features selections 
from The Jon Rutter Requiem and 
Norm Dinnerstein's "When David 
Heard," as well as two fofc songs. 
Ladysmilh Black Mambazo, 
the backup group on Paul Si- 
mon's "Graceland" album, and 
the most popular singing group 
on the continent of Africa, will per- 
form Thursday Feb. 20 at 8:30 
p.m. in the Lenhart Grand Ball- 
room. 
Tickets are $12, $15 and $17 
with a $2 discount for students. 
Tickets are on sale in the Ko- 
backer Hall box office as well as 
the UAO office, and Finder's Re- 
cords. Reservations can be made 
by calling 372-8171. 
The 10-member group is best 
known in the U.S. for its work with 
Paul Simon. That work intro- 
duced the rest of the world to the 
unique sound that is the tradition 
of the Zulu nation. 
Since then, Ladysmilh has 
toured the United States three 
times. They have performed on 
television shows ranging from 
"Saturday Night Live" to "Se- 
same Street." 
Their song "Rain, Rain" was 
used as the soundtrack for a 
7-Up commercial and helped the 
ad win national awards. They per- 
formed soundtrack music for the 
In the past, the Collegiate 
Chorale has toured the United 
States and Europe. 
This May the Collegiate Chor- 
ale will hit the road. Their 10-day 
tour will take them to Washington, 
DC, and New York City. 
Eddie Murphy film "Coming to 
America" and were featured in 
the Michael Jackson "Moonwal- 
ker" video. 
Around the world, they were 
invited to perform at the closing 
ceremonies of the French Bicen- 
tennial and they have toured 
Canada, Europe, Australia and 
Japan, performing before sold 
out audiences at every stop. 
The group's name means the 
"Black Axe of Ladysmith," a mon- 
iker they earned by consistently 
mowing down rival groups at the 
fierce singing competitions which 
are an important and popular part 
of South African culture. 
Eventually, they were banned 
from competitions so other sing- 
ing groups would have an oppor- 
tunity to win. There was nothing 
for Ladysmith to do, but begin re- 
cording their music. 
To date, Ladysmith has re- 
corded 28 albums, which have 
sold countless millions of copies 
in Africa. Their latest release, 
which is being distributed in the 
U.S.. is entitled "Two Worlds, 
One Heart." 
The concert is sponsored by 
UAO. 
"Black Treasures" pays tribute 
The poems, speeches, stories 
and plays of the greatest African- 
American writers in history will be 
brought to life with the presen- 
tation of a dramatic reading pro- 
gram 8 p.m. Friday Feb. 21 in 
Bryan Recital Hall of Moore Mu- 
sical Arts Center. 
Entitled "Black Treasures: A 
Dramatic and Musical Tribute to 
African-American Literature," the 
program is free and open to the 
public. 
The writers represented in the 
program include Maya Angelou, 
Gwendolyn Brooks, Nikki Gio- 
vanni, Langston Hughes, Don L. 
Lee and Dudley Randall. 
Bringing the authors to life will 
be Angela F. Horrison-Collier, the 
assistant director of residence life 
at Emory University in Atlanta, 
and Pamela Pruitt-Green, a librar- 
ian at the West Georgia Regional 
Library. 
Horrison-Collier has performed 
with community theatre troupes 
throughout Georgia and has 
been recognized nationally for 
her dramatic and poetic interpre- 
tations. Pruitt-Green is also an 
author and storyteller. 
Mardi Gras features Old West 
UAO will turn the Lenhart 
Grand Ballroom into the "Way 
Out West," in a celebration of 
Mardi Gras 7 p.m. to midnight 
Feb. 22. 
Mardi Gras will take place in a 
giant saloon and feature black- 
jack tables, a roulette wheel and 
a newly formed band called the 
Texas Flood. The Goldmine, a 
human maze to lind "gold" in, 
and fortune tellers will help trans- 
form the ballroom into the Old 
West. There will also be many 
other booths and games to play 
Hot dogs, chili and other 
western eats will be available. 
After the gambling Is finished 
the players will be able to use 
their play money in an auction. 
in 
4) 
8 30 1.111.-4:30 p.m - Afrlcan- 
Amerlcen Hliioty Month Art E«- 
I hlbltlon 
■African Mobfs E»hibit" Free and 
I open lo all McFal Center Art Gal- 
lery 
»:30 a.m. Noon - Work .hop 
1992  Midwest  Health Promotion 
I Symposium. Free and open to all 
I Ice Arena Lounge. 
Noon - Gradual* Student Lun- 
cheon 
Joseph Campbell and the Power 
of Myth " $1 donation Open to all 
United Christian Fellowship 
Center. 313 Thursbn. 
2:30 p.m. - Meeting 
MOA   Superdance   Committees 
Free  and open  to  all   Lounge, 
Rodgers computer lab 
7 p.m. - Gymns sllc ■ 
BGSU at Michigan State Universi 
ty. East Lansing. 
7:30 p.m.-Hockey 
BGSU Vs. Michigan Stale Universi- 
ty Ice Arena. 
8 p.m. - Theater Production 
"Medea"   Ticket   reservations 
372-2719   Sponsored  by  BGSU 
Theatre Department Joe E  Brown 
Theatre. University Haft* 
«, 10 p.m., Midnight - UAO Mov- 
ie 
"Doc Hollywood" $1 SO with 
BGSU 1.0 210 Math Science 
Bu*ding 
11 a.m. Track 
BG vs Kent Stale and William a 
| Mary Kent 
111 a.m.-1 p.m. •• African- 
American History Month Work- 
shop 
Afncan Dancing and Drumming. 
Free and open to all Bryan Recital 
| Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center 
12:30 p.m. -- Women's Basket- 
ball 
BGSU at Eastern Michigan Uni- 
versity Ypsilanti 
3 p.m. - Men's Basketball 
BGSU at Eastern Michigan Uni- 
versity Ypsilanti 
4-5 p.m. - African-American His- 
tory Month Celebration 
"Omo Eniyan. A Yoruba- 
Dahomean Salute." Free and open 
to all Bryan Recital Hall. Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU at Michigan State Universi- 
ty East Lansing 
8 p.m. - Track 
BG at Knights ol Columbus Clove 
land 
8 p.m. - Theater Production 
"Medea"   Tickets   reservations 
372-2719   Sponsored  by  BGSU 
Theatre Department Joe E Brown 
Theatre. University Hall 
8,10 p.m., Midnight - UAO Mov- 
ie 
"Doc Hollywood" $150 with 
BGSU ID 210 Math Science 
Building 
8,10 a.m. - Church Services 
St John's Episcopal Church, 1509 
E Wooster 
8,10 a.m., Noon - Church Ser- 
vices 
St Aloysus Church. 150 S. Enter- 
prise 
8:30,11 a.m.-Church Services 
St Mark's Lutheran Church, 315 S 
College (Sunday school at 9 45 
a.m.) 
9,11a.m.- Church Senrlcee 
First United Methodist Church. 
1506 E Wooster 
9:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Grace Brethren Church, 121 S En- 
terprise 
10 a.m.--Church Service 
Prout Chapel 
10 a.m. --Church Service 
First Presbyterian Church. 126 S 
Church 
10,11:30 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church 
Services 
St Thomas More Parish, 425 
Thurstin. 
10 a.m., 6 p.m. - Church Ser- 
vices 
Day spring Assembly ol God, 
17360N Dixie Highway. 
10:15 a.m. - Church Service 
Christ Community Church. 123 
Court St 
10:30 am.-Church Service 
Agape Church ol Prayer. United 
Christian Fellowship Center, 313 
Thurstin (Bible study at9:30 am ) 
10:30 a.m., 6 p.m. - Church Ser- 
vices 
First Bapbsl Church, 749 S Win- 
tergarden 
10:30 a.m.- Church Service 
Peace Lutheran Church. 1028 
West Pearl (Sunday school at 9 15 
a.m.) 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Trinity United Methodist Church, 
200 N Summit (Sunday school at 
9:15a.m.) 
10:30 a.m. -Church Service 
University Christian Church 1040 
Choral Rehearsal Had, Mooro Mu- 
sical Arts Center 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 
E Wooster 
10:30 a.m., 6:30 p.m. - Church 
Senrlcee 
Village View Church ol Christ. 801 
W PoeRd 
10:45 a.m. - Church Service 
Deliverance Tabernacle Church ol 
God, 17202 N Mercer (Sunday 
school at 9:30 a.m.) 
10:45 a.m , 6:30 p.m. - Church 
Service. 
Faith Temple. 175 State St (Sun- 
day school at 10 am) 
10:45 a.m. - Church Service 
First Christian Church, 875 Has- 
kins (Sunday school at 9 30 am) 
11 a.m. - Church Service 
Foursquare Gospel Church. 205 
Sandndge 
11 a.m. - Church Service 
Maumee Valley Unitarian Uni- 
versal^! Congregation. Schalter 
Hall, 130 W. Indiana. Perrysburg 
(Religious education at 11 a.m.) 
11 a.m . 7 p.m. - Church Ser- 
vices 
New Honzon Pentecostal Church 
01 God. 620 Second St (Sunday 
school at 10 a.m.) 
2 p.m. - Theater Production 
"Medea" Tickets reservations 
372-2719 Sponsored by BGSU 
Theatre Department Joe E Brown 
Theatre, University Hall 
3 p.m. - Concert 
Bowling Green Philharmoma, with 
pianotanum program Free and 
open to all Kobacker Hal. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
4:30 p.m. - Meeting 
World Studont Association Free 
andopentoall 11th floor. Off en - 
hauer West. 
8:10 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Afrtean- 
Amerlcan History Month Art E»- 
hlbltlon 
-African Mobls Exhibit" Free and 
open to all McFal Center Art Gal- 
lery. 
2:30-3:30 p.m. - Masting 
Christian Science Organization 
Free and open to al Fort Room. 
University Union 
4:30-6 p.m. -Meeting 
Men's Discussion Group Free and 
open to al. Faculty Lounge, Uni- 
versity Union. 
5-8:30 p.m. -Meeting 
Women for Women general meet- 
ing  Free and open to all  Canal 
Room. University Union 
5-6 p.m. - Monday Muslctane 
Alan Gleghom's Combo. Free and 
open to all. Sponsored by UAO. 
Dining  Hal,  Founder's  Quadra- 
ngle. 
6:30 p.m - Meeting 
Amnesty  International   Free and 
open to all 306 Hanna Hal 
7pm - Auditions 
Greater Tuna." Free and open to 
all 405 University Hall 
7 p.m. - Auditions 
"The Shorts Festival  92  A Bill ol 
One Acts " Free and open to all 
402 University Hall 
7 p.m. - Meeting 
Christian Student Fellowship Free 
and open to all Capital Room. 
University Union 
7 p.m. - Meeting 
Students for Ethical Treatment of 
Animals. Free and open to al. 
United Christian Fellowship 
Center. 313 Thursbn. 
7:30-9 p.m. - Bible Study 
Free and open to al. Sponsored by 
Christian Outreach Ministry   Tart 
Room. University Union. 
7:30-9 p.m.-Meeting 
"Time Out for Catholicism." Free 
and open to all. Anbooh Library. St 
Thomas More 
8 p.m. - Meeting 
"Exploring the Spirit Within!" Free 
and open to all. Sponsored by 
United Christian Fellowship 
Center. Founders East Dining Hall. 
8 p.m. - International Film Se- 
ries 
' Tarot' (19860 Germany Free and 
open to all Gish Film Theater. 
Hanna Hal 
9-11 p.m. -Meeting 
Kappa Mu Epsiion math honorary 
society. Admission II, free lor 
members Planetarium 
7 a.m. - Bible Breakfaet 
Open to all   University Lutheran 
Chapel. 1124 E Wooster. 
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - African- 
American History Month Art Ex- 
hibition 
"African Mobls Exhibit" Free and 
open to al  McFal Cenlar Art Gal 
[toy, 
11 a.m. - Bible Study for Artists 
Free and open to all United Chris- 
ban Fellowship Center. 313 Thurs 
bn. 
3:30-4:30 p.m. - Workshop 
"Controlling Test Anxiety Before It 
Controls You " Free Limited regis- 
frabon  Sponsored by Study Skills 
Lab 213 Mosoly Hall 
4-5 p.m.-Meeting 
Elementary Educabon Methods 
All who registered must attend 
115 Educabon Building 
6-7:30 p.m. - BGSU Karate Club 
Reglstrabon fee Open to all. Gym- 
nasium, Epptor Center 
7 p.m. - Auditions 
"Greater Tuna." Free and open to 
all 405 University Hall 
7p.m. - Auditions 
-The Shorts Festival -92 A Bill ol 
One Acts " Free and open to all 
402 University Hall 
8 p.m.-Bible Study 
Bapbst Student Union Free and 
open to all 218 Educabon Build- 
ing. 
9 p.m. - Meeting 
BG University Y. Free and open to 
all 105 Business Administration 
9 p.m.-Meeting 
Peace Coalibon Free and open to 
all   United  Chrisban  Fellowship 
Center. 313 Thursbn. 
9:15-10:15 p.m. - Ice Skating 
BGSU Skabng Club Open to all 
Ice Arena. 
9:30 p.m. - Presentation 
"Violence Against Women." Free 
and open to all Sponsored by 
McDonald West Stall and Hall 
Council Countryside Dining Hal, 
McDonald West 
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - African- 
American History Month Art Ex- 
hibition 
-African Motifs Exhibit." Free and 
open to al McFal Center Art Gal- 
lery 
9-11 30 a.m. - Academic Ad- 
visement 
For hearing impaired majors. 444 
Educabon Building. 
9 a.m.-Noon - Workshop 
Adult Learners Program. Free and 
open to all Sponsored by Office of 
Continuing   Education.    Wood 
County Public Library. 
3:30-5:30 p.m. -Meeting 
BGSU Juggling Club $1 semester 
fee Open to all 105 Eppter North 
3:30p.m.-Seminar 
Dr Patrick Calie. Department ol 
Microbiology and Immunology. 
University of Michigan School of 
Medicine Free and open to all 
Sponsored by Department of Bio- 
logical Science*. 112 Life Science 
Building 
5 45 p.m. - Women's Basketball 
BGSU vs. University of Toledo 
Anderson Arena. 
7 p.m.-Meeting 
Progressive Student Organization 
Free and open to all. United Chris- 
ban Fellowship Cantor. 313 Thurs- 
bn 
7 p.m.-Rugby 
New players meeting Free and 
open to al Capital Room, Univer- 
sity Union. 
6 p.m. - Lecture 
Dr. Eicon Snyder. -In Pursuit ol 
Happiness." Free and open to al 
Alpha Lambda Delta Last Lecture 
Series 112 Business Adrmnislra- 
bon. 
6 p.m. - Meeting 
International Relations Organiza- 
tion. Free and open to all 114 Ed- 
ucation Building 
8 p.m. - Meeting 
Students for Life Free and open to 
all. Faculty Lounge. University 
Union. 
8 p.m. - Men'* Basketball 
BGSU  vs   University of Toledo 
Anderson Arena. 
8:30 p.m. - Meeting 
Amnesty  In'emational   Free and 
open to all 309 University Hal. 
9:00p.m.-Meeting 
Reach-Out social sen'ice organiza- 
tion   Free and open to al   107 
Hanna Hal. 
9:15p.m.-Meeting 
Resident   Student   Association 
Free and open to on-campus stu- 
dents. Second Door, Student Ser- 
vices Buedmg 
9:30 p.m. - Reflection* and De- 
votions 
Free and open to all. University 
Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E Woos- 
ter 
I 6:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Alrlcsn- 
Amarlcan History Month Art Ex- 
hibition 
"African Motifs Exhibit" Free and 
open to all McFal Center Art Gal- 
lery. 
Noon-Meeting 
I Religious   Recovery   Support 
I Group Free and open to all. United 
I Chrisban Fellowship Center, 313 
| Thurstin. 
2:30-4 p.m. - Coffee Hour* 
French language and company 
Open to all French House. 
5:15   p.m.   -   Co-Dependent* 
Anonymous 
Free and open to all First Presby 
lenan Church. 126 S Church Si 
5:15 p.m. - Church Service and 
Dinner 
Free and open to all Sponsored by 
St Thomas More. 425 Thursbn 
<1 
4> 
6-7:30 p.m. - BGSU Karat* Club 
Registration fee Open to all Gym- 
nasium. Epptor Center. 
7:30 p.m.-Variety Show 
Thursday Night Live Free and 
open to all Sponsored by BGSU 
Bible Stud.es Ice Arena Lounge 
8 p.m. -Concert 
BGSU Jazz Combos Free and 
open to all Bryan Recital HaN, 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
8:30 p.m. - African-American 
History Month Concert 
"Ladysmith Black Mambazo" sing- 
ing group Tickets. Lenhart Grand 
Ballroom, University Union. 
8:30 p.m. - Meeting 
Lesbian and Gay Alienee   Free 
and open to all   United Christian 
Fellowship. 
9 p.m. - Lenhart Classic Film 
'Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter?' 
Free and open to all  Gish Film 
Theater. Hanna Hal 
9 p.m. - Narcotics Anonymous 
Free and open to all. For locabon 
call Rick at 354-5901 
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - African- 
American History Month Art Ex- 
I hibltlon 
"African Motifs Exhibit Free and 
open to all McFal Center Art Gal- 
lery 
9 am.-Design Exhibit 
BGSU Student Design Exhibition 
Free and open to fj Fine Arts Gal 
I ten/ 
Noon - Graduate Student Lun- 
cheon 
"The Men's Movement" $1 dona- 
tion Open to ail United Christian 
Fellowship Center, 313 Thursbn. 
2:30 p.m. -Meeting 
MDA Superdance Committees 
Free and open to all. Lounge. 
Rodgers computer lab. 
7 p.m. - African Movie Night 
"Yaaba " Free and open to all 
Sponsored by African Peoples As- 
sociation.    Gish   Film   theater, 
Hanna Hall 
7-9p.m. - Art Exhibit Reception 
BGSU senior art majors Free and 
open to all McFall Center Gallery 
7 p.m. - Chess Exhibition 
Simultaneous exhibition by Wal- 
demar Hanasz . Free and open to 
all Provide own board and pieces 
Sponsored by BG Chess Club 
Grounds for Thought. 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 




8 p.m. - Concert 
"Black Treasures: A Dramatic and 
Musical Tribute to African- 
American Literature" Free and 
open to all Bryan Recital Hal. 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
8,10 p.m., Midnight - UAO Mov- 
ie 
-City Slickers - $1.SO with BGSU 
I D 210 Math Science Building 
11 a.m.-Track 
Women's learn at All Ohio Cham 
pionships. Columbus. 
11 a.m.-Treek 
Men's team at EMU Track Classic 
Eastern Michigan University. Ypsi- 
liinti 
2 p.m. - Gymnastics 
BGSU vs Central Michigan Uni- 
versity Gym, Eppler North 
3 p.m. - Philanthropy 
Twister Tournament Registration 
lee Sponsored by Chi Omega So- 
rority Proceeds to St Vincents 
Medical Center ot Toledo Eppler 
4 p.m. - Concert 
Leslie Bulbuk. graduate (lute reci- 
tal. Free and open to all Bryan Re- 
cital Hal. Moore Musical Arts 
Cenler 
5 p.m. - Women's Basketball 
BGSU at Kent State University 
7 p.m.-Midnlght - Mardl Gras 
Party 
"Way Out West." Free and open to 
all   Sponsored by UAO. Lenhart 
Grand Ballroom University Union. 
7:30 p.m.-Hockey 
BGSU at Miami University Oxford. 
7:30 p.m. - Men'* Basketball 
BGSU at Kent State University 
• p.m — Concert 
"I Fiammmghi" Tickets. Festival 
Series Kobacker Hal, Moore Mu- 
sical Arts Center 
8, 10 s.m. - Church Services 
St. John's Episcopal Church, 1509 
E Wooster 
8, 10 a.m., Noon - Church Ser- 
vices 
St Aloyskis Church. 160 S Enter 
prise 
8:30,11 a.m. - Church Service* 
St Mark's Lutheran Qhurch. 315 S 
College (Sunday school at 9 45 
9,11 a.m. - Church Services 
First   United   Methodist   Church, 
1506 E Wooster 
9:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Grace Brethren Church, 121 S En- 
terprise 
10 a.m. - Church Service 
Prout Chapel 
10 s.m - Church Service 
First Presbyterian Church, 126 S 
Church 
10,11:30 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church 
Service* 
St    Thomas   More   Parish,   425 
Thurstin. 
10 a.m., 8 p.m. - Church Ser- 
vice* 
Dayspnng   Assembly   ot   God. 
17360 N Dixie Highway. 
10:15 a.m. - Church Sendee 
Christ  Community  Church,   123 
Court St 
10:30 a.m.- Church Service 
Agape Church ol Prayer  United 
Christian Felowship Cenler. 313 
Thurstm (Bible study at 9 30 a.m.) 
10:30 a.m., 6 p.m. - Church Ser- 
vice* 
First Baptist Church. 749 S. Win 
tergarden. 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Peace   Lutheran   Church,   1028 
West Pearl (Sunday school at 9:15 
am.) v 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Trinity United Methodist Church, 
200 N. Summit (Sunday school at 
9:15am.) 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
University Christian Church. 1040 
Choral Rehearsal Hall. Moore Mu 
sical Arts Center 
10:30 a m. - Church Service 
University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 
E Wooster 
10:30 a.m., 8:30 p.m. - Church 
Service* 
Village View Church ol Christ. 801 
W.PoaRd. 
10:45 a.m. - Church Service 
Deliverance Tabernacle Church ol 
God. 17202 N Mercer (Sunday 
school at 930 a m |10:45 *.m., 
8:30 p.m. - Church Service* 
Faith Temple, 175 State St (Sun- 
day school at 10 a.m ) 
10:45 a.m. - Church Service 
First Christian Church, 875 Has- 
kins (Sunday school at 9:30 am) 
11 am   -Church Service 
Foursquare  Gospel  Church.   205 
Sandridga. 
11 a.m. •• Church Service 
Maumee   Valley   Unrtanan   Uni 
versaust   Congregation.   Schaler 
Hall, 130 W  Indiana, Perrysburg 
(Religious education at 11 am.) 
11 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Ser- 
vices 
New Horizon Pentecostal Church 
ol God, 620 Second St (Sunday 
school at 10 a.m.) 
2-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
BGSU senior art majors Free and 
open to al. McFall Center Gallery. 
3 p.m. - Concert 
BGSU  Collegiate Chorale   Free" 
and open to all   Kobacker Hall. 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
4:30p.m. -Meeting 
Work) Student Association   Free 
and open to all  11th Floor, Ofton- 
hauer West. 
7 p.m. - Meeting 
Kappa Phi Open to all University 
Christian women University Luth- 
eran Chapel 
I 8 a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
BGSU senior art majors Free and | 
open to al McFall Center Gallery 
9 a.m. -DM Ign Exhibit 
I BGSU Student Design Exhibition 
I Free and open to al. Fine Arts Gal- 
lery. 
2:30-3:30 p.m. - Meeting 
Christian   Science   Organization 
I Free and open to al. Fort Room, I 
University Union 
4:30-6 p.m.-Meeting 
Men's Discussion Group Free anc 
open to all  Faculty Lounge. Uni- 
versity Union 
5-8:30 p.m. -Meeting 
Women lor Women general meet- 
ing. Free and open to all. Canal 
Room, University Union 
5-6 p.m. - Monday Musician* 
BGSU Lab Band I Free and open 
to all   Sponsored by UAO  Dining 
Hall, Kriescher Quadrangle 
6:30 p.m. - Meeting 
Amnesty International   Free and 
open to all 306 Hanna Hal 
7 p.m.-Meeting 
Christian Student Fellowship. Free 
and open to all.  Capital Room. 
University Union 
7 p.m - Meeting 
Students tor Ethical Treatment ol 
Animals   Free and open  to all 
United   Christian    Fellowship 
Center. 313 Thurstin 
7:30-9 p.m. - Bible Study 
Free and open to all Sponsored by 
Christian Outreach Ministry   Tart 
Room. University Union. 
7:30-9 p.m. - Meeting 
"Time Out lor Catholicism." Free 
and open to all Antoch Library. St 
Thomas More. 
8 p.m.-Meeting 
Exploring the Sptnt Within1' Free 
and open  to all   Sponsored by 
United   Christian   Fellowship 
Center Founders East Dining Hall 
8 p.m. - International Film Se- 
ttee 
"I Was Stain's Bodyguard" (1990) 
Russia Free and open to al Gish 
Film Theater, Hanna Hall 
9-11 p.m. -Meeting 
Kappa Mu Epsilon main honorary 
society.  Admission  $1.  tree  lor 
members Ptonelarium 
17 a.m. - Bible Breokfaei 
I Open to al.  University Lutheran 
I Chapel. 1124 E. Wooster 
18 a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
I BGSU senior art majors Free and 
I open to a*. McFall Cenler Gallery. 
19 a.m. - Design Exhibit 
I BGSU Student Design Exhibition 
I Free and open to all Fine Arts Gal 
|«wy 
11 a.m. - Bible Study for'Artlal* 
Free and open to all United Chns 
tan Fellowship Center, 313 Thurs- 
tin 
3:30-4:30 p.m. - Workshop 
"Controlling Test Anxiety Before It 
Controls You " Free. Limited rogis 
tiaoon Sponsored by Study Skills 
Lib 213 Mosoly Hall 
6-7:30 p.m. - BGSU Karat* Club 
Registration fee. Open to all. Gym- 
nasium, Eppler Center. 
■ p.m.-Bible Study 
Baptist Student Union   Free and 
open to al  218 Education Build- 
ing. 
9 p.m. - Meeting 
BG University Y. Free and open to 
all. 105 Business Administration 
« p.m. - Meeting 
Peace Coalition Free and open to 
all.   United  Christian   Felowship 
Cenler. 313 Thurstin 
9:15-10:15 p.m. - Ice Skating 
BGSU Skating Club. Open to all 
Ice Arena. 
8 a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
BGSU senior art majors. Free and 
open to all McFall Center Gallery 
9 a.m.-D**lgn Exhibit 
BGSU Student Design Exhibition 
Free and open to all Fine Arts Gal 
lery. 
9-11:30 a.m. - Academic Ad- 
visement 
For hearing impaired majors   444 
[ Education building. 
9 a. m.-Noon - Workshop 
Adult Learners Program. Free and 
open to all Sponsored by Office of 
Continuing    Education.    Wood 
County Public Library 
3:30-5:30 p.m. - Meeting 
BGSU Juggling Club. $1 semester 
lee Open to all Eppler North 
3:30 p.m. - Seminar 
Dr   George Uetz, Department ol 
Biological Sciences. University of 
Cincinnati   Free and open to all 
Sponsored by Department ot Bio 
logical Sciences. 112 Life Science 
Building 
5 p.m. - Contest Deadline 
Spring Break T-shirt designs. Free 
and  open to all   Sponsored by 
UAO. UAO Office. 3rd floor. Uni- 
versity Union. 
5:45 p.m. - Women's Basketball 
BGSU vs Ball Stale University 
Anderson Arena. 
7 p.m. - Meeting 
Progressive Student Organization 
Free and open to all. United Chris- 
tian Fellowship Center. 313 Thurs- 
ItV 
8p.m.-Concert 
Jerome Rose, pianist   Free and 
open to aH  Faculty Artist Series. 
Kobacker Hal. Moore Musical Arts 
Center 
8 p.m. - Meeting 
International Relations Organiza- 
tion. Free and open to al. 114 Ed- 
ucation Building. 
8 p.m. - Meeting 
Students for Life. Free and open to 
all.   Faculty   Lounge,   University 
Union. 
8 p.m. - Men'* Basketball 
BGSU vs.  Ban  State University 
Anderson Arena. 
8:30 p.m. - Meeting 
Amnesty International. Free and 
open to an 309 University Hal. 
9:00 p.m.-Meal ng 
Reach-Out social service organiza- 
tion Free and open to all 107 
Hanna Hal. 
9:15 p.m. -Meeting 
Resident   Student   Association. 
Free and open to on-campus stu- 
dents. Second lloor. Student Ser- 
vices Building 
9:30 p.m. - Reflection* and De- 
votion* 
Free and open to all. University 
Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E. Woos- 
ter. 
11 a m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
I BGSU senior art majors. Free and 
I open to all McFall Center Gallery 
I 9 a.m.- Do*Ign Exhibit 
I BGSU Student Design Exhibition 
I Freo and open to al. Fine Arts Gal- 
| lery 
Noon-Meeting 
Religious Recovery Support 
Group Free and open to all United 
Christian Felowship Center, 313 
Thurstin 
2:30-4 p.m. - Coffee Hour* 
ff*l   French language and company 
~  Open to all French House. 
5:15   p.m.   -   Co-Dependents 
-^r   Anonymous 
09  Free and open to all. First Presby- 
terian Church. 126 S Church SI 
5:15 p.m. - Church Service and 
Dinner 
Free and open to all Sponsored by 
St. Thomas More. 425 Thurstin 
6-7:30 p.m. - BGSU Karate Club 
Registration fee Open to all Gym- 
nasium, Eppler Cenler 
7:30 p.m. - Variety Show 
Thursday Night Live. Free and 
open to all Sponsored by BGSU 
Bible Studies Ice Arena Lounge 
8 p.m. - Concert 
Jiggs   Whtgham.  jazz  musician 
Tickets Kobacker Hall. Moore Mu 
sical Arts Center 
6 p.m. - Theater Production 
Amadous     Tickets.  Eva  Mane 
Saint Theatre. University Hal 
8:30 p.m.--Meeting 
Lesbian and Gay Alliance. Free 
and open to al  United Christian 
Felowship. 
9 p.m. - Lenhart Classic Film 
"Cat On A Hot Tin Roof" Free and 
open to all   Gish  Film Theater, 
Hanna Hall 
9 p.m. - Narcotics Anonymous 
Free and open to all. For location 
cat Rick at 354-5901 
8 a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
I BGSU senior art majors. Free and 
open to al McFall Cenler Gallery 
9 am.-Deelgn Exhibit 
BGSU Student Design Exhibition 
Free end open to al Fine Arts Gal- 
lery. 
2:30p.m. -Meeting 
MDA Superdance Committees 
I Free and open to el. Lounge. 
| Rodgers computer lab. 
Sp-m.-Trjok 
Women's Team at MAC Invita- 
tional Eastern Michigan Universi- 
ty YpsilanO 
0 p.m. - Gymnastics 
BGSU vs   Bal State University 
Gym. Eppler North 
7 p.m. - Dinner Theatre 
"Freedom Bound " Tickets availa- 
ble in Multi-Cultural Arts Program 
Office   Lenhart Grand Ballroom. 
University Union 
B p.m. - Concert 
BGSU Concert Band and Universi- 
ty Band. Free and open to all. Ko- 
backer Hall. Moore Musical Arts 
Cenler 
6 p.m. - Theater Production 
"Amadous."   Tickets    Eva   Marie 
Saint Theatre. University Hal 
7, 9:30 p.m., Midnight - UAO 
Movte 
"Boyz N The Hood." $1 50 with 
BGSU   ID    210   Math  Science 
Building. 
10 p.m. - Philanthropy 
Snowball   Softball   Tournament 
Registration fee Sponsored by Al 
I pha Tau Omega Fraternity. Intra- 
mural Fields. 
I 12:15 p.m   - Women'* Basket- 
ball 
I BGSU at Miami University Noon - 
I Track 
Men's team at MAC Invitational 
Eastern Michigan University. Ypsi- 
lanrj 
Oxford. 
8 p.m. - African-American His- 
tory Month Concert 
Groovemaster and Flash Your 
Buddha Free and open to all 
Sponsored by BGSU Canbbean 
Association Northeast Commons 
8 p.m. - Theater Production 
"Amadous."  Tickets   Eva  Marie 
Saint Theatre. University Hal 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU vs Soviet Red Army Ice 
Arena. 
8,10 p.m.. Midnight - UAO Mov- 
ie 
"Boyz N The Hood." $1.50 with 
BGSU ID 210 Mali Science 
Buiktng 
2-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
I BGSU senior art majors Free and 
open to al McFall Center Gallery 
2 p.m. - Theater Production 
"Amadous"  Tickets   Eva  Mane 
I Saint Theatre. University Hal. 
I 3 p.m. - Concert 
BGSU Symphonic Band Free and 
open to all  Kobacker Hall. Moore 
I Musical Arts Center. 
4:30 p.m. - Meeting 
World Student Association Free 
and open to all 11th Floor. Often- 
hauer West 
7 p.m. - Meeting 
Kappa Phi Open to all University 
Christian women University Luth- 
eran Chapel 
8 p.m. - Concert 
Elizabeth Cobb. piano, and Vasse 
Beluska. violin Free and open to 
all Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical 
Arts Center. 
Iron Mike and Dave celebrate "Friday Morning Hangover" anniversary 
Iron Mike and Dave (Photo by Tim Hollman) 
Open auditions to be held 
The Theatre Department has 
announced the dates of open au- 
ditions lor 'The Shorts Festival 
'92: A Bill ol One Acts" and 
"Greater Tuna." 
Auditions lor "The Shorts Fes- 
tival" are 7 p.m. Feb. 17 and 18 in 
402 University Hall. Callbacks will 
be 7 p.m. Feb. 19. 
One-act plays to be produced 
as part of the festival include 
"Space Aliens,'"Roses for the 
Martyr,""Seeds,""Asleep on the 
Wind""Beyond the Fringe" and 
"Betsy Baker." 
"The Shorts Festival'' will be 
presented at 8 p.m. March 12-14 
and 2 p.m. March 15 in the Joe E. 
Brown Theatre. 
Open auditions for "Greater 
Tuna" will be held 7 p.m. Feb. 17 
and 18 in 405 University Hall. 
Callbacks will be at 7 p.m. Feb. 
19. 
One ol off-Broadway's greatest 
hits, "Greater Tuna" Is a hilarious 
portrayal of small town customs 
and comic characterizations. 
Production dates are 8 p.m. April 
8-11 and 2 p.m. April 11 in 405 
University Hall. 
Auditions are open to all. For 
additional information contact the 
theatre office at 372-2222. 
Festival features Fiamminghi 
The BGSU Festival Series will 
conclude its 11th season with a 
performance by I Fiamminghi, the 
Belgian Chamber Orchestra, fea- 
turing guitar soloist Eduardo Fer- 
nandez. 8 p.m. Feb. 22 in Ko- 
backer Hall of the Moore Musical 
Arts Center. 
The 12-member orchestra, 
formed in 1958, was named by 
Rudolf Werthen, violinist and 
conductor of the group, after the 
title given to Flemish musicians 
who brought chamber music to its 
peak during the Renaissance 
period. One of Europe's most 
outstanding chamber orchestras, 
I Fiamminghi is renowned for its 
brilliant sonority. 
The ensemble performs a vari- 
ety of music ranging from the Ita- 
lian Baroque to 20th century 
compositions. 
Tickets for the performance, 
available at the Moore Musical 
Arts Center box office, are $8, 
$14 and $20, with a $2 discount 
for students. Mastercard and 
Visa are accepted. To reserve 
tickets call 372-8171. 
HSA will raffle off free tuition 
One thousand dollars will be 
credited to the bursar account of 
the winner of HSA's 1992 Tuition 
Tickets, $1 each or 6 tor $5, will 
be on sale Feb. 24-28 in the 
lobby of the Math Science Build- 
Today may be recognized as 
Valentine's Day to most Bowling 
Green students, but to followers 
of campus radio personalities 
Iron Mike and Dave, this date 
marks the anniversary of their 
first show together, three years 
ago. The two disc jockeys have 
been on WFAL since their fresh- 
man year, spending the last two 
seasons on the Friday morning 
"drive-lime" shift. 
In honor of the anniversary, 
their show, "The Friday Morning 
Hangover," is kicking off its 
Campus Crusade for Iron Mike 
and Dave campaign this morning. 
With this being their final semes- 
ter together, the two are planning 
various public appearances in 
addition to giveaways, guest 
stars and an end-of-the-year 
event featuring the largest cast 
ever asembled for a single radio 
show in BGSU history. 
Despite this new campaign, 
both Iron Mike (Mike Casement) 
and Dave (Dave Englander) be- 
lieve the reason for their show's 
success goes beyond gimmicks. 
Some of the "bits" that the two 
have come up with over the years 
have ranged from sound effects 
to reading personals and banter 
with their news and sports team, 
Dr. Love and the Big Kahuna. 
With the two leaving the 
station, and the show being 
somewhat ol an institution at 
WFAL, the list of people looking 
to take over the Hangover slot is 
beginning to grow, with Mike and 
Dave giving the edge to their 
news and sports crew. 
Said newsman Andy Spence 
a.k.a. Dr. Love, "ltd be a great 
opportunity for us. We've both 
been with the show throughout 
this year and while we may not be 
quite good enough yet, Mike and 
Dave are working with us." 
Philharmonia explores planets with help from NASA 
A journey into a galaxy of sight 
and sound will occur 3 p.m. Sun- 
day Feb. 16 in Kobacker Hall of 
the Moore Musical Arts Center. 
The concert is free and open to 
all. 
In what promises to be a spe- 
cial concert, the BGSU Philhar- 
monia will perform "The Planets'' 
by Gustav Hoist with visual ac- 
companiment provided by Dr. 
Dale Smith, director ol the plane- 
tarium. 
"The Planets" is considered 
Hoist's most enduring and popu- 
lar work. Although individual 
movements from the suite have 
been presented before, this is the 
first time the work has been per- 
formed in its entirety by the 
BGSU Philharmonia 
The performance will bring 
together the Philharmonia, con- 
ducted by Emily Freeman Brown, 
and a unique slide presentation 
of NASA photographs taken dur- 
ing the missions of the Mercury 
10, Viking, Voyager and Magel- 
lan spacecraft, including Magel- 
lan's spectacular 1991 pho- 
tographs of Venus. 
As an added feature, com- 
poser David Means, who is in res- 
idence at the College of Musical 
Arts, will provide a brief encore 
movement representing Pluto, 
which was discovered after Hoist 
finished "The Planets." 
Photos of the planets did not 
exist when Hoist composed "The 
Planets" between 1914-1916. 
Instead, Hoist's work was in- 
spired by the astrological or 
mythological significance of the 
planets. Each of the seven 
movements bears a subtitle: 
Mars, the Bringer of War; Venus, 
the Bringer ol Peace; Mercury, 
the Winged Messenger; Jupiter, 
the Bringer of Jollity; Saturn, the 
Bringer of Old Age; Uranus, the 
Magician; and Neptune, the Mys- 
tic. 
The Women's Chorus, under 
the direction of Mark Munson, will 
sing the epilogue in the final 
movement of the symphonic 
suite. 
Escort Service expands to meet student needs 
The Campus Escort Service 
will soon have a new car to help 
students get safely from one 
place to another, according to 
Coordinator Bill Vogt. The car is 
possible because of a $7,000 
grant from the senior class of 
1987. Currently, the Escort Ser- 
vice uses a car they borrow from 
Parking Services. 
Another new feature this year 
is the purchase of a more effec- 
tive radio system which helps 
provide better service, according 
to Vogt. 
Also, an enhancement added 
within the last two years is the 
payment of a stipend to some es- 
corts who have been with the 
service for a long time. Vogt says 
that for the most part the service 
remains a volunteer organization 
and not all volunteers can expect 
to get paid. 
Students interested in vol- 
unteering can be male or female, 
must be very personable and 
pass a security check. 
Since the late 1970s, the Es- 
cort Service has been around to 
"provide a safer campus for all 
students," says Vogt. 
The Campus Escort Service 
can be reached by calling 
372-8360. Located at 104 Com- 
mons by the traffic desk, it is 
open Sun.-Thurs. dusk to 1 a.m. 
and Friday dusk to 10 p.m. 
Alpha Lambda Delta lecture pursues happiness 
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Dr. Eldon Snyder will discuss 
"In Pursuit of Happiness" 8 p.m. 
Feb. 19 in 112 Business Adminis- 
tration. 
In the Alpha Lambda Delta 
Last Lecture Series professors 
Marley tribute 
People of all ages and races, 
as well as people from out of 
state attend the Reggae Tribute 
to Bob Marley each year, accord- 
ing to R. Errol Lam, event organ- 
izer. This year, the eighth annual 
tribute is being held at 8 p.m., 
Saturday Feb. 29 in Northeast 
Commons. 
"Bob Marley sang songs with a 
message that applied to every- 
one," Lam says. 
are told to imagine that each lec- 
ture is their last chance to speak 
to students. 
The series began last year 
when the national executive di- 
towime turn trtri miiiinir 
rector of the academic organiza- 
tion suggested it to enhance the 
relationship between the faculty 
and students, according to last 
year's chapter president Nickl 
Puhlman. 
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